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ABSTRACT 

The properties and microstructure of Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr were characterized under 
various stress states after the following heat treatments: 1) annealing above the p transus, 
followed by cooling at various rates and ageing for different times; 2) solution heat treatment in 
the a-p range, fan-cooling and ageing for various temperatures and times. 

Heat treatment above the p transus temperature causes complete recrystallization of the 
as-forged microstructure. The as-cooled microstructure consists of equiaxed p grains with an 
average grain size of 200µm. Water quenching from above the p transus results in precipitation of 
a dispersion of nano-sized w phase; while the fan-cooled microstructure contains nano-sized w 
and a precipitates. Ageing of the fan-cooled microstructure at 790°C or 600°C precipitates sub 
micron acicular a throughout the p grains. The tensile properties of this condition could not be 
determined using standard tensile specimens due to brittle failure at the grips. 

Controlled cooling from above the p transus to the ageing temperature at slower rates 
produces a coarser a+P microstructure. Acicular a laths are produced with cooling rates of 
1°C/min, while lamellar a develops at cooling rates of 3.4°C/min. The ~ annealed and fan-cooled 
condition is characterized by relatively low strength (- 850MPa) and low ductility (-6% elong.).The 
fracture mode is by intensely localized slip and the creation of transgranular cracks. Localization 
of slip is attributed to shearing of the nano-scale w precipitates by dislocations. A linear 
relationship between the grain size, d-112 

, and the yield and fracture stresses was established, as 
described by the Hall-Petch relation. With controlled cooling, the strength and ductility improve by 
precipitation of lamellar a within the p matrix. Improvements in ductility and strength are achieved 
by reducing the slip length. 

Solution heat treatment below the p transus and fan-cooling results in complete 
dissolution of the as-forged acicular a phase. Solutionizing at 50°C below the p transus yields a 
volume fraction of 16.5% primary a in a matrix of retained p. Low angle grain boundaries and 
globular primary a, each measuring 2-4µm average in diameter, are uniformly distributed 
throughout the retained p matrix. The tensile strength in this condition is relatively low, i.e. (
900MPa) and the ductility relatively high (- 16% elong.). With ageing in the 500°C to 600°C 
temperature range, precipitation of a within the retained p begins within 5 minutes of the start of 
ageing. Precipitating is heterogeneously nucleated at dislocations and grain boundaries. The 
yield and ultimate tensile strengths reach values of roughly 1200 and 1300MPa, respectively, and 
remain relatively constant for up 48 hours ageing 
The fracture stresses for the solution treated condition and for material subsequently aged at 
500°C and 600°C are quite similar in magnitude. This similarity is due to the fact that the fracture 
mechanism, which controls the fracture stress, is the same for all these conditions. The fracture 
mechanism for all the solution treated conditions begins with shear decohesion of the primary alp 
interfaces. 

For each condition, the damage mechanisms and final fracture modes were evaluated 
and rationalized on the basis of microstructural features. The yield and fracture stresses for the 
various conditions were calculated and plotted on a two-principal stress axis coordinate system, 
thus creating the failure envelope for Ti-5553. For the pannealed and fan cooled and for the a-P 
solution heat treated and aged conditions the yield and fracture envelopes are two concentric 
ellipses in good agreement with the shear strain energy (van Mises) model for failure. 

The fracture toughness and stress corrosion cracking behaviour for the STA condition 
were evaluated and compared against other ptitanium alloys. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Since the early beginnings of the aircraft industry, there has been a continuous drive to 
reduce component weight for both airframes and engines. 
Although every major element in an aircraft structure is considered critical , the landing gears 
structural components are perhaps the only areas where designers would consider using certain 
materials deemed cutting edge. This tendency has to do with the notion that although 
indispensable to the safe operation of an aircraft, the landing gears are considered a weight 
burden since they do not directly assist flight. 

Amongst the most widely accepted work in materials selection is that by Dr. M.F. Ashby 
ft], who published a series of materials selection charts illustrating the ranking of various 
materials according to their properties. The advantage of titanium alloys for structural 
components subject to tensile strength and density considerations is highlighted in Figure 1.1. In 
this chart, titanium and aluminum alloys offer an advantage over steel, due to their higher 
strength to density ratio. Another important criterion for aircraft structures is the fracture 
toughness, which represents the ability of a material to tolerate internal flaws or damage. Figure 
1.2 presents the fracture toughness versus strength for various materials. In this chart, titanium 
alloys and steels rate amongst the highest, with steels offering a slight advantage. 

Despite their relatively low fracture toughness, ultra-high strength steels and ~-t itanium 
alloys continue to make up the majority of a landing gear's structural members. Materials 
considered to be an unacceptable risk for other airframe applications, such 300M steels and 
peak-strength aged Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI, are the materials of choice for landing gear designs. The 
refinement of stress analysis tools such as finite element analysis, and the ability to create three 
dimensional models of the structural members, have revolutionized the ability to predict stresses 
and reduce component weight. On the downside, the higher level of accuracy provided by these 
tools can sometimes result in a less cautious approach to the analysis. This is because the input 
loads are almost always estimated and must be confirmed during flight testing . However, the 
evolution of the tools for analysis has not been accompanied by a commensurate increase in the 
understanding of material behaviour. The conservatism inherent in factors of safety, which 
accounted for some of the gaps in the knowledge are being eroded. It is for these reasons that a 
fundamental understanding of the material mechanical properties and in particular its yield and 
fracture behaviour are crucial to the safe design of aircraft structures and landing gears. This 
understanding is intrinsically linked to the evolution and control of the alloy's microstructure. The 
primary aim of this thesis is to shed light on the mechanical behaviour of a novel ~-titanium alloy 
based on a more thorough understanding of its microstructure and response to heat treatment. 
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1.1 A Short History of pAlloys in Aerospace Applications 

Shortly after World War II , titanium alloys were recognized for their combination of 
desirable properties and their strategic advantage for aeronautical applications. Among these 
desirable properties are: high strength to weight ratio, high temperature capabilities, resistance to 
environmental degradation, and relatively good fatigue properties ft]. Development of titanium 
alloys has been dominated by the military sector, where the development and acquisition costs 
have been justified by performance advantages. In the context of landing gear applications, 
military proven titanium alloys have slowly been introduced to the more conservative commercial 
sector justified by weight saving potential. Acceptance of titanium alloys in commercial aircraft 
design has been accompanied by intense scrutiny and cost benefit analysis. The reluctance 
surrounding the wider acceptance of titanium has been to due to the volatile nature of the titanium 
market. More recently, a lot of research has been devoted by titanium manufacturers into cost 
effective production of titanium concentrates from oxide ores and single melt processes such as 
plasma hearth and "skull" melting.{2}{3] These efforts are aimed at reducing the high cost of 
titanium and stabilizing the market. Even though the price of titanium remains comparatively high, 
the use of titanium alloys has increased steadily with every new design. In recent years, 
development of airframe alloys is sometimes lead by the commercial sector. More specifically to 
landing gear applications, early designs made use of a-p alloy Ti-6Al-4V, for structural and "shock 
strut" internal components, but were subsequently replaced by Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn, and later by higher 
strength p alloys such as Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al.f4J, {SJ High pressure hydraulic tubing , traditionally made 
of corrosion resistant steels, have been converted almost entirely to Ti 3Al-2.5V, in the 
commercial and military sectors. Other P-titanium alloys have also found other niche applications 
such as springs, where Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4M0-4Zr has become the alloy of choice 

Historically, a separation in the development of titanium alloys existed between the west 
(USA, Europe and Japan) and the east (predominantly in the former Soviet Union). This has lead 
to the development of independent alloy systems. 

With the onset of globalization and dissolution of the former Soviet Union, Russian alloys 
are now available in the west.[6] The most interesting for the landing gear application has been Ti
5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr, based on the Russian alloy system termed VT22 (BT22). The most common 
alloy currently used for commercial sector landing gears is Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI. This P alloy is 
somewhat difficult to melt and its mechanical properties decrease with increasing thickness. 
Recently, Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr has gained significant interest, as it has been shown to have higher 
tensile strength capabilities for larger thickness (200mm) than Ti-1 OV-2Fe-3AI. 

The two most important criteria driving the selection of titanium alloys in aerospace 
applications are the combination of high strength-to-density ratio, and resistance to environmental 
degradation. Depending on the specific application, resistance to fatigue is sometimes as 
important as static strength in modern aircraft designs. However, the compelling reasons for 
selecting p titanium alloys in landing gear design remain their high static strength/density ratio 
and their extremely high corrosion resistance. Among the corrosion related factors considered are 
the resistance to general corrosion and to stress corrosion cracking . Except in the high 
temperature areas of an aircraft, all titanium alloys are considered immune to general corrosion 
and degradation in the environments typical of aircraft operation. In fact, the vast majority of 
titanium components spend their service life without any surface treatment or corrosion 
protection. Hence, from a corrosion standpoint, the only critical attribute considered is the alloy's 
stress threshold to avoid fracture due to stress corrosion cracking. 
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From a static strength perspective, Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr has a higher tensile 
strength/density ratio when compared to the incumbent landing gear alloys. For components or 
sections of components designed by static strength, this results in lighter designs. Figure 1.3 
presents a comparison of the strength/density ratio and fracture toughness, for the alloys of 
choice used in landing gear design. Depending on the size and service duty expected, aluminum 
alloy 7175 in the T7451 temper or ultrahigh strength steel 300M heat treated to a minimum tensile 
strength of 1930MPa, are the most common landing gear alloys. However, these alloys often 
experience corrosion degradation and must be overhauled periodically. To prevent in-service 
corrosion, the titanium alloy of choice is Ti-10V-2Fe-3Cr in the solution treated and aged (STA) 
condition . Although titanium components are typically lighter and do not require maintenance due 
to corrosion, their acquisition cost is typically 10-15 times that of equivalent components made 
from ultra high strength steels. Considering the strength-to-density ratio in the design of a 
component using titanium alloy Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr against 300M steel , would result in a 
advantage of more than 4%; such significant advantage often justifies the additional expense. 
Note that the fracture toughness for all these alloys is relatively low, and would be considered 
unacceptable for design of aircraft structural members other then landing gears. 

7175 -T7451 300M - 1930MPa Ti-10-2-3 - STA Ti-5553 - ST A 

~Strength/Density 
(MPa/(gr/cm3)) 

•Fracture Toughness 
(MPa/m112) 

Figure 1.3: Comparison of Strength/Density and Fracture Toughness for common Landing 
Gear alloys against Ti-5553. Note: ST A refers to Solution Treated and Aged corresponding 

to the "peak strength" condition. 

Characterization and understanding of the microstructure and mechanical properties of 
th is alloy would be of great interest to the landing gear design community. It is expected that this 
alloy would become the replacement for Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI and result in lighter, more efficient 
landing gear designs. 
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1.2 Background on Titanium Alloy VT22 and Engineering Problem 

As the tensile properties of titanium alloys are lower than those for the so called "ultra 
high strength steels" (300M, etc.), the dimension and cross sections of structural landing gear 
components made from titanium are proportionally larger. For very large landing gears, the 
sections exceed the maximum hardenability achievable with water quench alloys such as Ti-1 OV
2Fe-3AI. Figure 1.4 is a isometric diagram of a Bogie Beam for a very large airl iner manufactured 
from Ti-10-2-3. This forging weighs in excess of 3,200 kg , has a length of over 4.2 m and a 
maximum cross section of 560X670mm. 

1m 

Figure 1.4: Three Dimensional Model of Bogie Beam Forging for a Large Airliner. 

Prior to heat treatment, the forging must be extensively machined to reduce the section 
th ickness. Quench distortion is often a concern with heat treatment of such large, slender 
components, which complicates the manufacturing process. 

Air "quench" alloys such as Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr are capable of higher tensile properties in 
much larger cross sectional sizes. Furthermore, this alloy can be through hardened as a forging 
without the need for prior machining, eliminating manufacturing steps and the risk of distortion. 
This alloy is an improved derivative of a Russian titanium alloy termed VT22, which has a nominal 
composition of Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-1 Cr-1 Fe. VT 22 was used extensively in Russian airframe 
applications for the Ilyushin, Tupolev, Antonov, and Yakovlev aircraft. [BJ 
Another similar alloy often referred to as VT22-1 , having a nominal composition Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo
3Cr-1Zr, is also being investigated in Europe. This system of alloys, and in particular Ti-5Al-5V
5Mo-3Cr (Ti-5553) , is not well understood in the West. 

Although the potential benefit of using this new alloy in landing gear designs has 
attracted a great deal of interest, there is an equal hesitation to adopt this alloy until its 
microstructure-property relationship is better understood. 
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2.0 OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this thesis is to characterize the microstructural changes occurring in Ti
5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr upon heat treatment, and to gain a fundamental understanding of the 
relationship between the microstructure and mechanical properties. The outcome of the 
mechanical property response will be assessed against minimum property requirements for 
industrial consideration of this alloy. 

In this context, the evolution of the microstructure will be studied using industry based 
heat treatment processes. These practices necessitate heat treatment in air furnaces and involve 
complications such as adsorption of oxygen at the surface. Additionally, the scale of the cross 
sections intended for Ti-5553 dictate cooling rates which are much slower than those possible in 
a laboratory setting. 

Analysis of the mechanical response for this alloy will consider the elastic, plastic and 
final fracture behaviours for each heat treatment condition. Since the fracture process in industrial 
components involves more than tensile stresses, deformation and fracture evaluation will involve 
tension, compression and shear stress states. 

Moreover, other properties such as fracture toughness and stress corrosion cracking, 
deemed essential for alloy consideration in component design, will be evaluated against currently 
used alloys. 

The knowledge of critical plasticity and fracture properties will aid structural analysis and 
reduce the risk of component failure. It is hoped that with a better understanding of this alloy, 
manufacturing processes and heat treatment can be optimized and the properties tailored for use 
in new landing gear designs. 
As the great majority of structural components for landing gears are manufactured from forgings, 
this work will utilize forged product forms manufactured to the current industry practice. 

The approach taken to accomplish the outlined goals is as follows: 

i) Characterization of the microstructural evolution as a function of heat treatment 

ii) Study of the mechanical properties and strengthening mechanisms operative for 
this alloy 

iii) Analysis of the deformation and fracture under various stress states 

iv) Evaluation of the fracture toughness and stress corrosion cracking behaviours 

v) Discussion of the important features pertinent to Ti-5553 microstructure and 
properties 

vi) Conclusions, Practical Recommendations and Future Work 
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3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The following is a brief summary of the usual classification of titanium alloys with the aim 
of introducing the basic properties and the terminology common in the literature. The basic 
concepts of phase stability of the a and p phases are discussed, the classification of a, a+P and p 
alloys are presented for the purpose of placing Ti-5553 in a comparative scale with other p alloys. 
The equilibrium and non-equilibrium transformations possible are introduced with emphasis on 
the metastable phases which are likely to appear in the heat treatment of Ti-5553. Recent work 
on phase transformations of Ti-5553 is reviewed. A brief consideration of the mechanical 
properties of P titanium alloys with emphasis on the representation of the stress strain behaviour 
is presented. Finally, the general theories of elastic failure are introduced and the concept of yield 
and fracture envelopes discussed. 

3.1. Classification of Titanium Alloys 

Titanium is an allotropic element; in its pure form it undergoes a phase transition from 
hexagonal close packed (a phase) to body centered cubic (p phase) when heated above 
882.5°C. [56]. Unalloyed titanium is very ductile but has relatively low strength. Alloying elements 
dissolved in titanium can raise the transition temperature (a stabilizers), lower it, (p stabilizers) or 
have little effect (neutral additions) .[7] 

Alpha Stabilizers: These elements are soluble in the a- phase and increase the P
transus temperature with increasing concentration. It is customary to further subdivide a 
stabilizers into substitutional or interstitial. 

Beta stabilizers: These are mostly transition metals in the periodic table, they lower the 
P transus temperature and expand the range over which the p phase is stable within the 
equilibrium phase diagram. To further simplify classification of p stabilized systems, p stabilizers 
are subdivided into P-isomorphous and p-eutectoid. 

Beta lsomorphous: These elements have restricted a, but extensive p solubility ranges. 
The literature often refers to these elements as completely soluble in the p phase. Increasing the 
solute content decreases the p transus, but the decomposition reaction of p into a + eutectoid 
products does not occur, even under equilibrium conditions . 

Beta Eutectoid: These elements stabilize the beta phase, whereby the p phase has a 
limited solubility range. Upon cooling, p decomposes into a+ intermetallic compound. 

Alpha-Beta lsomorphous (Neutral Additions): These elements show complete mutual 
solubility with titanium in the a and p phases, and do not strongly promote phase stability. 
Additions of these elements are made to both a and p alloys, as strengthening agents and to 
slow down reaction kinetics - Zr and Sn are examples. 

A summary of the major alloying elements for titanium and respective classification as 
described above is presented in Table 3.1 . 
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Table 3.1: Classification of the major alloying elements in titanium 

a - Stabilizin_g Ji - lsomorphous J3 - Eutectoid Neutral 
Aluminum Vanadium Copper Zirconium 
Gallium Niobium Silver Hafnium 
Germanium Tantalum Gold Tin 
Lanthanum Molybdenum Indium 
Cerium Rhenium Lead 
Oxygen Bismuth 
Nitrogen Chromium 
Carbon Tungsten 

Manganese 
Iron 
Cobalt 
Nickel 
Hydrogen 
Silicon 

A list of the alloying elements and their effect on yield strength is presented in Table 3.2. 
Additions of a stabilizers such as Aluminum and even 0.1 % Nitrogen double the yield strength of 
pure titanium, while additions of a few percent of ~ stabilizers such as Iron and Chromium have 
an even higher effect on yield strength. Note that additions of Zirconium and Tin have a very 
small effect on yield strength. 

Table 3.2: Effect of alloying additions on Yield Strength of titanium [30] 

Addition Yield Strengl h 
to Base Annealed' Heat Treated' 

EJement % M P a k si MPa k si 

Base Ti 24 1 35 
Alpha
stabi l i zer: 

N 0 1 483 70 

0 01 365 53 

c 01 324 47 

A l 4 496 72 


Neutral 
stabil izer: 

Zr 4 331 48 
Sn 4 310 45 

Beta-
stabi lizer: 

Fe 4 593 86 703 102 
C r 4 510 74 655 95 
Mn 4 503 73 634 9 2 
Mo 4 490 71 620 90 
w 4 483 70 572 83 
v 4 400 58 496 72 
Nb 4 3 10 45 324 47 
H 0. 1 241 35· · 
Si 1 448 65 

'An neated -(Beta transus - 93° C (200. F)J - FC to 482° C 
(900°F) - AC 
Heat T reated -[Beta transus - 38°C ( 100" F)] - 1/ 2 hr - WO, 
538°C ( 1000°F) -2 Hr -AC 

··strengthen ing h as been noted in " + fj and some a alloys 
No te : FC ~ Furnace-<:oOled 

AC • A ir-cooled 
WO ~ Wate r-quenched 
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3.1.1. Multicomponent Titanium Alloys 

Multicomponent alloys are generally made up of a and ~ stabilizers. Several classification 
schemes have been proposed in the literature based on relative amounts of stabilizers; the most 
accepted in North America is the "US Technical Multicomponent" system, which subdivides 
titanium alloys into a, ~ and a + ~ alloys. The a + ~ alloys are further classified as near a , and 
near ~ alloys. According to this scheme, Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr is classified as a ~ alloy, more 
precisely a metastable ~ alloy, see Figure 3.1 . The metastable term is due to relatively unstable 
nature of the beta phase following quenching from the beta phase field. The other characteristic 
of the metastable ~ alloys is that the martensite start (Ms) temperature is suppressed below room 
temperature. 
An alternate scheme to alloy classification was formulated by Nishimura {4], which places the US 
Technical Multicomponent alloys along the abscissa of a ~-isomorphous pseudo-binary phase 
diagram, see Figure 3.1 . This scheme places the alloys according to the relative abundance of a 
and ~ stabilizing additions. This relative rating is best-expressed in terms of a and ~ stabilizer 
equivalencies. 

a 

' " a +fj 

'\. 

" \Mf 

\ 

r---------
1 Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr I.. _________. 

(J-Stabilizer Concentration 

Ti-8Mn lLL Ti·13V-11Cr-3AI 
Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo Ti- 15Mo-5Zr-3AI 

Ti-6Al·6V-2Sn l Ti- 11.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn ({Jiii) 

Ti-6At-4V 

Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo 

Ti-SAl  1Mo 1V T i · 10V-2Fe3AI 

Ti-5At-2.5Sn 

Figure 3.1: Compositions of multicomponent alloys mapped onto a pseudo-binary P
isomorphous phase diagram, including location of Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr. [4) 
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The concept of stabilizing equivalency utilizes Aluminum and Molybdenum as the 
prototypical a and Pstabilizing components respectively. 
Rosembergh,[43] devised an Aluminum equivalency formula, based on weight percent 
concentrations of Aluminum , Zirconium, Tin and Oxygen. 

[Al]eq = [Al] + 1/6[Zr] + 1/3[Sn] + 1O[O] 

The influence of additions of p stabilizers (transition elements) to titanium can be 
expressed by how much they lower the martensite start temperature and the degree by which 
they retain the ~-phase at room temperature. Molchanova [9], expressed this Molybdenum 
equivalency as follows: 

[Mo]eq = [Mo] + 1/5[Ta] + 1/3.6[Nb] + 1/2.5[W] + 1/1.5[V] + 1.25[Cr] + 1.25[Ni] 
+ 1.7[Mn] + 1.7[Co] + 2.S[Fe] 

A minimum [Mo]eq of 10 is required to retain the p-phase at room temperature; the 
[Mo]eq for Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr is approximately 13 while for Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI this value is closer to 
12. 

Converting a multicomponent alloy Al and Mo equivalencies provides a rationalization for different 
alloys characteristics and assists in predicting its properties. Figure 3.2 presents the classification 
of selected p titanium alloys with Al and Mo equivalencies, Ti-6Al-4V is included as a baseline for 
comparison. Note the position of Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr, which has a higher [Mo]eq than Ti-10V-2Fe
3AI, and higher [Al]eq and [Mo]eq than VT22. 

IM

{ LD ..._.!!I: •Mo~ 
t C-.11 1fi SP1CO 
ii! 

-CEZ 
J.. n-11

{ -·... -· l 1Q.2.3 

VT..zl-; ,~ 
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1~ L .... - I··

do 11-1
z -21•I -c 
:E ., 

~' 
LC8 

"-. IS.11~ 

10 s 0 5 10 15 20 25 )0 

.Al f:qulvalent Mo llqUlwlllelll: 

Al Equiv. • Al+ 0.3.l(Sn) + 0.17{Zr) 
Mo Equiv. -=Mo + 0.67M + 0.33(Nb) + 2.9(Fe) + 1.6(Cr) 

Figure 3.2: Classification of selected p titanium alloys with Al and Mo equivalencies 
shown. {10} 
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3.1.2. Comments on Phase Stability in Titanium 

Study of the factors governing phase stability in titanium and titanium alloys has received 
considerable attention in the literature and is beyond the scope this thesis. However, the following 
is a synopsis of the basis for phase stability in titanium alloys, as summarized by E.W. Collings 
[56]. Mc Quilan, presented a thermodynamic explanation based on the relatively more open BCC 
03) structure, which has higher vibrational entropy than the close-packed HCP (a) structure. Upon 
heating, the free energy of the HCP lattice will decrease more slowly than that of the imaginary 
BCC lattice. With continued heating, there will be a temperature above which the lattice will 
transform from HCP to the more thermodynamically favourable BCC structure. At an atomistic 
level, Jaffe and coworkers concluded that although size factors play a role, phase stabilization 
mechanisms in titanium alloys are electronic in nature. Before a specific discussion of the phase 
stability and decomposition of the p phase in Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr can take place, a general 
discussion of the equilibrium and non-equilibrium reactions is warranted. 
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3.2. Equilibrium Phases 

For an alloy such a Ti-5553, an understanding of the equilibrium phases would require a 
quintenary diagram, which is at present not available. Nonetheless, a review of the pertinent 
binary phase diagrams would provide insight into the anticipated reactions. The following pages 
are devoted to introducing the equilibrium phases expected in terms of the binary phase diagrams 
for the main alloying elements Aluminum, Molybdenum, Vanadium, Chromium and Iron. 

3.2.1. Ti-Al System 

The Ti-Al equilibrium phase diagram has been considered to be representative of a 
stabilized titanium alloys. Although several diagrams for this system are available in the literature, 
a great deal of discussion has been centered on discrepancies in the absolute locations of phase 
boundaries; one of the earliest phase diagrams being that of Molchanova £9]. Figure 3.3 presents 
a binary Ti-Al phase diagram taken from Alloy Phase Diagrams - ASM Handbook, and attributed 
to J . L. Murray 1987. The most important features of this diagram is the presence of the ordered 
intermetallic compounds Ti3AI (hPB) and TiAI (tP4) . These compounds are important because of 
their brittle intermetallic nature at high aluminum concentrations -25 at.% (Ti3AI), 50 at.% (TiAI) , 
and - 70 at.% (TiAb) . However, these ordered intermetallic compounds are not present in the 
great majority of commercial titanium alloys. 

Alo1nt,.. P<:!rcenl Alumin u m 
01020 -30 ..u !-o eo 10 eo w ,.... 

lllCO..._..._.,.....__.___~. ""T"'--~ ···-...,.....-- · - ···---· ·· . ·t 
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Figure 3.3: Ti-Al equilibrium phase Diagram. £111 
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3.2.2. Ti-Mo - The P-lsomorphous System 

As expressed earl ier, Ti-Mo is the system considered representative of ~-isomorphous 
additions and is characterized by an almost linear decrease in the ~ transus with increasing 
Molybdenum content to -21 weight%, Figure 3.4. Similarly, the Ti-V diagram shows a decrease 
in the ~ transus with increasing Vanadium concentration up to a composition of -19 weight %. 
However, as shown in Figure 3.5, Vanadium is significantly more soluble than Molybdenum in the 
a phase. 
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3.2.3 Ti-Cr - The 13 Eutectoid System 

The Ti-Cr binary diagram, shown in Figure 3.6, is characterized by the presence of the 
intermetallic compound TiCr2 , which is allotropic (a TiCr2, cF24 , ~TiCr2 , hPl 2 and yTiCr2, hP24) 
within a narrow composition range (65-68 weight %). Similarly, the Ti-Fe diagram is shown in 
Figure 3.9 and has an intermetallic, TiFe (cP2.) at approximately 51-54 weight % Fe. Fe is much 
less soluble than Cr in the a phase, with a maximum solubility of 0.047%. Additionally, Fe is a 
more potent p stabilizer, reducing the p transus more rapidly and, the eutectoid temperature 
being 595°C. Both these elements are considered sluggish eutectoid formers ; hence, the 
presence of intermetallic compounds in commercial alloys such as Ti-5553 would not be 
expected. 
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Figure 3.6: Ti-Cr equilibrium phase Diagram [11] 
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3.3. Metastable Phases and Phase Transformations 

The preceding section presented the equilibrium phases for binaries of titanium and the 
alloying elements in Ti-5553; however, in commercial practice, equilibrium states are impractical 
and rarely achieved. In fact, it is often desired to "quench in" some non equilibrium state or affect 
a non equilibrium transformation. In a and commercially pure titanium, the transformation of the 
BCC p phase to the HCP a phase can take place by diffusion controlled nucleation and growth 
processes or martensitically, depending on a alloy composition and cooling rates. Studies of the 
transformation of in zirconium by Burgers [33], established that the crystallographic relationship 
between the pphase and the a phase is the following: 

(11 O)~ II (0002)a 

[1 l 1]~ II [11 2O]a 

Both, the diffusion controlled and martensitic forms of the a phase are found to closely 
obey the Burgers relationship, and can transform into 12 different variants with respect to the 
parent pcrystal. A more detailed explanation of these variants is presented later in this chapter. 
For near a and a+P Ti alloys rapidly quenched from the p field , the resulting structure is 
martensitic, and referred to as a' or a". [56] [13] [14] However when cooling in a less rapid fashion 
and allowing time for alpha nucleation and growth, a coarser structure known as Widmanstatten 
a develops. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.8: 
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Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of the formation of the Widmanstatten structure in 
Ti-6Al-4V by cooling slowly from above the ~ transus, final microstructure consists of a 

plates (white), separated by~ phase (gray). [12] 
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If however, the material is allowed to stabilize at some high temperature in the cHP field 
and then rapidly quenched, the resulting structure will be the "quenched in" structure present at 
this temperature and the transformation products of the rapid cooling. Of course, because the 
transformation times are relatively short, both of these scenarios result in metastable phases; the 
possible phases are discussed in more detail on the following sections. 

3.3.1. Martensitic Transformation in Titanium Alloys 

The martensitic transformation is a shear driven process involving the collective 
movement of atoms from the BCC structure to the hexagonal crystal structure over a certain 
volume. As shown in the pseudo-binary sketch in Figure 3.1 , below an Ms temperature, the BCC 
structure is unstable and, two types of martensite a' and a" are known to form. The shape of the 
transformed volume is disk shaped for most titanium alloys, but in two dimensions, the shape is 
described as plate-like. For dilute a stabilized systems, the a' martensite (HCP structure) 
prevails. On systems which are p stabilized and depending on compositions exceeding certain 
limits, transformation to the a" martensite (orthorhombic) is favoured. The shear transformation 
process is complicated but can be simplified as the activation of the following shear systems: 

[21 I 3]a ( 
-

2 112)a and [21 I 3]a (I 
-
011 )a.f3SJ 

The orientation relationship of the pphase and the a' is: {13] {14] 

(11 O)~ II (0002)a' 

[1 l1]~ II [11 2O]a' 

The a" formation is strongly dependent on composition and, as determined for the Ti-Nb system, 
has a the following crystallographic relationship to the parent P:f56J 

[1 OO]a" 2° from (001 )~ 
[01 O]a" 2° from (11 O)~ 

[001]a" 11<1 IO)~ 

Two morphologies of the a' martensite have been reported: the so called "massive" or 
packet martensite and the "acicular" martensite. The massive martensite occurs in pure or solute 
lean titanium alloys and consists of large (50-1 OOµm) , irregular regions with no optically 
resolvable internal features . However, at high magnifications, these regions contain sub-micron 
packets of parallel plates or a laths of the same Burgers relationship variant. 

Acicular martensite consists of adjacent a plates, each having a different variant of the 
Burgers relationship. The morphology of the massive and acicular martensites is presented in 
Figure 3.9, and 3.10, respectively. This determination is possible as the higher solute content 
prevents a complete transformation to a phase, thus leaving p phase trapped between the 
acicular a plates. With the small pphase present, determination of the habit plane is possible. 
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The acicular a phase formation is analogous to the Widmanstatten plate formation 
presented as part of the diffusion controlled transformations. This comparison serves to illustrate 
that although the ideal martensite decomposition is a diffusionless process, depending on alloy 
composition and cooling rates, a competition between the diffusional and martensite 
transformation processes exist during quenching. 

Figure 3.9: Massive martensite in Figure 3.10: Acicular martensite in 
Ti-1.78%Cu quenched from 900°C, Ti-1.2%V quenched from 900°C, 
(a) Optical, (b) TEM [37] (c) Optical, (d) TEM f37J 

For alloys with increased solute content, the hexagonal martensite becomes distorted, 
and can no longer be described as hexagonal, hence the crystallographic structure of this 
martensite is orthorhombic and identified as a". The boundary of the a '/a" in terms of the 
transition metal content has been determined by Bagariatskii and co-workers in the former USSR 
and varies greatly from one binary system to another. [4] 

Nonetheless, the higher the solute content the trend points to a less ordered hexagonal structure 
giving way to an orthorhombic arrangement. 

Another possible martensite formation mechanism is the stress induced martensite, 
which can take place in solute lean ~alloys . Duerig, Terlinde and Williams [36], have shown that 
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stress assisted a" martensite can form in ~ and a-~ annealed Ti-1 OV-2Fe-3AI alloy upon cold 
working. A small amount of mechanical twinning of the {112} (111 ) type was also observed, these 
twins being indistinguishable from the a" martensite. 

It is important to note that for some alloys in which the martensitic reaction is suppressed, 
decomposition of the ~ phase occurs by means of the athermal co phase. The athermal co phase 
is thought to be a precursor of the martensite reaction as its formation involves the shear 
displacement in the <111 > direction of the ~ lattice. A more detailed discussion of the co phase 
formation and differences from titanium martensites follow in next section. 

3.3.2. The Athermal and Isothermal co Phase 

When a+~ or ~ stabilized alloys are quenched rapidly from the ~ phase field, a fine 
precipitate known as athermal omega ( eoa) can form for some compositions. These compositions 
contain sufficient ~ stabilizing elements to suppress the martensite finish temperature below room 
temperature. It is generally accepted that COa phase forms without a change in composition , and it 
cannot be suppressed by quenching, at least at rates of 11,000°C/sec. [37] Hence, the COa phase 
was originally thought to form by a martensitic transformation , primarily because it could not be 
suppressed by quenching. 

The co phase is metastable; it was first discovered by X-ray diffraction and later confirmed 
by electron microscopy.[56J Determination of the structure of the co phase has been characterized 
by controversy, nonetheless, it is well accepted that in weakly alloyed systems the co phase is 
hexagonal, and in more highly alloyed systems its structure is trigonal. [16] The above is 
applicable for the athermal and isothermal co phases, regardless of their morphology. Isothermal 
omega (~) is formed during ageing of the retained ~ phase (or ~ + eoa) in the 200-500°C range. 
Nucleation of co is accepted to be a homogeneous transformation. 

The ideal hexagonal structure is that of AIB2 arrangement, which can be visualized by 
forming an ABABAB ... stacking sequence. Since there is no preferential segregation of solute 
and titanium to the A or B planes, there is conflict between the purely metallic to metallic bonds in 
the Ti-solute (co), versus the mixed metallic-covalent bonding between Aluminum and Boron 
(AIB2) . Consequently, in the co phase arrangement, the distance in the B plane must be 7% 
shorter than that of the A plane, and 14% shorter than the shortest AB distance. This provides for 
the highly unusual packing in the co phase structure. [16] 

The orientation between the~ and co phases have been found to be as follows: [16][1 7] 

[1111~ 11 [00011ro 
(11 O)~ II (11 2O)ro 

This results in four variants of co with respect to ~ . An illustration of this relationship looking along 
the [111 ]~ is shown in Fig. 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11: BCC atomic arrangement looking along the (111 ]~ direction, numbers 
within atoms are Z-coordinates. [16] 

The mechanism of w formation is accepted to be by collapse of the pair of (11 O)~ planes 
leaving the adjacent planes unaltered, as depicted in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: (111) plane collapse model. (111) planes in ~ become (0001) in ro phase with 
central atoms moving from layers 1 and 2 to layer 1.5. [16] 

This requires a longitudinal displacement wave 2/3(111 )~ to the BCC lattice (Figure 3.13 
(a)). Another way to visualize this is by application of a pair of equal and opposite shears to the 
(11 O)~ planes in the (111 ) ~ direction, through distances -1 /6 of the (111 )~ plane separation, as 
shown in Figure 3.13. 

The w phase is extremely fine scale (20 - 40A) , hence it can not be resolved optically but 
can unequivocally be identified by SAD in the TEM. An example of Wa from a brine-quenched Ti-
5%Mo alloy identified by TEM is shown in Figure 3.14. Omega phase manifests itself by the 
appearance of additional diffracted intensities at 1/3(112), 2/3(111 ) .. .. positions in the diffraction 
patterns of the ~phase. 
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Figure 3.13: Transformation of ~ to ro two different views: (a) along the <111>~; (b) side 

view of the co hexagonal lattice. [4] 

Figure 3.14: Transmission electron micrographs of Ti-Mo (5 at.%). (a) SAD pattern of 
omega; dark field image of spot indicated by arrow is shown in (b). [56] 
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Figure 3.15(a) presents the relative stability ranges for a', a" and the mechanically 
unstable retained ~ in terms of a pseudo binary phase diagram. This diagram is helpful in 
visualizing the different martensitic transformation ranges, in particular, it presents a fine dotted 
line corresponding to a martensite start for deformation induced martensite (a"0 ). Furthermore, 
this diagram predicts that with increasing solute content, a" can form directly from retained ~ or as 
the result of deformation. 

As shown in Figure 3.15(b), the ffia range of composition is close to the a". The 
composition of the ffia phase is very similar to that of the quenched alloy, but for the CQ, there is a 
shift in the lattice parameters of the ~ phase occurring during ageing. This points to an 
enrichment of solute in the retained ~. and depletion of solute in the w phase. [16] Occurrence of 
the ffia in close proximity to the a" phase boundary suggests that the formation mechanism of 
these phases are closely related. However, the absence of a habit plane precludes 
characterization of the formation of ffia as martensitic.[56] The ffia and a" formation have been 
shown to occur due to a common electronic mechanism and have a narrow but distinct 
electron/atom range ratios. In alloys such as Ti-1 OV-2Fe-3AI, a somewhat similar alloy to Ti-5553, 
which is known to exhibit O>a after quenching, the ffia and a" martensite are believed to compete, 
hence the as-quench structure will contain both. Moreover, the formation of stress induced a", for 
the ~ solution treated Ti-10-2-3 containing wa has been reported by several researchers, more 
notably Duerig and Williams. [36] 
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Figure 3.15: Pseudo-binary phase diagram depicting the relative stability ranges for a', 
a", ffia and Cllj. [3BJ 

The volume fraction of ffia depends on alloy chemistry but it is usually low, hence, it has 
little effect on as-quenched properties. A great deal of attention has been given to the effect of w 
on tensile properties due to its association with embrittlement problems. It has generally been 
shown that embrittlement occurs for volume fractions of w greater than 50%. For intermediate 
volume fractions 25-45%, w can lead to effective strengthening. However, the presence of ffia and 
a" are of considerable importance during subsequent ageing treatments. 
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The morphology and mechanism of the ~ phase precipitation has been investigated by 
Williams and also Hickman [39), and has been shown to form as ellipsoids or cubes depending on 
the elements involved. In the Ti-Mo system misfits are small and the shape of the w particles is 
predicated on minimization of the surface energy; hence the particles resemble ellipses with the 
major axis parallel to the <111 >P. For the Ti-V system, the misfit is large and w particle shape is 
dictated by minimization of the elastic strain in the matrix; consequently, the particles are cuboidal 
with the cube faces parallel to the <1 OO>P. In general, for Ti-V, Ti-Cr, Ti-Mn and Ti-Fe, w forms as 
cubes while for Ti-Nb and Ti-Mo alloys, w forms as ellipsoids, see Figure 3.16 (a) and (b), 
respectively. The lattice misfit to particle shape relationship has been reported as linear; with 
misfits of <0.5% the w is ellipsoidal, while for higher misfits it is cuboidal. 
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Figure 3.16: Transmission electron dark field images of ellipsoidal (a) and cuboidal (b) 
co-phase. {37] 

The stability range of the eoi phase is relatively small and varies with temperature and 
alloy composition . The maximum temperature at which eoi is stable for at least a few minutes is 
-550°C. 

During the early stages of precipitation, the w phase is coherent with the p matrix, as no 
misfit dislocations have been reported. As the particles grow, the misfits increase and lattice 
parameters changes have been interpreted as coherency strains. This increase in misfit strains 
have been used to explain changes is w particle size and subsequent nucleation of the a phase. 
[37] 

Nucleation of the (!)-phase is generally believed to be homogeneous, although for some 
systems such as - Ti-Mo-Si , heterogeneous nucleation due to the presence of silicon has been 
reported. Nonetheless, the large volume fractions of extremely fine scale, coherent w particles, 
suggest that for most Ti-alloy systems, the energy barrier for w nucleation is very low. 
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3.3.3. The ~ phase separation - ~· phase 

With compositions higher in p stabilizers the martensite and w occurrence are 
suppressed, and the metastable retained p phase can undergo a phase separation P+P' upon 
ageing. Both phases have BCC structure but the P' phase is leaner in solute. [56] This phase 
separation occurs at temperatures between 200-500°C in the form very fine scale precipitates 
that can only be resolved by thin foil transmission electron microscopy; Figure 3.17 shows an 
example of P' precipitation. The relative stability range for the P' phase with relation to 
temperature and composition is shown in Figure 3.15 (b). The P+P' phase separation is a 
clustering reaction characteristic of alloys with positive heat of mixing. There seems to be 
disagreement on whether the P+P' phase separation can be considered an equilibrium or 
metastable reaction. Nonetheless, the reaction has characteristics akin to spinodal 
decomposition. 

Figure 3.17: Example of Wprecipitates in a matrix of ~- [1.J 

Similarly to the (!)-phase, the P' phase forms as a coherent, uniformly distributed zones 
within the p matrix,. The morphology of P' zones varies with alloy composition and misfit between 
the solute rich and lean BCC phases. [37] Like the w phase, P' provides a nucleation path for 
alpha precipitation during ageing. Decomposition of the metastable p phase by means of the 
phase separation has been observed in a number of more heavily stabilized titanium alloys for 
which the w phase is suppressed. Accordingly, the P+P' reaction can be characterized as the 
kinetically favoured decomposition route for alloys in which (!)-phase formation is not possible and 
the equilibrium a formation is too sluggish. 
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3.4. Ageing Reactions and Formation of the a Phase 

Following solution heat treatment and quenching from either the ~ or a+~ phase fields, 
the structure of a a+~ or ~ titanium alloy will consist of some amount of retained ~- This ~ is 
metastable and will decompose during ageing to the equilibrium p + a, or ~ + compound. 
Depending on composition and temperature the transformation of retained ~ can take various 
paths upon ageing. If we concentrate on alloys which composition does not allow for the 
formation of martensite, i.e. alloys with compositions to the right of the Ms line in Figure 3.15(b), 
only the wand Wphases need to be considered. When ageing at relatively low temperatures, the 
transformation sequence is either: 

P-7P+ro-7P+ro+a-7P+a 
or 

P-7P+P'-7P+W+a-7P+a 

When ageing at higher temperatures a direct precipitation of a from p will occur: 

When either the w or Wphases are involved, nucleation of alpha from these can result in 
an extremely fine and uniform coherent precipitate. However, the resulting dispersions are so fine 
that these precipitates are cut by dislocations and there is very limited plastic ductility; low 
temperature ageing cycles have little industrial acceptance. [13] [20] Commercial alloys are 
typically aged at higher temperatures in order to precipitate incoherent a particles nucleated at 
the w or Wparticles. Step ageing, consisting of a low temperature cycle aimed at nucleating a fine 
a dispersion at w or Wsites, followed by a higher temperature cycle are more common. The p 
alloys Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr (Beta C), is often step aged to increase tensile strength and reduce 
ageing times. 

Direct precipitation of a from the retained ~ phase which results from ageing at higher 
temperatures where w or ~ · are unstable, generally leads to coarser a + p dispersions. 

Similarly to the a + p alloys, two types of a phase have been reported for p alloys; that 
which obeys the Burgers orientation relationship and one that does not obey the Burgers 
relationship, which forms in a complex and not entirely understood manner. [1BJ The Burgers 
relationship between the BCC ~ matrix and the HCP a phase is presented in Figure 3.18, with an 
illustration of this relationship for an a/P colony provided at leftt, and the distortion associated with 
the a and p lattices at right. 

{110}P II {0001 }a 
(111 ) p (112o) a 

+ 
Figure 3.18: Diagram depicting the Burgers relationship on a al~ colony (left) [18}, and 

distortion associated with the a and ~ lattices (right) [45]. 
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A total of 36 variants of the Burgers relationship are possible between the pand a 
phases; however, only 24 variants are distinguishable in terms of atomic configuration. From 
these, two of each variant have the same primitive hexagonal lattice and can not be distinguished 
in terms of electron diffraction. This implies that a BCC crystal can transform to 12 HCP variants 
each with a different orientation to the parent pcrystal. [40] 

For alloys lean in p stabilizers or with significant amounts of Aluminum, the typical p 
decomposition involves the formation of Widmastatten a plates, with the long axis of the plates 
parallel to the {11 O}p. In these alloys, each Widmastatten a plate forms as a single variant of the 
Burgers relationship. Slow cooled Ti-6Al-4V provides an example of this type of pdecomposition, 
see Figure 3.8. 

The other type of direct P-to-a phase precipitation is characteristic of alloys richer in p 
stabilizers. This type of a forms as aggregates of very small a particles, with two distinct 
morphologies: (1) long lenticular regions and (2) clusters or "rafts" of a phase. When viewed 
under the TEM, the lenticular regions appear to contain internal structure, ostensibly related to 
the boundaries between the a particles and some small volume of untransformed p phase. With 
continued ageing, the regions containing a phase seem to grow at the expense of the retained p 
phase with no apparent coarsening of the individual a particles. Once the volume fraction of a 
reaches equilibrium, continued ageing results in coarsening of the individual particles and 
disappearance of the internal structure. Selected area diffraction patterns of these areas suggest 
that the Burgers orientation relationship is not strictly followed, furthermore, observations under 
dark field conditions suggest these particles conform to more than one variant. [37] This 
mechanism of pdecomposition has been described as "sympathetic nucleation" similar to that of 
a-iron at a/matrix interphase boundaries studied by Aaronson [41] for steels. Nucleation and 
growth of variants of a at a!Pboundaries has been characterized by Menon and Aaronson in 
terms of edge to edge and edge to face sympathetic nucleation in titanium alloys.[42]. Williams [37] 

reported that during the initial stages of ageing, the deviation of a to p phases from the Burgers 
relationship is relatively large, possibly due to strains involved. Nonetheless, the resulting a 
precipitates are fine, incoherent and act as effective strengtheners during ageing. 

Ageing in the high temperature regime results in relatively coarse a precipitates, some 
nucleated at the grain boundaries and with a non-uniform distribution within the grains. The 
ensuing microstructure consists of relatively large regions of retained p and coarse a platelets, 
which results in low ductility. Titanium alloy Beta C (Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr) exhibits this 
behaviour; this is depicted in Figure 3.19. When aged directly from the solution treated condition 
at 510°C, large areas of retained p remain with the grains - Figure 3.19(a) . However, if the bar is 
"ramp" aged, i.e. gradually heated at a rate of 100°C/ hour and then aged for the same time at 
510°C, the a dispersions are much more dense and uniform - Figure 3.19(b). In this case, the 
slower heating rate provided for metastable precipitates known to form in this alloy (ma and 
possibly p-), to provide additional nucleation sites to the a precipitation. 

To improve the mechanical properties, introduction of additional a nucleation sites by 
means of cold work prior to ageing has proven effective for p titanium alloys. The effect of cold 
work on the precipitation is illustrated in Figure 3.20 for cold rolled Beta C bar. After aging, the 
micrograph shows a dense distribution of fine a precipitates, near the edge of the bar, which has 
received the bulk of the plastic deformation. Away from the edge, the precipitated a becomes 
gradually coarser and less dense. This example also highlights the limitations of trying to increase 
the density and homogeneity of a precipitates by cold working of thick p titanium products. 
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Figure 3.19: Optical micrographs of Alloy Beta C; (a) aged at 510°C for 24hrs. (b) "ramp" 
aged at 100°C/hr followed by 24hrs at 510°C. Etched in RMI reagent. 

Figure 3.20: Optical micrograph illustrating ageing response for solution treated and 
cold rolled Beta C bar after aging at 510°C for 30 minutes. Etched in RMI reagent. 
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The descriptions of possible p decomposition paths highlight that a vast variety of a 
phase precipitates are possible even within the same system and a narrow temperature range. 
Because of the profound effect that the mechanism of a phase nucleation and growth have on 
mechanical properties, one of the more important aspects of this work will be to establish whether 
martensite, or metastable phases such as w or Ware part of the precipitation process in Ti-5553. 

3.4.1. lntermetallic Precipitates in the ~ Phase 

Precipitation of intermetallic compounds in the pphase has not been studied extensively; 
however, a comprehensive review has been provided by Williams [37] and is a summarized as 
follows. 

Several alloys systems exhibit precipitation of ordered intermetallic compounds; perhaps 
the most relevant to Ti-5553 is the Ti-Mo-Al system. For this system, formation of the P2 (Ti2Mo 
Al} compound, having the CsCI crystal structure, has been observed. Furthermore, it has been 
shown that the p2 phase can form on quenching from the p phase and that this phase can be in 
equilibrium with the a and p after low temperature ageing. At elevated temperatures, the 
compound a2 (Ti3AI} has been shown to be in equilibrium with the p phase. As the a2 and p2 

phases occur as very fine uniformly distributed precipitates, they offer the potential to provide a 
microstructure with high strength and reasonable ductility. 

Other system for which fine precipitates have been known to form in the p phase involve 
Silicon, some examples are Ti-V-Si, Ti-Mo-Si and Ti-Mo-Zr-Si. The silicide phase which 
precipitates throughout as an unshearble dispersion, has the potential to enhance the high 
temperature strengthening capabilities of these alloys. Ankem and co-workers at RMI Titanium, 
reported Si licides formation in alloy Beta C .[46] Continuous precipitation of this phase along grain 
boundaries was found to cause intergranular fracture and be detrimental to tensile properties. 
However, thermal and thermo-mechanical means to avoid this continuous precipitate were 
identified. 

Although Ti-5553 contains the significant concentrations of V and Mo prerequisite for 
silicide formation, the composition limit for silicon is only 0.15 wt% maximum. Consequently, 
significant amounts of silicides would not be expected for this alloy. 
A more in depth prediction of the equilibrium phases possible for Ti-5553 using Thermo-Cale 
Software will follow in Chapter 5. 

3.5. Phase Transformations in Ti-5553 

Notwithstanding the keen interest in Ti-5553 over recent years, the published literature on 
phase transformations for this alloy remains limited. Work available on Russian alloy VT22 
remains inaccessible to the western world mainly due to language barriers. lshunkina and 
Rodinov, reported the presence of w phase and provided a TTT diagrams for alloy VT22 (BT22}. 
Other work by Popov et. al. on VT22 reported only the homogeneous and heterogeneous 
precipitation of a, but no w phase was reported pdecomposition. 
Clement, Lenain and Jacques {44] reported the formation of w phase in Ti-5553 upon quenching 
from the p phase. However, unlike the strong crystallographic evidence of COa found for other 
titanium alloys of similar Mo0 q, selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns revealed only faint streaks 
corresponding to the w reflections. These streaks can be interpreted as diffused scattering from 
the w precursor. They concluded that for Ti-5553, the extent of COa phase formation is somewhat 
lower than that of alloys with similar Moeq. content, and suggested that the relatively higher Aleq. 
content may suppress COa formation. The difficulty in detecting the w phase may account for the 
apparent discrepancy in the Russian work. Clement et.al., also conducted ageing experiments at 
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800°C, 700°C and 500°C following ~ annealing. The microstructure aged at 800°C consisted of 
sparsely distributed pairs of equiaxed a; although not reported as such, these a precipitates 
appear to be sympathetically nucleated. The low volume fraction of these precipitates is due to 
the ageing temperature being only 70°C below the ~-transus for the heat of material studied. 
Ageing at 700°C resulted in continuous films of a at the grain boundaries, and relatively large a 
plates (1 µm thick by 20µm long) growing intragranularly. A network of fine a plates in a p matrix 
was reported for the material aged at 500°C; nucleation was said to be homogeneous throughout 
the pgrains. An even finer a dispersion was reported for ageing at lower temperatures. 

Earlier work by Harper and co-workers at Ohio State University [23] [47] reported the 
presence of ma after oil quenching from above the ~ transus and the coexistence of mand a when 
ageing the quenched material at 350°C. Nucleation of the a precipitates at the w sites was 
confirmed. An example of such nucleation is presented in Figure 3.21. 

Figure 3.20: Dark field TEM image showing precipitation of ex needle at a ro particle. [47] 

Slow cooling from above the p transus resulted in a sluggish precipitation of a, with 
complete transformation of the retained pafter 4 hours. The morphology of the slow cooled a was 
elongated and much coarser than the ro-nucleated a. Bi-modal microstructures consisting of 
globular primary a and fine precipitated a laths was reported when solution heat treating and 
ageing below the p transus. 

Cotton and coworkers at the Boeing Company [31] studied the microstructural 
transformations in Ti-5553 upon cooling from above and below the ~ transus. Slow cooling from 
above the p transus followed by ageing in the 540-600°C range produced a microstructure of 
relatively course a-P lamellae and grain boundary a. The above heat treatment is referred to as 
Beta Annealed Slow Cooled and Aged (BASCA) by Boeing and is reported to attain high damage 
tolerance characteristics. A small amount of a2 (Ti3AI) precipitates were found within the a 
lamellae. Through thermodynamic calculations, the stability of the a2 is expected to increase with 
oxygen content; the a2 solvus was placed in the 550-600°C range. They concluded that the 
microstructural evolution in Ti-5553 is mostly dependent on the diffusional processes associated 
with the p ~ a reaction, and hence highly influenced by the cooling rates. In view of the relatively 
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slow (<0.1°C/sec) cooling rates involved in industrial processes, their work included the 
development of Continuous Cooling Transformation (CCT) diagrams and Time Temperature 
Transformation (TTT) diagrams - both were determined by dilatometry. These diagrams are 
presented in Figures 3.22 and 3.23, respectively. The TTT diagram shows curves determined by 
cooling from above and below the ~ transus (888°C and 838°C, respectively). However, the a 
start and finish lines are essentially indistinguishable; furthermore, within the 600-800°C range, 
there appears to be little dependence of the time to transformation on temperature. 

From the CCT diagram, cooling rates below 0.25°C/sec appear to suppress entirely the 
transformation to a, while favouring precipitation of the Wa phase (not shown in diagram). 
According to the CCT diagram, significant transformation to a occurs at 650°C, which 
corresponds to a linear cooling rate of 0.05°C and a cooling time of roughly one hour. 
This observation is important as it emphasizes the need to control cooling rates in industrial heat 
treatment processes in order to obtain the desired microstructure on Ti-5553. For large forgings 
and components containing thick and thin cross sections, it may be necessary to implement 
additional provisions within the heat treat furnace to affect a prescribed cooling rate; this type of 
control is not typical of most titanium alloys. 
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Figure 3.21: CCT diagram for bulk a. phase in Ti-5553; specimens were solution treated at 
888°C for 60 minutes prior to cooling at the specified rates. [31] 
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Figure 3.22: TTT diagram for Ti-5553; cooling was carried out from 838°C and 888°C, as 
noted. [311 
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3.6. Mechanical Properties of~ Titanium Alloys 

3.6.1. Review of Deformation Mechanisms for BCC and HCP Phases in Titanium Alloys 

The mechanical response of titanium alloys to an applied tensile (or compressive) stress 
will vary significantly from one alloy type to another. This elastic and plastic response depends on 
whether the microstructure consists primarily of a, ~. or a combination of a and ~ phases. In 
terms of the slip systems which facilitate plastic deformation, the most closely packed planes for 
the a (HCP) and ~ (BCC) crystal structures are presented in Figure 3.24. The HCP unit cell also 
contains the room temperature values for lattice parameters: 8 = 0.295nm and c = 0.468nm. 
Based on these values, the c/8 ratio for pure a titanium is 1.587, which is smaller than that of the 
ideal HCP structure 1.633. This indicates that the structure of the a phase is somewhat 
compressed. The more closely packed planes shaded are one of the basal planes (0002), one of 

the three prismatic planes {10 IO} and one of the six pyramidal planes {10 l 1}. Three easy slip 
systems and six twinning modes exist in a titanium. The three close-packed directions 8 1, 8 2 and 

8 3 which have the indices <11 2 0> operate parallel to the basal plane. Hence, if a stress acting 
on the direction of the c axis is applied, there will be no critical resolved shear stress acting on the 
basal plane. In this case, other slip systems can be activated so that the requirement of having 
five independent slip systems for general plasticity is satisfied (van-Mises criterion). 
Consequently, crystallographic texture plays an important role in deformation of a alloys. Figure 
3.25 shows the preferred slip systems activated in a case where texture orientation results in the 
basal plane alignment perpendicular to the forging plane. The preferred slip systems are ranked 
on the basis of critical resolved shear stresses with respect to stresses acting in the long transfer 
(forging) direction. 

The BCC unit cell depicted in Figure 3.24 shows one of the six most densely packed 
{11 O} planes and the close packed <111 > directions (cube diagonals}. The lattice parameter for 
the ~ phase in pure titanium (0.332nm) is provided at a temperature of 900°C, at which the phase 
is stable. 

a 

t 
(10H) 

(101 0) 

a1

Unit cells for ex phase (HCP) and ~ phase (BCC) for pure titanium. [1BJ 
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Figure 3.24: (a) Slip planes in a; titanium ranked according to critical resolved shear 
stress, (b) alignment of HCP unit cell in forged a; titanium showing strongly 
preferred orientation after forging. [14] 

Due to the anisotropy associated with the HCP crystal structure, the elastic moduli along 
the c-axis and the a-axis in a titanium single crystals varies greatly. As shown in Figure 3.26, the 
modulus of elasticity varies from 145GPa to 99.5GPa, along and perpendicular to the c-axis. [14] 

Although this effect is diminished in polycrystalline a titanium, this variation has important 
consequences for elastic properties of two phase titanium alloys. Similar variations are observed 

for the shear modulus of a phase single crystals. For shear stresses applied in the <11 2 0> 

direction and in the (0002) or {101 O} planes, the shear modulus ranges from 46GPa to 34GPa. 
[18] 
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Figure 3.25: Variation of the elastic modulus with declination angle for a; titanium single 
crystals [4]. 
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Variations in elastic properties will depend strongly in the amount of a phase present in 
the microstructure and the nature and intensity of crystallographic texture. 

The elastic modulus of pure p titanium can not be measured at room temperature as this 
phase is not stable below the p transus. However, commercial p titanium alloys have a lower 
elastic modulus than the a and a+P alloys. Values of 70-90GPa are reported for commercial p 
alloys as-quenched from above the ptransus. [4] 

3.6.2. Representation of Stress-Strain Behaviour for Titanium Alloys 

A variety of mathematical expressions have been proposed to model the shape of the 
stress-strain curve depending on the characteristics of the material being tested. A generalized 
true stress-true strain curve is presented in Figure 3.27. 
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Figure 3.27: Generalized True Stress-True Strain Plot for an Engineering Alloy. 

The curve has been divided into three regions. As depicted in Figure 3.27, the initial linear portion 
of the curve corresponds to elastic behaviour which follows Hooke's law. 

eq. (1) 

Where: E =strain; a =stress; E=Young's modulus. 

The region labeled Plastic represents the portion of the curve where plastic deformation of the 
material is observed; in many cases this portion can be approximated by a simple power law. 

a= KE" eq. (2) 

Where: K= is the strength coefficient and n = strain hardening exponent. 
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The region between Elastic and Plastic regimes represents the transition from elastic to 
plastic behaviour and is depicted as Elasto-Plastic. This region is particularly important when 
considering the deformation behaviour of two phase alloys such as dual phase steels and a-~ 
titanium. 
Representation of the strain hardening behaviour on this region can be done by plotting the rate 

of strain hardening, d0/dE versus E. 
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Figure 3.28: Plot of the Strain Hardening Rate, d0/d£, Versus True Strain for Each of the 
Two Phases in a Dual Phase Alloy. 

A plot of the rate of strain hardening for each phase can help visualize the work 
hardening characteristics after the onset of plasticity. A plot of the strain hardening rate versus 
true-strain for each of the phases in a two phase alloy is shown in Figure 3.28. Since the plastic 
behaviour of each phase during deformation of dual phase alloys can be different, plotting the 
individual strain hardening rates can explain the strain partitioning and the deformation behaviour 
within the Zone II regime. 

3.7. General Theories of Failure 

3.7.1 The Concept of Yield and Fracture Surfaces 

The uni-axial tensile test is one of the most commonly used tests to determine static 
properties such as yield and fracture stresses. The strength of materials are not generally known 
under complex stress states, and designers rely on theoretical models to relate the tensile 
properties results to the complex stresses encountered in practice. These models are used for 
determining allowable working stresses to prevent component failure. A number of models have 
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been developed which provide the theoretical criteria for yielding and fracture of ductile and brittle 
materials. Below is a summary of some of the more widely accepted models to predict failure: {59} 

1) Maximum principal stress (Rankine) 
2) Maximum shear stress (Guest-Tresca) 
3) Shear strain energy per unit volume (Maxwell-Huber-van Mises) 
4) Mohr's modified shear stress 

The Rankine model assumes that elastic failure will occur when the maximum principal 

stress in the complex stress system, 01, exceeds the elastic limit determined by the uniaxial 

tensile test. Failure could also occur in compression if the least principal stress, 03, reaches the 

yield stress in compression. Hence the failure criterion is: 01 or 03 =Oy. 

In the "Guest-Tresca" model, failure is assumed to occur when the maximum shear 
stress in the complex stress system equals that of the yield stress in axial tension test. In terms of 

principal stresses this can be expressed Oy as: 

01 -03=0y, eq. (3) 

Where 03 is algebraically the smallest stress value - and assuming that one stress (02) is zero. 

Dividing by Oy and expressing in terms of 01 and 02, expression (3) becomes: 

0110y- 02/ Oy= 1 eq. (4) 

Figure 3.29(a) is a plot of expression (4) , presenting the hexagonal envelope for failure 
(or yield) when one of the stresses is zero. However, when none of the stresses are zero, the 
failure locus can be shown to be a regular hexagonal prism with the central axis on the line 

described by 01 = 02 = 03, termed the hydrostatic stress line; Figure 3.29(b). 
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Figure 3.29: (a) Two dimensional yield envelope and (b) three dimensional yield locus 
for the maximum shear stress model. [59 

Hence, in three dimensional stress, the failure criteria becomes a surface within which 
component failure (plastic deformation) is not expected. 

The shear strain energy per unit volume (Maxwell-van Mises) model, for two dimensional 

stress results in: (01/ Oy)2 + (02/ Oy)2 
- (01/ Oy)(01/ Oy) =1 eq. (5) 

Expression (5) constitutes an ellipse which is presented in Figure 3.30(a) . Note that the 
hexagonal criteria for failure predicted by the Tresca model are contained within this ellipse, 
making the Tresca criteria more conservative. When none of the stresses are zero, the failure 
locus becomes the surface of a regular prism of cylindrical cross section, inclined along the 
hydrostatic stress line, as shown in Figure 3.30(b). It can be shown that hydrostatic stress alone 
can not cause yielding [59], the Maxwell-van Mises model predicts that stress states within this 
surface are equally safe. This model has received the greatest level of verification and 
demonstrated the greatest level of agreement with experimental data. When dealing with ductile 
materials, the Maxwell-van Mises failure criteria has become the most accepted method for 
component design. 
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Figure 3.26: (a) Two dimensional yield envelope and (b) three dimensional yield locus 

for the shear strain energy per unit volume model. [59] 
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It is well known that for certain materials such as cast irons and high strength steels, the 
fracture stress in compression is much higher that in tension. [59] £60]. For these materials, the 
modified Mohr shear stress model is a better predictor of failure. 

A representation of this model for a by-axial stress state is presented in Figure 3.31 . 
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Figure 3.31: (a) Simplified Mohr model on a 0-'t axes, (b) two dimensional yield 
envelope for the Mohr's modified shear stress model. [59] 

This model is derived from constructing two Mohr circles as shown in Figure 3.31 (a), 

where Oyt and Oyc are respectively the yield stresses in tension and compression. The failure 
surface is described by expression (6) which is plotted in Figure 3.31 (b) 

01/ Oyt - 02/ Oyc = 1 eq. (6) 

The properties of the material being considered and the stress state have important 
consequence to the description of failure. Failure in ductile materials is typically ascribed to the 
onset of plastic deformation, while for very brittle materials, fracture occurs prior to yielding. Many 
high strength engineering materials have relatively low ductility; for these materials failure is a 
competition between yield and fracture and is influenced by the state of stress. These materials 
exhibit a tendency toward a higher fracture stress in compression than that in tension. In these 
cases, two surfaces, one for yielding and one for fracture must be considered. In three 
dimensional stress, the fracture surface extends outside of the yield surface. Examples of these 
surfaces are presented in Figure 3.32. 
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(a) ductile yield 

(b) brittle 

Figure 3.32: Relationship between the surfaces for yielding and fracture for two 
materials: (a) material with relatively ductile behaviour and (b) relatively brittle material.[59J 

However, it is clear from Figure 3.32 that for certain stress states the yield surface is 
encountered first, while for others the fracture stress is encountered first. For relatively ductile 
materials fracture prior to yielding is not encountered except for condition involving large 
hydrostatic tension. Depending on the amount of hydrostatic compression, the stress may be 
increased past the yield surface before fracture ensues. For relatively brittle materials, fracture 
occurs prior to yielding except for stress states involving high hydrostatic compression. It follows 
that for highly compressive stress states, the predicted fracture stress is much higher that that in 
tension. 

Stress calculations in engineering components often assume that fracture in compression 
is unlikely due to the higher resistance of the material to damage in compression. In many cases, 
compressive stresses are ignored and the analysis focuses on preventing fracture under tensile 
stresses only. 

As an introduction to the material which will be presented in this thesis, this Chapter 
contains a review of relevant elements in the literature to prepare the reader for the thesis results 
and discussion. This review began with the classification of titanium alloys and the concepts of 
molybdenum and aluminum equivalents. General phase transformations in titanium alloys were 
reviewed; furthermore, equilibrium and non-equilibrium phases were discussed. A literature 
review of recent work in Ti-5553 was presented with emphasis on phase transformations and the 
microstructure. The mechanical properties of ~ titanium alloys were briefly discussed, concluding 
with a concise review of the general theories of elastic failure. 

The main objective of the thesis is to provide insight into the microstructural changes 
upon heat treatment and the effect on properties; for this reason , a broad array of experimental 
methods will be employed. The techniques used to characterize the microstructure employ optical 
and electron microscopy, while the mechanical properties will be studied using a variety of 
standard and customized tests. The following Chapter gives details of the experimental methods 
which will be used to characterize this alloy. 
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4.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

4.1. Composition and History of Ti-5553 Forged Billet 

As Ti-5553 is a relatively new alloy, there is still no published Aerospace Material 
Specification (AMS) for this alloy. An AMS specification has been drafted. At present however, 
aircraft manufacturers have developed proprietary specifications to control the procurement of the 
alloy. This alloy was developed by VSMPO (Verkhnaya Salda Metallurgical Production 
Association), the premier integrated titanium supplier in Russia. 

Ti-5553 is based on Russian alloy VT-22 with additions of slow diffusers, primarily Cr, 
that delay precipitation and inhibit microstructural coarsening [31]. Another improvement is the 
reduced Fe content which diminishes the likelihood of melt defects such as segregation of ~ 
stabilizers, these defects are commonly known as ~-flecks. The composition of VT 22 and Ti
5553 are presented in Table 4.1 . 

Table 4.1: Nominal Compositions of Alloys VT-22 and Ti-5553. 

Alloy Element Al v Mo Cr Fe 
VT-22 We!_g_ht % 4.4 - 5.7 4.0 - 5.5 4.0 - 5.5 0.5 - 1.5 0.5 - 1.5 

Ti-5553 We!.g_ht% 4.4 - 5.7 4.0 - 5.5 4.0 - 5.5 2.5 - 3.5 0.3 - 0.5 

All experiments were conducted on material melted and forged by VSMPO, heat number 
8-42-2034, lot number 4182. The specified control limits and the reported chemical composition 
for the cast ingot are presented in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Composition limits for Ti-5553 and composition of Heat# 8-42-2034. 

Element Al v Fe Mo Cr Si Zr 02 H2 c 
Weight% 4.4 

5.7 
4.0
5.5 

0.30
0.50 

4.0
5.5 

2.5 
3.5 

0.15 
max. 

0.30 
max 

0.18 
max. 

0.015 
max 

0.10 
max. 

Top 5.43 5.18 0.34 5.12 2.86 0.031 0.003 0.148 0.0026 0.007 

Bottom 5.34 4.84 0.30 4.96 2.73 0.029 0.008 0.151 0.0011 0.006 

The titanium sponge required for the primary melting was produced by AVISMA, a 
subsidiary of VSMPO, using the Kroll process. The ingot was produced by double vacuum arc re
melting (VAR) process; the electrode was inverted for the second VAR cycle. The ~-transus of 
this ingot was reported to be 838°C for the top and the bottom, which indicates that the ingot was 
chemically homogeneous. All open die and block forging operations were conducted by VSMPO, 
the details of ingot to billet conversion sequence are presented in the following section. 

4.2 Microstructure and Properties of the Forged Billet - Heat# 8-42-2034 

The microstructure and properties of ~ titanium alloys are closely linked to their thermo
mechanical history and the heat treatment selected. In order to follow the evolution of the 
microstructure and its effect on properties, it is fundamental to first develop a thorough 
understanding of the as-forged microstructure and the prior thermo-mechanical work. 
Prior to the detailed treatment of the microstructure evolution with various heat treatments, 
characterization of the material which will be studied through out this work was conducted. It is 
important to note that this characterization is in the context of practices used for titanium die 
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forgings, and in line with the methodology used in the aerospace industry. A number of other 
methods could have been followed to determine the chemical and structural homogeneity of the 
starting material. However, this approach was followed to remain consistent with the industrial 
relevance of this work. This characterization involved: 

i) A review of the forging sequence beginning with the cast ingot. 
ii) Assessment of the chemical homogeneity of the forged billet by means of 

macrostructure and hardness surveys. 
iii) Evaluation of the variation in tensile properties from billet edge to core. 

The aim of the above mentioned is twofold: 1) to understand whether this material is 
representative of typically produced die forgings, and 2) to determine that the forging sequence 
has produced a billet which is homogeneous and make necessary adjustments to the 
compensate for texture and anisotropy variations. 

4.3 Thermo-mechanical History and Characterization of As-Forged Billet. 

Almost all the experiments were conducted on a forged Ti-5553 square cross section 
billet measuring 0.2 X 0.2 X 2.0 m. The material was supplied in the as-forged condition by the 
Russian supplier VSMPO. The billet had successfully passed ultrasonic inspection to detect any 
internal defects. Although the detailed conversion sequence was said to be proprietary, Diagram 
4.1 provides is a broad description of the forging sequence followed to convert the ingot into 
forged billet. The primary purpose of each step is presented in brackets, as surmised from review 
of the literature [12] [32]. A pseudo-binary diagram for a typical ~ titanium alloy is provided to 
illustrate the different steps. 
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l ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 'Cl>..._ 
:::J-co..._ 
Cl> 
a. ' ' ' E 
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ptransus 

% Pstabilizer __,. 

1) ~-phase work beginning at 1140°C 
Upsetting and Forging - Reduction ratio - 5.2 
(Ingot Breakdown) 

D 
2) ex + ~ phase work at 810°C 

Upsetting and Drawing - Reduction ratio - 2.5. 

(Breakdown of Cast Structure/Grain Refinement) 


D 
3) ~-phase work at 980°C 
Upsetting and Drawing - Reduction ratio - 1.6 

(Re-crystallization) 

D 
4) ex + ~ phase work at 81 o·c 
Forge to shape - Reduction ratio - 4.0 
(Grain refinement) 

D 
5) Air cooling 

Diagram 4.1 Summary of lngo-to-Billet Conversion Sequence for Characterized Material. 
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The ~-transus for this ingot was reported to be 838°C for the top and the bottom. 
Reduction ratio is defined as the initial diameter of the billet divided by the final diameter. The 
terms "upsetting" and "drawing" describe the hot deformation by compression along the ingot's 
longitudinal and perpendicular axis respectively. These operations are aimed at breaking down 
the as-cast structure, and are carried out on an open die press. In this context, the term "forging" 
describes the process of restoring a barreled section to a more uniform shape and to impart 
certain billet dimensions. The function of the second ~-phase work operation is to re-crystallize 
the material and prevent surface cracking of the billet. [12] [32] 

The a+~ phase work in step 4) encompasses multiple heating and deformation cycles which are 
required to achieve the reduction ratio stated. As the shape of the billet is no longer round, the 
reduction ratio for step 4) is defined as the starting cross sectional area divided by the final area. 

The above forging sequence is referred to as "ingot to billet conversion" and would 
normally be followed by a final forging operation in a closed die. Characterization of a new forging 
alloy and development of design properties is normally conducted on representative die forgings . 
Comparing this thermo-mechanical sequence to that of an actual forging , the last step would be 
followed by a die forging operation within the a+~ phase range, in two sets of closed dies, a 
blocker and finisher die. Consequently, the final reduction ratio for a die forging would vary with 
part geometry; as thick sections would receive a lower level of reduction than thin areas. 
Additionally, the grain flow of the forging would follow the contour of the part and would be 
symmetrical about a parting plane. As a consequence of the final forging operation in the a+~ 
phase range, the material contains a great deal of stored energy due to dislocations. This stored 
energy leads to partial recovery during subsequent thermal steps and results in fine-scale sub
grains developing throughout the microstructure. 

For th is work, a forged bar containing additional a+~ phase deformation was believed to 
be more appropriate as the consistency and homogeneity of the billet would be superior to that of 
a die forging. A confirmation of the homogeneity associated with the forging sequent follows in 
next section. 

4.4 Evaluation of the As-Forged Billet Homogeneity 

In addition to the presence of a and ~ phases within the microstructure, ~ titanium alloys 
posses larger scale structure, typically high angle grain boundaries, termed macrostructure. [32]. 

Macrostructure evaluation provides a qualitative appraisal of the degree of ingot breakdown and 
uniformity of billet microstructure and properties. Images of a polished and macro-etched slice of 
the as-forged billet are presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The transverse macrostructure was 
remarkably uniform across the entire cross section; the grain size at the centre of the billet was 
found to be slightly finer than that at the corners. The transverse grain size was determined by 
the line intercept method and found to be in the range of 0.5-0.8 mm in diameter. Since the scale 
of the grain size is in line with that resulting from ~ annealing, it appears that the macrostructure 
evolved from the last ~-phase re-crystall ization cycle. 
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Figure 4.1: . Photograph of the macrostructure of the as forged billet. Forging directions 
noted as: L = Longitudinal ; T =Transverse. Etched in 70% Nitric - 8% Hydrofluoric acids. 

L 

2 'TT'TT 

Figure 4.2: Representation of the macrostructure of the as-forged billet, from sections 
taken across longitudinal and transverse axis; arrow indicates longitudinal or "drawing" 

direction during forging. 
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The longitudinal grain structure was elongated with an aspect ratio of 0/L=-0.1 . The 
titanium industry standard for macrostructure rating is AMS 2380, "Approval and Control of 
Premium-Quality Titanium Alloys". The rating is done by comparing etched cross sections of the 
material being evaluated against visual standards. The rating scheme consists of 10 levels: level 
10 being the finest and level 100 being the coarsest. The billet being evaluated rated finer than 
level 10 in the transverse direction and level 30 in the longitudinal direction. Comparing these 
values to conventional die forgings, we can conclude that the billet's macrostructure was finer 
than typical , in line with thinner forging sections that have received very large reductions. 
Consequently, the resulting properties are expected to be homogeneous. 

Longitudinal and transverse sections of the as-forged billet were excised from the billet, 
mounted and polished to reveal the microstructure. Figure 4.3 shows the as-forged microstructure 
for the two directions; the microstructure consisted of uniformly distributed globular primary alpha 
regions, in a matrix of aged ~- In the transverse direction, the primary a phase is consistently 
round and approximately 2-6µm in diameter. The longitudinal direction contained regions of 
elongated primary a, refer to Figure 4.3 (a), aligned along the drawing direction. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.3: Microstructure of as-forged billet in the longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) 
directions, the microstructure consists of globular primary ex (light phase) in a matrix of 

transformed~ (dark etching matrix). Etched in Krolls. 

Aside from the obvious anisotropy expected due to the difference in aspect ratio, the 
primary a volume fraction would play a role on the tensile properties of the alloy. Fanning, J.C. 
2005, [21 reported an increase in tensile strengths and a decrease in ductility, with a decrease in 
the primary a volume fraction. The average primary a volume fraction was 16.5%, and 19.2% for 
the transverse and longitudinal directions respectively, with and error of± 1.3%. These values are 
considered accurate as the primary a volume fraction evaluations were conducted in 10 fields per 
specimen, in accordance with the method described later in this Chapter . The percent error was 
assessed by adjusting the digital images within the contrast range allowed by the software and 
conducting area counts at either side of the range. 

Although an incomplete appraisal of the billet's texture, differences in grain structure and 
primary a volume fractions between the longitudinal and transverse directions are likely to give 
rise to anisotropy of properties. To avoid this problem, all specimens for mechanical property 
evaluations were oriented in the transverse direction. 
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4.5 Hardness Evaluation of As-forged Billet 

To provide a more quantitative assessment of the billet's homogeneity, a thorough suNey 
of the variation in hardness was conducted. A slice of the as-forged billet approximately 200 X 
200 X 25 mm was excised from the billet, machined flat and polished. A grid pattern was drawn 
covering the entire surface with squares 20 X 20 mm, hardness measurements were taken at the 
centre of each square. For reference, each column of the grid was labeled sequentially from A to 
J, while the rows were labeled 1 to 10. The hardness was also evaluated along the edge of the 
slice, at inteNals of 20 mm. The Rockwell C hardness results are presented in Tables 4.3 and 
4.4; the average hardness is HRC 44.4, with a standard deviation of 0.72. The hardness was 
found to be remarkably uniform across the section except for squares, G9 and G10, which were 
almost 3 points below the average. The billet corners were slightly above the average, but no 
significant variation between edge and core was evident. 

Table 4.3: Rockwell C hardness across billet slice. Squares G9 and G10 (gray) had the 
lowest hardness. 

COUROW A B c D E F G H I J AVERAGE 
1 45.6 45.3 44.3 44.3 44.5 43.7 44.4 44.1 44.7 45 44.6 
2 44.1 44.5 44.6 46 44.5 43.2 44.6 43.3 45.5 45 .1 44.5 
3 43.9 44.5 44.2 44.2 44.4 44 44.5 44.3 44.7 44.8 44.4 
4 44.1 44 43.9 44.5 42.6 44.2 43.9 43.7 44.2 44.7 44.0 
5 44.3 43.4 43.5 44.4 44.4 44.5 44.5 43.8 43.9 43.4 44.0 
6 44.9 44.9 43.9 44.8 44.9 44.5 44.3 44.4 44.1 45.6 44.6 
7 43.9 44.6 44 44.9 44.3 44.1 44.3 44.8 45 45 44.5 
8 43.7 44.6 45 44.5 43.9 45.2 44.4 44.1 44.7 44.8 44.5 
9 45.2 44.9 45 44.4 44.3 43.3 41 .8 44.5 44.3 45.5 44.3 
10 45.5 44.7 44.1 44.5 43.4 43.3 41.6 45.1 45.1 45.7 44.3 

AVERAGE 44.5 44.5 44.3 44.7 44.1 44.0 43.8 44.2 44.6 45.0 44.4 

Table 4.4: Rockwell C hardness along edge of slice (along 'drawing' direction). 

Location A B c D E F G H J AVERAGE 
Hardness 43.5 43.7 44.5 43.6 43.9 44 45.6 45.5 44.6 45.2 44.4 

Based on the consistent hardness and the fine, uniform grain size in the transverse 
direction, it is clear that billet properties will not be strongly influenced by inhomogeneities in the 
grain structure from edge to core. 
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4.6 	 As-Forged Tensile Properties 

Although the microstructure and hardness surveys suggest uniform properties across the billet, 
tensile properties provide quantitative validation of this notion. Transverse tensile properties for 
the edge and centre of the billet are presented in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5: Tensile properties of the as-forged billet - transverse direction. 

Location UTS (MPa) YS1MPa) % Elon_g_ation %RA 

Edg_e 1 1379.0 1289.3 3.0 12.0 
Ed_g_e 2 1379.0 1296.2 5.0 9.0 
Core 1 1420.3 1337.6 Broke at_g_r!Q_ Broke at _g_r!Q_ 
Core2 1420.3 1337.6 5.0 11 .0 

As expected from the hardness results, the tensile strength of the as-forged condition is 
deemed to be very high for a titanium alloy. In itself, the as-forged properties provide insight into 
the strength level capability of this alloy; furthermore, since the billet was 200mm by 200mm in 
cross section, the high depth of hardenability anticipated is also confirmed. 
The material ductility was relatively low, with elongations of less than 5% and reduction of area 
values of approximately 10%. A very small difference in the ultimate and yield strengths were 
evident between edge and core specimens, with the core having the slightly higher values. 
However, the slight difference confirms the homogeneity predicted from the hardness survey. 

Evaluation of the as-forged billet can be summarized as follows: 

i) 	 The degree of ingot breakdown was extensive and consistent with a well 
developed thermo-mechanical work sequence. The resulting macrostructure of 
the billet was fine and uniform. 

ii) 	 The microstructure showed an appreciable difference between the longitudinal 
(drawing) and transverse directions. In the longitudinal direction, the primary a 
was elongated while the transverse direction presented a uniform dispersion of 
globular primary a. 

iii) 	 Hardness surveys and tensile properties revealed that the billet's properties were 
uniform from edge to core. 

From the above, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
• 	 The billet was uniform in chemical and processing attributes and deemed representat ive 

of a typical die forging. A similar conclusion can be made about the billet's tensile 
properties from edge to core. Hence, the billet was judged suitable for a comprehensive 
characterization of forged Ti-5553. 

• 	 Mechanical property evaluations must consider the effect of the volume fraction, shape 
and distribution of the primary a phase. To address anisotropy concerns , it was decided 
that all mechanical property specimens be oriented in the transverse direction. 

All of the experiments involving Ti-5553 were conducted on material excised from the above 
forged billet; however, a few comparative tests were conducted on forged Ti-1 OV-2Fe-3AI (Ti-10
2-3). In every case, the Ti-10-2-3 material was excised from forging prolongations of landing gear 
components. 
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4.7 Metallographic Specimen Preparation and Etching 

A number of polishing techniques were attempted; results varied widely depending on the 
sample's heat treat condition. The most successful results were obtained with a semi-automatic 
Struers polishing machine using progressively finer media as recommended for titanium. The last 
polishing step was done using a 0.5µm diamond suspension in a 10/90 solution of hydrogen 
peroxide/distilled water. 
The majority of the specimens were etched in Kroll 's reagent# 2 per ASTM E407, solution # 192; 
the optimum etching time for the aged conditions was determined to be 7 seconds, longer times 
were used for the a.-~ solution treated and ~ annealed conditions. 

Although Kroll's reagent was adequate for most conditions, better control over the etching 
response was achieved in some cases by using a solution of: 

5 ml HN03 
5 ml HF 
15 ml Lactic Acid 
65 ml H20 

This etchant was recommended by RMI titanium and is noted on each figure as RMI reagent. 

Macro etched sections were wet polished with 600 grit emery paper to a fine finish and etched by 
swabbing with a solution of: 

70 ml HN03 
9 ml HF 
22 ml H20 

Increased contrast was obtained by allowing the solution to remain on the surface for 20-30 
seconds prior to rinsing with distilled water; an example is shown below: 

10 mm 
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4.8 Optical and Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Optical microscopy was done using a Nikon Optiphot-2 microscope with dry lenses 
capable of magnifications 50 - 1000 X. All photographs were taken with a digital camera and 
enhanced through the Image Pro+ software. 

Grain size measurements were carried out by the intercept method, following ASTM 
E112. 

Fracture surfaces for SEM observation were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with 50% 
methyl alcohol - 50% acetone solutions. The SEM employed was a HITACHI S3700N, equipped 
with an Oxford, INCA X-act EDS system or a Philips 515. General fractographic analysis in the 
SEM was conducted on specimens which were polished and etched as described earlier. 
However, when optimum edge retention was required, the fractured specimens were coated with 
a thin layer of electroless nickel. As the adhesion of nickel to titanium is often poor, and surface 
preparation could not employ strong acid etch steps, several pre-cleaning and plating processes 
were attempted. A process involving two nickel deposition steps was found to yield very 
successful results. The procedure involved the deposition of a nano-layer of electrolytic nickel, so 
called "nickel strike", followed by deposition of the 15µm of electroless nickel. The procedure 
details are outlined below: 

• 	 Immerse in a bath of Oakite 90 solution {alkaline cleaner) at 80-90°C for 2-4 
minutes at 6volts . 

• 	 Rinse with distilled water at for -1 minute. 
• 	 Immerse in a bath of 5% HCI solution at room temperature for 2 minutes. 
• 	 Rinse with distilled water for 1 minute. 
• 	 Immerse in a mixture of HN03 {500g/l)-HF {30g/I max.) at ambient temp. for 15

30 seconds. 
• 	 Rinse with distilled water for 1 minute. 
• 	 Reverse etch at 50-100 Amps per square foot within Nickel strike bath for - 3 

minutes. 
• 	 Nickel strike at room temperature for -3 minutes at 6 volts. 
• 	 Hot distilled water rinse for 1 minute. 
• 	 Electroless Nickel Plate to a thickness of 10-20 µm. 

Prior to plating the specimens, an attempt to measure the amount of material removed by 
the pre-cleaning (etching) steps was conducted. Adhesion was measured by means of a bend 
test over a 12mm mandrel. This analysis revealed that although much less than 1 µm of the 
surface was removed during pre-cleaning, acceptable plating adhesion could be achieved. Figure 
4.4 is an SEM image of a fractured tensile specimen which had been electroless nickel plated. 
The excellent edge retention achieved with nickel plating allowed for observation of fine detail 
along the fracture path. 
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Electro less 
Nickel Plating 

20 um 

Figure 4.4: SEM image of fractured tensile specimen, with a layer of electroless nickel 
plating approximately 10-15µm thick. 

4.9 Measurements of the Primary a. Volume Fractions 

Primary a volume fractions were determined from images of the etched microstructure. A 
total of 10 images, corresponding to 10 fields of observation for every metallographic mount, were 
analyzed for each reported value. The reported volume fractions are the averages of the 10 
measurements. The digital enhancement is done by creating light objects (primary a) and 
darkening the matrix (transformed ~). as illustrated in Figure 4.5. By this technique, the average 
primary a volume fraction was determined with an error of ± 1 .3%. 

Figure 4.5: Illustration of digital manipulation used to calculate the volume fraction of 
primary a..; right image is a digital enhancement of left image to facilitate counting. 
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4.10 Preparation of Foils and Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Throughout this work several heat treatment conditions were investigated by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Depending on the prevalent microstructural phases and 
properties, some foil preparation techniques were found to be more successful than others. For 
example, jet polishing parameters had to be drastically changed between a-~ solution treated and 
~ annealed materials; ion beam thinning was used in some cases. Furthermore, some of the early 
TEM work was carried out at University of Toronto under the guidance of Dr. Mike Mei, while the 
latter work was done at McMaster University under the guidance of Dr. Xiang Wang. Regardless 
of the specific foil thinning technique all specimens were first excised from bulk samples using a 
precision wafering saw equipped with a 0.37mm thick diamond blade. The wafer specimens were 
mechanically thinned to a thickness of about 50-BOµm by polishing with fine SiC paper - 400 grit 
down to 1200 grit. Once deemed sufficiently thin, several disks approximately 3mm in diameter 
were punched out from each wafer. The disks were electrolytically thinned by a twin-jet polishing 
device until perforation occurred; this resulted in electron transparent thickness around the 
perforation. 

The solution used for jet polishing at University of Toronto was as follows: 

180 ml Butyl Alcohol 

300 ml Methyl Alcohol 

30 ml Perchloric Acid 


Optimization of conditions to achieve specimens suitable for observation was conducted 
by varying temperature and voltage. The temperature maintained during electropolishing ranged 
between -35 and -50°C, and the voltage used ranged between 20 and 40 Volts. Adequate 
results were achieved at 22Volts and -45°C, with resulting currents of 10-12 mA. 
Electropolishing was found to be inadequate for specimen thinning of the peak-aged condition, 
where preferential etching of the alpha phase occurred. Ion beam thinning using the Gatan 
precision ion polishing system was used for these specimens. 

TEM foils prepared at McMaster University were prepared as follows. Thin slices were 
first cut from all samples. After mechanical grinding (both sides) down to approximately a 
thickness of 100 µm, 3 mm diameter discs were punched followed by twin-jet electropolishing in a 
solution of 10 pct. perchloric acid and 90 pct. methanol, at -35°C and 15V. TenuPol-5 equipment 
made by Struers was used for jet-polishing. 

TEM images and corresponding selected area diffraction patterns (SADP) of specimens 
characterized at University or Toronto were obtained at 200 kV in a Philips Tecnai G-20 electron 
microscope equipped with a LaB6 source. The images were recorded using CCD slow-scan 
camera and then analyzed by the Digital Micrograph software. 

At McMaster, a PHILIPS CM12 transmission electron microscopy, operated at 120 kV, 
was used to characterize the microstructure of samples subjected to different heat treatment 
conditions. 
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4.11 Electron Backscatter Diffraction Analysis 

Characterization of the grain structure using Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) 
technique was carried on the material solution heat treated below the ~ transus and fan-cooled. 
The scanning electron microscope used was a JEOL 7000F, field emission SEM, equipped with a 
Nordlys II EBSD detector with no forescatter detector to capture the diffraction patterns. The 
system uses Oxford HKL CHANNELS acquisition software, the Flamenco program was used to 
index and analyze the patterns. More specifically, the Tango software package was used to 
process the maps. The specimen was polished to a very fine finish as recommended in the 
literature with a final polishing step using 0.Sµm alumina suspension in a solution of 10% 
hydrogen peroxide - 90% water. All diffraction patterns were collected in the SEM with an 
accelerating voltage of 20KV at a current of - 86µA and a tilt angle of 70°. The step size was 
0.2µm and the spot size always less than the spot size. 

4.12 Heat Treatments 

All heat treatments were conducted in air, as is the industrial practice. Titanium is a very 
reactive metal at high temperatures, consequently, heat treatment in air results in absorption of 
oxygen at the surface. As oxygen is an a-stabilizer, the oxygen rich outer layer is commonly 
known as a-case. The depth of the a-case varies with temperature and soak time. A typical 
example of a-case resulting from ~ solution heat treatment at 900°C for 7S minutes, fol lowed by 
ageing at 600°C for 3 hours is presented in Figure 4.6 (a) . Figure 4.6 {b) provides another 
example of a-case resulting from solution heat treatment in air of alloy Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr 
(Beta C) at 790°C for 60 minutes. In both cases, the depth of the a-case is approximately SOµm. 
To eliminate any adverse effects due to oxygen pick up at the surface all specimens were 
machined from the core of the heat treated bars allowing for several millimeters of metal removal. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.6: Examples of ex-case observed in: (a) Ti-5553after13-annealing and aging; 


(b) Beta-C after solution treatment. (a) Etched in Krolls; (b) Etched in RMI reagent. 

The furnace was capable of controlling temperature to within ± S°C, but actual deviation 
from set temperature was ± 3°C for all cycles. The heat treatments conducted can be subdivided 
into three types, ~ annealing, a-~ solution heat treatments and ageing cycles. The ~ transus 
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temperature for the characterized billet was 838°C, hence the p annealing cycle was conducted 
at 900°C for 75 minutes followed by fan cooling. The soaking time was selected to allow sufficient 
time to achieve a complete transformation to the pphase. Harper, et.al [47]. 2002, reported that at 
910°C, the microstructure of forged Ti-5553 fully re-crystallizes to pphase within 20 minutes. The 
cooling times from the solutionizing temperature to ambient were measured by means of a 
thermocouple at mid-section of a 20mm thick plate. The cooling curve obtained is presented in 
Figure 3-7. In terms of linear cooling rate for the critical transformation range, i.e. from 850 to 
300°C, this rate is of the order of 1.7°C/sec, while the overall cooling rate is closer to 0.8°C/sec. 
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Figure 4.7: Cooling curve for a fan-cooled 20mm thick plate. 

The temperature selected for the a-P solution heat treatment was 790°C ± 5°C, which is 
approximately 50°C below P-transus, followed by fan-cooling. This temperature was selected on 
the basis of a mechanical property optimization study which is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 6. The soak time was 3 hours which is consistent with industrial practice. 

Various ageing temperatures and times were used, but in every case the furnace 
variation was within ± 5°C of the set temperature. The actual thermal cycle is referenced with the 
pertinent results. 
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4.13 Determination of Mechanical Properties 

The mechanical properties determined in this work included hardness, tensile, 
compression, shear, fracture toughness and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) tests; all properties 
were determined at room temperature. The majority of the tensile, compression and shear testing 
was carried at Cambridge Materials Testing, in Cambridge, Ontario. The fracture toughness and 
SCC tests were carried at Westmoreland Mechanical Testing and Research, in Youngstown 
Pennsylvania. Some of the compression and shear tests were done at Goodrich Landing Gear, 
using a calibrated , refurbished Tinius-Olsen servo-hydraulic test frame. All tensile, fracture 
toughness and SCC specimens were machined at the respective testing laboratories. 
All compression and shear specimens were machined at Goodrich Landing Gear. 

4.14 Tensile and Compression Tests 

Tensile testing was carried out in accordance with ASTM EB-04 and ASTM B348-06a, 
while compression testing was carried out using the testing apparatus outlined in ASTM E9-89a 
at a test speed of 0.13 mm/minute to yield and then at 1.3 mm/minute to fracture. 
The tensile specimens were cylindrical "dog bone" type with a diameter of 6.3mm and a gage 
length of 25.4mm. A diagram of the specimen is presented in Figure 4.8, note that the 
measurements are in inches. 

1• 
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Figure 4.8: Standard test specimen configuration used for all tensile tests, G= gage length, 
A= length or reduced section, min., D= diameter, R= transition radius, min. 

Compression specimens were cylindrical rods 1 O.Omm in diameter and 15.0mm in length, 
as depicted in Figure 4.9. 

Figure 4.9: Diagram of cylindrical compression specimen, the area at fracture is 
determined from the maximum diameter at the "barreled" section labeled D. 
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Due to the influence of friction at the loading interface of the compression specimen, the 
ends of the specimen are restricted from free radial expansion. As a consequence, wedge 
shaped regions of undeformed material are present at either end. This effect is depicted in the 
Diagram below. 

L=O 
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ho 

h 

j_ 

Diagram 4.2 Illustration of the Deformation Expected in a Compression Test; Shaded 

Areas Represent Undeformed Material. 


With continued loading, non- uniform deformation and barreling at the specimen's mid 
section becomes more pronounced. The area at fracture for the compression tests is calculated 
by using the dimensions of the barreled diameter D. 

Determination of the true stress-true strain curves was accomplished by converting the 
load displacement data into true stress and true strain as follows: 

CT= P/A0 (e + 1) 

where a is the true stress, P is the load, A0 is the initial area, and e is the engineering strain. 

£=In (e + 1) 

Note that e = (L - L0 ) I L0 


where L0 is the initial gage length and L is the instantaneous length. 


The true fracture stress in tension was determined from the following expression: 


O't =Pt/ At 

where Pt is the load at fracture and At is the area at fracture determined from : 

At= A0 (1-q) 

in which q is the reduction in area at fracture. 
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4.15 Precision and Error 

In all the tensile and compression tests, measurements of the instantaneous cross 
section were not possible as means to measure the cross section beyond uniform deformation 
were not available. However, determination of the area at fracture and strain at fracture are, 
ignoring the elastic contribution , deemed accurate. These values are derived from physical 
measurements of the fractured specimen using a calibrated micrometer with an accuracy of ± 
0.001 mm. As the instantaneous cross section could not be determined, the portion of the true 
stress-true strain curve starting at the onset of necking up to the specimen fracture have been 
plotted as a doted line. An example os such curve is depicted in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10: Typical true stress - true strain curve, showing extrapolated data with dotted 
line. 

In compression, the true fracture stress was determined in a similar manner as that for 
tension, with the exception of the area at fracture which was calculated using the diameter of the 
"barreled" rod measured at the specimen's mid-section, as depicted by D in Figure 4.9. The 
degree of barreling was in the range of 8% to 11 %, depending on the heat treat condition tested. 
In addition, the barreled section was not completely circular and more resembling of an ellipse. 
This anisotropy of deformation is likely due to texture effects. The difference between the ellipse's 
major and minor axis was approximately 10% of the original diameter. An average of these two 
dimensions was taken as the barrel diameter and used to calculate the post-deformation cross 
sectional area. 
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4.16 Shear Tests 

The shear specimens were of the "top hat" design, with two effective shear planes 
measuring 2.5 X 10.7mm each. The diagram of the shear specimen configuration is presented in 
Figure 4.11 . 

t 4mm 

2.5mm 

t 4mm 

I~ 
5mm 5mm 

I~ 
5mm J0.7mm

~I ~I I~ 

Figure 4.11: Diagram of shear specimen, front view (left), side view (right), cross hatched 

area depicts the shear plane. 

Determination of the shear strength was calculation by dividing the load at fracture by the 
shear plane area: 

Where 't is the shear strength, P is the load and A is the total shear plane area. 
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4.17 Plain-Strain Fracture Toughness Tests 

Several specimen configurations are available to determine the plain-strain fracture 
toughness of metals. The specimen selected was the Compact Specimen C (T) configuration in 
accordance with ASTM E399. This selection was based on successful prior experience in testing 
~ titanium alloys. The proportions of the specimen are depicted in Figure 4.12, note that all 
dimensions are in inches, the specimen width , W, was 38.1 mm (1.5") , and the thickness, B, was 
19.0mm (0.75") which yielded valid K1e results. Determination of K1e was in accordance with 
ASTM E399, as follows: 

Where P is the load, B is the specimen thickness, W is the specimen width, a is the 
fatigue crack length and the term f (a!W), is available from tables in ASTM E399 - for each ratio of 
a/W . 

o:ij" 
.,'ft(- •:! 
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O~ ·0.0l>CWDIA 
2 HOL 9 

Figure 4.12: Diagram depicting proportions of Compact Specimen C (T), note that W = 
38.1mm (1.5") and B = 19.0mm (0.75"). 

The material form used in this work was square bar, the convention used to depict the 
fatigue crack plane identification with respect to bar's longitudinal axis was also in accordance 
with ASTM E399 and is presented in Figure 4.13. Fracture toughness determinations were made 
for the C-L and R-C orientations. 
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Figure 4.13: Identification of fatigue crack plane orientation; L= longitudinal direction of 
bar. 

4.18 Stress Corrosion Cracking Tests 

Customarily, assessment of a materials' resistance to SCC is determined in two ways: initiation of 
a stress corrosion crack and propagation of an existing flaw under stress corrosion conditions. 
The latter is known as K1scc. and is evaluated with a specimen similar to the K15c. Based on these 
two assessment methods, two different types of SCC tests were conducted. The specimen used 
for the onset of SCC was the C ring specimen per ASTM G38, see Figure 4.14; the specimen 
was excised with its axis oriented perpendicular to the bar's longitudinal direction, i.e. transverse 
direction. The outside diameter of the specimen was 19.0mm (0.75"), the stress applied was 
1090MPa and the test duration was 60 days. The selection of the applied stress, which 
constitutes 85% of the average yield stress, and the test duration were arbitrary but considered to 
be severe. 

QJ I •.
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Figure 4.14: 
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Diagram of C-ring Stress Corrosion specimen, O.D. = 19.0 mm (0.75"). 

The test environment was 3.5% NaCl, following the alternate immersion procedure per 
ASTM G47, which involved 10 minutes immersion in the salt water followed by 50 minutes drying 
cycles. Examination of the specimens was done daily with the naked eye; a final inspection with a 
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1OX magnifier was done at the conclusion of the 60 days. The absence of any cracking or 
specimen fracture constitutes a pass. 

The resistance to crack propagation by SCC, was determined by means of the 1.000
C(T) Modified WOL K1scc specimen. This test was done at constant displacement, the load being 
applied by a fine threaded bolt. The proportions of the specimen are based on it's thickness; a 
specimen 25.4mm thick was selected for this work based on successful testing of similar alloys. 
However, the specimen design contains two longitudinal grooves aligned along the crack plane, 
reducing the effective thickness to 22.8mm. The specimen and test methodology are in line with 
ASTM E1681-99. A drawing of the actual specimen dimensions is presented in Figure 4.15. The 
specimens were pre-cracked in fatigue and subjected to stress intensity levels corresponding to 
75% of the K1c value, and later increased to higher levels due to the negligible crack growth 
observed at the initial levels. All specimens were pre-soaked in the 3.5% NaCl solution for at least 
10 hours prior to loading. The test time was 100 hrs and the test temperature was 24°C. 
Determination of K1scc was in accordance with ASTM E1681 (based on ASTM E399), as follows : 

K1scc =PI [(BW)y,] * f (a/W) 

Where P is the load, B is the specimen thickness, W is the specimen width, a is the crack length 
and the term f( aNV) , is available from tables in ASTM E399 - for each ratio of aNV. 
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Figure 4.15: Diagram depicting proportions of the 1.000-C(T) Modified WOL K1scc 
specimen, note that W =64.7mm (2.55") and B =25.4mm (1.0"). 
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5.0 MICROSTRUCTURE EVOLUTION WITH HEAT TREATMENT 

All ~ titanium alloy heat treatments involve a solution heat treatment step conducted 
either above or below the ~ transus followed by cooling at a prescribed rate. The aim of the above 
step is to retain some amount of the metastable ~ phase for the purpose of hardening the phase 
by precipitating the a phase at a later ageing step. A schematic diagram illustrating the two types 
of ~ titanium heat treatments is provided below. 

t J3-Transus 

Solutionizing Ageing 

(A) Time-

- --- ---------- ----- J3-Transust 
Cl) ..... 
::::J 

li! 
Cl) 
a. 
E Solutionizi ng Ageing 
~ 

-- -- --

(B) Time-

Diagram 5.1: Graphic Illustration of Typical Heat Treatments for 13 Titanium Alloys: 
(A) Solution heat treatment below the 13 transus 
(B) Solution heat treatment above the 13 transus 

In Chapter 1 , it was stated that for Ti-5553, the rate of cooling from the solutionizing 
temperature has significant impact on the kinetics of ~ decomposition and on the development of 
metastable phases. The great majority of the work presented herein involved a single cooling 
rate; this rate is that resulting from "fan cooling" 20mm thick plates, i.e. an average of 1.7°C/sec. 
However, slower cooling rates, achieved by controlled furnace cooling were used to cool from 
above the ~ transus to the ageing temperature. These cooling rates are in line with industrial heat 
treat practices prescribed for Ti-5553 and are considered practical. In all cases, the starting 
material was in the as-forged condition, which was already characterized in Chapter 4. It is 
important to note that variations in the microstructure would be expected from edge to core of the 
20mm thick plate. For this reason, analysis of the microstructure, images and descriptions were 
based on observations made away from the edges and close to the plate's core. As explained 
earlier, all specimens were oriented to reveal the microstructure in the transverse direction of the 
forged billet. 
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Precipitation of ex from the retained ~ phase can follow various paths and involves a 
variety of metastable phases; however, due to the relatively long times and high temperatures 
involved this precipitation process is always a diffusion controlled process rather than martensitic 
one. 

This Chapter will explore the microstructures resulting from solution heat treatments 
conducted above and below the ~ transus , followed by fan-cooling or controlled furnace cooling 
and subsequent ageing. The work will involve characterization of the microstructures using the 
Optical , SEM and TEM; the approach will be as follows: 

i) Microstructure after solution heat treatment above the ~ transus 

a) Coexistence of ro and ex phases on as-cooled ~ annealed microstructure 

b) Characterization of the microstructure as solution-treated and after various 
ageing steps. 

c) The effect of cooling rates on microstructure ranging from water quenched to 
controlled furnace cooled. 

ii) Microstructure after solution heat treatment below the ~ transus. 

a) Identification of the metastable ro phase 

b) Characterization of the microstructures resulting from ageing at 600°C for various 
times ranging from 5 minutes to 48 hours. 

c) Confirmation of the heterogeneous nucleation of the ex phase. 

ii) Discussion of the microstructure evolution 

a) Thermodynamic-based equilibrium phase predictions 

b} Role of the ro phase on ex nucleation 

c) Nucleation and growth of the ex phase 

d) Quantification of microstructural features 

e) Rationalization of the microstructure evolution 

The primary aim of the work reported in this Chapter is to gain an understanding of the 
microstructural changes which occur during heat treatment of Ti-5553; this knowledge will be 
used in an attempt to optimize and influence the mechanical properties of this alloy. The scale of 
the various microstructural features will be quantified in an effort to rationalize the mechanical 
properties in the next Chapter. 
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5.1 Microstructure after Solution Heat Treatment above the~ Transus 

This section will explore the microstructure resulting from annealing above the p transus. 
The purpose of the solution heat treatment cycle is to convert some portion of the microstructure 
to a metastable p phase, this phase is normally termed retained p. The metastable p is 
subsequently aged in a controlled manner, resulting in a fine scale mixture of a and p, so called 
aged p. The nomenclature and terminology used to interpret and describe the microstructures 
throughout this section is in line with guidelines in the literature, namely references [4J, [7J and [50]. 

Annealing above the p transus causes recrystallization and complete disappearance of the a 
phase. The p annealing cycle consisted in heating the specimens in an air furnace to 903°C, 
holding at temperature for 75 minutes followed by fan-cooling to room temperature. Below is a 
schematic representation of the pannealing cycle. 

t 903°C ~-Transus (838°C) 
Cl>.... 
::J-.... 13 Annealingm 
Cl> (75 minutes) c. 
E 
~ 

Time---+ 
Diagram 5.2: Graphic Illustration of the ~ Annealing Cycle. 

The microstructure resulting from p annealing and fan-cooling is presented in Figure 5.1, 
and consists of equiaxed pgrains devoid of any optically resolvable features . The grain size was 
measured by the linear intercept method and found to be 187µm on average. 

Figure 5.1: Optical image of ~ annealed microstructure. Etched in Kroll 's Reagent. 
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As reported in Chapter 4, the cooling time from 904 to 100°C was roughly 20 minutes. 
More importantly however, the time elapsed through the critical transformation range, i.e. from 
850 to 300°C, was approximately 6 minutes. This amounts to a linear cooling rate of roughly 
1.5°C/sec. Since the reported transformation times for Ti-5553 are in the order of minutes at 
similar cooling rates [31], it is essential to establish whether w or a phases form within these 
cooling times. Due to the influential role of the w-phase on subsequent ageing cycles, it is 
deemed appropriate at this stage in the presentation of results to conclusively identify whether the 
w phase is present in the retained ~ · 

The following section deals with the identification of the phases present after cooling from 
above the ~ transus temperature using diffraction in and visual evidence and compare this data to 
other Titanium alloys in the literature. 

5.1.1 Identification of nano-precipitates in the fan-cooled, ~ annealed microstructure. 

Aside from the grain boundaries, Optical and SEM examination of the polished and 
etched specimens did not reveal any other microstructural features. Thin foils were prepared for 
TEM examination using two methods: by jet polishing and by ion milling - the preparation method 
is noted for each image. The reason for preparing duplicate specimens by the two thinning 
techniques was to ascertain that the features observed were not artifacts of the foil preparation 
method. 

Figure 5.2 is a bright field TEM image of a ~ grain with the associated [11 O]~ zone axis 
diffraction pattern; this image is typical of many other regions of the specimen. Furthermore, 
identical images and diffraction patterns were obtained from specimens prepared by jet polishing 
and from specimens prepared by ion milling. The diffraction patterns present streaks oriented 
along the diagonals joining the primary ~ reflections ; these streaks correspond to diffused 
scattering due to the w phase (a more detailed discussion of the w phase has been presented in 
Section 3.3.2) . 

Observation of the microstructure at high magnification revealed a series of contrast 
modulations, two such images are presented in Figure 5.3, (a) bright field, (b) dark field. Dark 
field observation was carried out aligning the electron beam with the diffused scattering regions; 
thus highlighting the areas of contrast modulation associated with the fine scale w phase 
precipitates. As shown in Figure 5.3 (b) , the contrast modulations are only a few nanometers in 
length. This diffused scattering has been referred to as "w-precursor" or "diffused w" in the 
literature, and are said to be characteristic of the initial stage of ~ ~ w transformation. [16} [31} [44] 
[48} 

Consequently, there is evidence that the w phase is present in the ~ annealed and fan
cooled microstructure, and that the scale of the w phase is extremely fine (>1Onm). 

Superimposing the cooling rates realized in this work on the partial TTT diagram due to 
Cotton, et al.[31} , nucleation of a in Ti-5553 is expected within 2-3 minutes of cooling start. 
However, such a precipitation would be in its very early stages. From review of the literature, the 
presence of w phase is expected to aid the nucleation process, thus resulting in copious a phase 
precipitates. To confirm these predictions, foils were examined at high magnifications and the 
SAD patterns collected with an emphasis on identifying the a phase. 
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(a) 	 (b) 

Figure 5.2: 	 Bright field TEM image of the ~ phase with associated [11 O]~ zone axis 
diffraction pattern at right. Foil prepared by jet polishing. 

Figure 5.3: (a) Bright field , (b) Dark field TEM images of the~ phase showing very fine
scale precipitate. Foil prepared by ion milling. 
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Bright and Dark field images of the ~ annealed microstructure and the associated SAD 
pattern formed in the [001 ]~ zone axis are presented in Figure 5.4 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. 
The SAD pattern is quite similar to that reported in the literature for ~ annealed Ti-14Mo-6AI alloy 
[49} Figure 5.4 (d}, as they both present precipitate reflections which are arced, or curved, rather 
than streaked in a given crystallographic direction. These reflections are associated with a 
precipitates which do not obey the Burgers relationship and are termed type 2 a; a more detailed 
explanation is provided in the Discussion section of this Chapter. The DF image, Figure 5.4 (b}, 
corresponds to the reflection flanking the (11 O)~ and highlights the very fine-scale a precipitates. 

lal BF lb) DF 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5.4: (a) Bright field, (b) Dark field TEM images of the ~ phase for a Ti-5553 foil 
prepared by ion milling. (c) and (d) are [001]J3 zone axis SAD patterns from~ annealed Ti

5553 and Ti-14Mo-6AI alloys [49}, respectively. 
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Based on visual and crystallographic evidence presented, it is concluded that the ~ 
annealed and fan-cooled Ti-5553 microstructure contains both, co and a phases. The scale of 
these phases is very fine, less than1 Onm in size. Having established that the retained ~ contains 
these two phases, the impending transformation of the microstructure with ageing was 
investigated. 

5.1.2 Microstructure evolution after various heat treatment cycles. 

5.1.2.1 Solution heat treatment and ageing in the a-~ temperature range. 

The heat treatment cycle performed for the as-forged material , i.e, the ST condition 
described in Section 4.1 was also performed on the ~ annealed specimens. This cycle involved 
re-solution heat treatment in the a-~ range at 790°C for 2 hours followed by fan-cool ing, as 
summarized below, a schematic diagram for this cycle is also provided. 

• ~ annealing at 903°C for 75 minutes 
• Fan cooling to room temperature 
• Solution heat treatment at 790°C for 2 hours 
• Fan cooling to room temperature 

f 
~ 

::J-ca... 
Q) 
a. 
E 
~ 

903°C ~-Transus (838°C) ---- ----- ---------- -- -- -- -- ---- ------ ------ ---- ---- -- -- -- ----- --- --- -- -----.t!~f6°c- ---- ---------------

~Annealing 
Solutionizing(75 min.) 

(2 hours) 

Time

Diagram 5.3: Graphic Illustration of the ~ Annealing and ST Cycle. 

An optical image of the microstructure after etching is shown in Figure 5.5. The etched 
microstructure consisted of equiaxed grains, with various degrees of darkening within individual 
grains which could not be resolved optically. 

Images of the microstructure, as seen by the SEM are presented in Figures 5.6. The 
microstructure consisted of sub-micron acicular a, arranged in lath patterns. Individual needles 
could be resolved near the grain boundaries where the needles were larger; however gradual 
refining was evident toward the grain interior. The average grain size remained the same as that 
following the ~ annealing cycle as the precipitation of the a needles extended throughout the 
retained ~ grains. 
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Figure 5.5: Optical image of the microstructure after ~ annealing at 903°C for 75 
minutes, fan-cooling, followed a:-~ solution treatment at 790°C for 2hrs and fan-cooling. 

Darkening near the grain boundaries corresponds to coarser a: needles. Etched in Kroll 's 
reagent 

Figure 5.6: SEM image of the microstructure after ~ annealing at 903°C for 75 minutes, 
fan-cooling, followed a:-~ solution treatment at 790°C for 2hrs and fan-cooling. Note the 

acicular microstructure arranged in fine laths, the needles are coarser in the vicinity of the 
grain boundaries. Etched in Kroll 's reagent 
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Ageing of specimens heat treated as described above at 600°C for 6 hours did not alter 
the microstructure significantly. The complete heat treatment cycle is summarized below; a 
schematic diagram is also provided: 

• ~ annealing at 903°C for 75 minutes 
• Fan cooling to room temperature 
• Re-solution heat treatment at 790°C for 2 hours 
• Ageing at 600°C for 6 hours 
• Fan cooling to room temperature 

t --------- ---------------- --- ~~~~~ ------------------- ----- ---------79o~c___ __ ___ A:n~-IJ-~!J~ -l~~6-~c>------
::::J 

600°Cca -.... ~Annealing 
Q) Solutionizing(75 min.)Q. 

(2 hours)E Ageing 
~ (6 hours) 

Time

Diagram 5.4: Graphic Illustration of the ~ Annealing, ST and Aging Cycle 

Optically, the microstructure was very similar to that presented in Figure 5.5, with the 
exception that the darkening around the grain boundaries was less pronounced. Under the SEM, 
the microstructure consisted of acicular a, almost indistinguishable from that in Figure 5.6, and is 
shown at two magnifications in Figure 5.7. 

Figure 5.7: SEM image of the 

microstructure after ~ annealing 

at 903°C for 75 minutes, fan

cooling, followed a:-~ solution 

treatment at 790°C for 2hrs, fan

cooling, and aging at 600°C for 1 

hour. Etched in Kroll's reagent 
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To summarize, re-solution treatment of the ~ annealed microstructure at 790°C and 
ageing at 600°C results in precipitation of fine scale acicular a . The microstructure is coarsest 
near the grain boundaries and becomes gradually finer toward the grain interiors. As the entire 
retained ~ grains undergo this transformation after the re-solution heat treatment step, the 
subsequent ageing step did not noticeably alter the microstructure. 

5.1.2.2 Rapid cooling from above the ~ transus and ageing temperature. 

In order to avoid formation of the w phase upon cooling to room temperature, cooling 
directly to the ageing temperature was conducted: details of the heat treatment and a diagram are 
provided below: 

• ~ annealing at 903°C for 75 minutes 
• Cooling to 600°C in 3 minutes 
• Aging at 600°C for 20 minutes and 3 hours 
• Air cooling to room temperature 

t
CD... 

:J 
li... 
CD a. 
E 
CD 
t

-----------------------------~~~~-~- -- - - - ---- - --- -- --- -IS.~l'._(~_1)~~~1.11~8-.~~) _ 


fl Annealing 6Q0°C
L...-~~~~~~~~~~~~. 

(75 min.) 
Ageing 
(3 hours) 

Time---+

Diagram 5.5: Graphic Illustration of the ~ Annealing, and Direct Ageing Cycle. 

Cooling to the ageing temperature was achieved by setting the furnace to 600°C and 
opening the furnace door until the temperature stabilized. The cooling time was roughly 3 
minutes, which constitutes an average cool ing rate was approximately 100°C/min The 
microstructure resulting from this heat treatment cycle is presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, for 
optical and SEM images respectively. Specimens aged for 20 minutes and for 3 hours possessed 
identical microstructures. Acicular a, measuring 3-6µm in length is the dominant feature 
throughout the specimen, with coarser a precipitates and a precipitate free zone, decorating the 
grain boundaries. A comparison between the scale of the a precipitates, forming with and without 
the w phase as a precursor, is presented later in this Chapter. 
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Figure 5.8: Optical image of the microstructure after ~ annealing at 903°C for 75 
minutes, direct cooling to 600°C and ageing for 3 hours. Etched in Kroll 's reagent 

Figure 5.9: SEM image of the.microstructure after~ annealing at 903°C for 75 minutes, 
direct cooling to 600°C and ageing for 3 hours 
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5.1.2.3 Slow cooling from above the ~ transus and ageing in the a-~ temperature range. 

The effect of cooling rate on microstructure evolution was investigated by ~ annealing 
and slow cooling to the ageing temperature, followed by prolonged ageing. A summary and 
schematic diagram for this cycle is provided below: 

• ~ annealing at 903°C for 75 minutes 
• Furnace cooling to 600°C in 90 minutes 
• Aging at 600°C for B hours 
• Air cooling to room temperature 

Controlled cooling 

Time

Diagram 5.6: Graphic Illustration of the ~ Annealing, Controlled Cooled and Aged Cycle. 

The above cycle amounted to an average cooling rate of 3.4°C/min wh ich is significantly 
slower that the fan-cooling rate (1 .5°C/sec). Optical images of the microstructure are presented in 
Figure 5.10, while SEM images are shown in Figure 5.11. The microstructure consists of mostly 
acicular a in a matrix of retained ~ - The a is arranged in laths, however these laths are coarser 
than those discussed in section 5.1.2.2. A network of grain boundary a platelets is evident in the 
light micrographs, as well as pockets of lamellar a, which are encircled in Figure 5.10. 

~-----~~...-~~.."611m~it.i'!i.,..::;;:::;;~ai;;:.il4 

Figure 5.10: Optical images of the microstructure after ~ annealing at 903°C, controlled 
cooling at 3.4°C/min. to 600°C and aged at 600°C for 8 hours. Note the grain boundary a 
(arrows) platelets and pockets of lamellar ex within the grains (ellipse). Etched in Kroll's 

reagent 
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Figure 5.11: SEM images of the microstructure after ~ annealing at 903°C, controlled 
cooling at 3.4°C/min. to 600°C and aged at 600°C for 8 hours. Note the jagged grain 

boundaries due to local protrusion of ex needles into adjacent grains. Etched in Kroll's 
reagent 

Another important microstructural change occurring with the slow cooling is that the grain 
boundaries no longer appear as smooth lines. As depicted in Figure 5.11 , there is local re 
arrangement at the grain boundaries as the growing a needles extend past the boundaries and 
into adjacent grains. In many cases, an entire colony of needles protrudes into another grain 
giving the grain boundary a stepped or jagged appearance. The length of the acicular a is of the 
order of several micrometers. The effect of further slowing the cooling rate on the microstructure 
was investigated by the heat treatment cycle described below, a schematic diagram is also 
provided: 

• ~ annealing at 903°C for 75 minutes 
• Furnace cooling to 600°C in 5 hours 
• Aging at 600°C for 8 hours 
• Air cooling to room temperature 

Controlled cooling 
at 1.0°C/min. (5 hrs)903°Ct 

~Annealing 
(75 min.) 

r:LTransus 1838°C)- ------ ---- ----- _____________________ _____ _______ }-!'=: _____________~ -------- - ----
Q) ..... I::s-ca 6000C ..... 
Q) 

c.. 
E Ageing
Q) 

I- (8 hours) 

Time-+ 
Diagram 5.7: Graphic Illustration of the~ Annealing, Controlled Cooled and Aged Cycle. 
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The above cycle amounted to an average cooling rate of 1.0°C/min. , which is in line with 
the industrially prescribed heat treatment for improved toughness. Optical and SEM images of the 
resulting microstructure are presented in Figure 5.12 and 5.13, respectively. The microstructure 
consists of lamellar a in matrix of retained ~; the a is coarser than that in the preceding conditions 
studied. Grain boundary a platelets are evident, as highlighted by arrows in Figure 5.12. Under 
the SEM, fine acicular a could be resolved amongst lamellar a. 

Figure 5.12: Optical images of the microstructure after~ annealing at 900°C, controlled 
cooling at 1°C/min. to 600°C and aged at 600°C for 8 hours. Note the grain boundary a. 

(arrows) and lamellar a. Etched in Kroll's reagent 
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Figure 5.13: SEM images of the microstructure after~ annealing at 903°C, controlled 
cooling at 1°C/min. to 600°C and aged at 600°C for 8 hours, note the presence of fine 

acicular a. amongst lamellar a.. Etched in Kroll's reagent 

Analogous to the nomenclature used to describe steel microstructures, the microstructure 
is described as lamellar. This is because there is metallographic evidence that the a needles 
overlap abutting against one another. One likely explanation is that as the cooling rate is 
decreased, the scale of the a needles increases unti l needles of the same a variant interconnect 
forming undulating ribbon-like structures. Figure 5.14 presents a set of a. platelets which intersect 
the specimen's polishing plane at a shallow angle. These intersecting a platelets appear as 
parallel bands, much wider than the adjacent a plates which intersect the polishing plane at 
steeper angles. Examination of these bands at higher magnifications revealed that they are in fact 
an arrangement of abutting a ribbons. A great number of similar occurrences were found 
throughout the specimen, confirming that the term lamellar is appropriate in describing the 
microstructure. Note also that a fi lm a is present along the grain boundaries . 

. , 
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Figure 5.14: Optical image showing lamellar a; note that region surrounding the grain 
boundary (brackets) contains a platelets which are intersected at a shallow angle, 

rendering their appearance as parallel ribbons. The grain boundaries contain a film of a. 
Etched in Kroll's reagent 
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5.2 Microstructure after solution heat treatment in the a-~ temperature range. 

Section 5.1 dealt with solution heat treatment at approximately 50°C above the ~ transus 
temperature. Such heat treatment eradicates any a phase and causes complete re-crystallization 
after approximately 20 minutes. In contrast, solution heat treatment below the ~ transus 
preserves the character of the as-forged microstructure. The microstructure of the as-forged Ti
5553 consists of an uniformly dispersed globular a, in a matrix of aged ~ · Images of the as-forged 
microstructure have been presented in Figure 4.3. The globular a resulted from the extensive 
thermo-mechanical work received during forging in a-~ temperature range, and is referred to as 
primary a. The detailed microstructure of the aged ~ can not be resolved by optical microscopy. It 
must be pointed out that the nature of the aged ~ in the as-forged condition is not controlled in the 
normal industrial practice; hence, high variability could exist depending on processing conditions. 
Since all the material used for these heat treatment experiments was from a single forged billet, 
this variability need not be considered. 

Solution heat treatment in the a-~ temperature range was carried out at 790°C ± 5°C, held at 
temperature for 3 hours and fan-cooled. This solution temperature is approximately 50°C below 
the ~-transus and was selected on the basis of strength/ductility optimization studies which will be 
discussed in Chapter 6.0. For ease of reference, this heat treatment will be referred to as the ST 
condition; a schematic representation of this cycle is presented below: 

! -----------------------------------------------------------~~!~~-~~~~- _(_~~~-~~~
i... 790°C:J 
m -'- Solutionizing
Cl> a. (2 hours)
E 
Cl> ..... 

Time--+ 
Diagram 5.8: Graphic Illustration of the ST Cycle. 

The microstructure is presented in Figure 5.15, and consists of uniformly dispersed 
primary a in a matrix of retained ~· Images (a) and (b) are optical micrographs taken at 400X and 
1000X magnification, while (c) and (d) are backscatter SEM images. Comparing the ST 
microstructure to the as-forged microstructure, it is clear that the aged ~ matrix has been 
converted into retained ~. while the scale of the primary a appears unaffected. 

Figure 5.15 (a) and (b) show the globular morphology of the primary a particles and 
highlights the remarkably uniform distribution of these particles throughout the microstructure. At 
higher magnifications, a network of grain boundaries if found to span between the primary a 
particles, see Figure 5.15 (b). The scale of the primary a and the grain boundaries is roughly the 
same, with an average size of 2-5µm in diameter. 

Under the SEM, it is apparent that the primary a exhibits facets, suggesting that a 
crystallographic relationship with the ~ matrix exists; furthermore, it is clear that the a particles 
have formed along grain boundaries or at triple points . Solution heat treatment for up to 18 hours 
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did not change the size or distribution of the primary a. This observation suggests that the grain 
boundaries are pinned at these particles and confirms that the volume fraction of a has reached 
equilibrium after solutionizing for 3 hours. 

The globular character of the a particles and their arrangement at grain boundaries is 
consistent with a formation mechanism which minimizes the interfacial energy of the system. 

c) 

Figure 5.15: Microstructure of Ti-5553 solution treated at 790°C and air cooled (ST 
condition)- (a) and (b) are optical images, (c) and (d) are SEM images. Etched in Kroll's 

reagent 

As described in the characterization of the as-forged billet (Section 4.3), the billet 
contains a macrostructure consisting of prior ~ grains which are relatively equiaxed in the 
transverse direction and elongated in the longitudinal direction. These grains have a diameter of 
roughly 0.5 to 1 mm in the transverse direction, which is nearly two orders of magnitude larger 
than the scale of grain structures observed in Figure 5.15. Hence, the ST condition contains a 
macro and a micro - grain structure. To understand the character of the latter grain structure, 
EBSD analysis was performed on a ST and fan-cooled specimen. 
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Figures 5.16 a) and b) are EBSD acquired phase and contrast maps, respectively, 
corresponding to an area measuring 65x50µm. The dark bands to the top left side of the two 
images represent points for which there no solution to the Kikuchi patterns, and are likely due to 
subsurface scratches which were not visible even after fine polishing. Nonetheless, the overall 
proportion of successful solutions was greater than 83% which provides more than ample regions 
for detailed analysis. 

a) 

Figure 5.16: EBSD acquired maps; a) is a phase map showing the ex and~ phases in 
blue and red, respectively; b) grain size distribution map, the different grains are randomly 

assigned colours for clarity. 

The images in Figure 5.16 illustrate clearly the distribution of primary a and retained ~ 
within the area analyzed and the numerous grain boundaries connecting the primary a particles. 
However, neither map provides insight into the character of the grain boundaries. Figure 5.17 is a 
grain misorientation map, accenting in different colours, the angular misorientation between each 

grain with respect to a reference grain - depicted by the symbol ®· It is clear from Figure 5.17 that 
the mapped region is made up of two large grains, with a high angle grain boundary traversing 
the image. Two large grains are clearly separated by one high angle grain boundary, one grain 
mainly blue, the other mainly lime yellow. Within each large grain, there are many low angle grain 
boundaries. As can be seen by the histogram showing the relative frequency at right, the majority 
of the grains boundaries within the blue grain, are misaligned approximately 5° with respect to the 
reference grain. The misorientation distribution within the lime green grain is somewhat larger and 
is centered about 39°. Furthermore, the number of blue sub-grains is much larger than the lime 
green sub-grains, this can be concluded by comparing the height of the peak at 5° with the peak 
at 30°. 
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Relative Frequency 

Figure 5.17: Grain misorientation map showing the relative frequency of grain 
misorientation angle (depicted by different colours per colour scale at bottom right) with 

the respect to the grain marked '®'. 

A more precise analysis of the low angle grain boundaries can be conducted by taking a 
smaller, better mapped sub-region of the overall map, as that depicted in the contrast map 
presented in Figure 5.18 and labeled Region 1. The grain misorientation profile across three grain 
boundaries is shown as insets to the centre image. These profiles represent the changes in grain 
orientation along a straight line traversing the grain boundary. The profile plot displays changes in 
angle (0

) in the ordinate versus distance in the abscissa (µm). The three grain boundaries 
analyzed provide further insight into their character; the large angle grain boundary is misaligned 
by 38°, whi le the low angle boundaries characterized are misoriented by approximately 3° and 5°, 
respectively. 

The distribution of grain boundaries within Region 1 is presented as a histogram in Figure 
5.19. This histogram portrays the relative frequency of misorientation angles encountered within 
Region 1. It is evident that the vast majority of the grain boundaries are misaligned by roughly 
0.5° - 2°, with the highest misorientation being less than 10°. 

The origin of the sub-grain structure observed is related to the thermo-mechanical work 
imparted onto the billet during forging. The last forging operations are carried out at a relatively 
low temperature in the a+~ range. During this forging step considerable energy is stored in the 
material due to the increase in dislocation density. Upon further thermal steps, partial recovery 
gives rise to the fine-scale sub-grains structure observed. 
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Histogram of grain boundary misorientation angles within Region 1. 
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A correlation between the primary a and retained pphase boundaries within Region was 
also characterized with respect to deviations from the Burgers' crystallographic relation: 

(11 O)p II (0001 )a, 

This correlation function uses different colours to highlight phase boundaries which match 
closely the stated relationship. Figure 5.20 shows in red colour the boundaries which deviate 0 to 
5° from the above relationship. This information suggests that the facets obseNed on the primary 
a particles could be the result of c:x!P grains surfaces aligned within small deviations from the 
Burgers relation. Accepting the above, these facets could be semi-coherent boundaries; however, 
additional crystallographic work would be required to confirm this point. 

10µm 

Figure 5.20: Lattice correlation boundaries plot; red boundaries are those that are 
within a deviation of 5% from the Burgers' crystallographic relationship. 

In summation, two salient microstructural features are resolvable by optical microscopy in 
the ST condition, these are: the globular primary a and the grain boundaries. Of the latter, there 
are high-angle prior pgrain boundaries, and low angle grain boundaries. 

Although (!}-phase has been reported upon quenching from above the p transus, it is not 
clear from the Ti-5553 literature whether the (!}-phase is present upon air cooling from the a-P 
temperature range. The following work is aimed at elucidating this important point. 
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5.2.1 Identification of the metastable ro-Phase 

One of the most important aspects of the p ~ a decomposition is the role played by 
metastable phases after solution heat treatment. In thermodynamic terms, metastable phases 
lower the energy barrier and ease the transformation of p to a by generally supplying nucleation 
sites. In doing so, the scale and distribution of the a precipitates can be profoundly affected. 
Electron transparent foils of the ST condition were prepared and examined in the TEM. Figure 
5.21 is an image from jet polished foil depicting the primary a particles in a matrix of retained p, 
with the associated selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern from the [11 O]p zone axis. 

Figure 5.21: TEM image of ST foil prepared by jet polishing, with associated SAD 
pattern for the~ phase - [110]~ zone axis, showing streaks between the primary 

reflections. SAD pattern at bottom right is from ~-annealed Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI [36], showing 
locations of expected ro-phase reflections. 

Although no discrete maxima reflections can be seen at the expected 1 /3 and 2/3 points 
along the diagonal joining the p lattice plane diffraction maxima, diffuse streaking is evident along 
these directions. The presence of these streaks has been the subject of much investigation. 
Bowen ft6J, provides a concise explanation based on an extensive review of the literature. He 
states that there is consensus among researchers in that the streaking is the result of short-range 
correlated displacements due to {111 )p plane collapse. The mechanism of co formation was 
presented in Chapter 3.3.2, and involves a collapse of the pair of (111 )p planes. 

The streaking phenomenon is the result of the relatively small size and morphology of the 
w-phase regions which create a short range modulation between the Hexagonal w-phase regions 
and the BCC ~ matrix. The composition of the athermal co is very similar than that of the 
quenched alloy. During ageing, noticeable changes in the lattice parameter of the ~ phase have 
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been reported [16]. These changes constitute solute partitioning involving solute enrichment of the 
~ phase accompanied by a corresponding depletion on the ro phase. As the material 
characterized herein was fan-cooled from 790°C to ambient temperature within 15-20 minutes, 
the situation is closer to that encountered in the thermal w. Although high resolution electron 
microscopy and chemical composition analysis would be required to confirm this effect in Ti-5553, 
a diffraction effect on the SADP of the ~ phase is consistently observed. It is reasonable to 
assume that this effect is due to solute partitioning, which would mean that the (!}-phase regions 
are chemical and structural modulations in the ~ matrix lattice. Accounts of these modulations in 
the literature are often referred to as (!}-precursor or diffuse w. However, in this work the presence 
of these modulations will be referred to as (!}-phase with an understanding that their size is 
relatively smaller in comparison to the thermally formed w. Larger w particles, as those normally 
associated with the thermally formed ro, present SAD patterns with discrete spots. [56] [4] 

Patterns very similar to that presented in Figure 5.21 were reported by Jacques et al [44], 

in ~-ST and quenched Ti-5553 and another ~-titanium alloy, Ti-LCB (Ti-4.5Fe-6.8Mo-1.5AI) , see 
Figure 5.22 (a) and (b). 

Figure 5.22: Comparison of the [110]~ zone axis SAD patterns for (a) Ti-5553 and (b) Ti-
LCB in the ~ solution treated and quenched condition. Note the more distinct reflections 

from the co phase on the Ti-LCB pattern. [44] 

Comparing the diffraction patterns for the ~ annealed condition, Tl-LCB displays discrete 
spots corresponding to the (!}-phase, while Ti-5553 presents streaking. Jacques noted that 
although these two alloys have similar Mo-eq values, formation of ro phase in Ti-LCB is more 
"extended" than in Ti-5553. A rationalization for this variance was offered on the basis of the 
chemical composition differences between these alloys. Ti-LCB contains a higher Fe content (4.5 
wt%) and much lower Al content (1.5 wt%). It is well accepted that formation of the w phase is 
suppressed in alloys with significant Aluminum content. Williams et al. [4BJ, showed that Al, 0, Sn 
and Zr all suppress the formation of (!}-phase. In the case of Al and 0, their influence is to 
accelerate nucleation of the a phase, while Sn and Zr tend to stabilize the ~ phase. A more in 
depth account of the influence of these elements the w phase in Ti-5553 is presented in the 
Discussion section at the end of this Chapter. 
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5.2.2 Microstructure evolution with ageing at 600°C 

Mechanical property optimization studies conducted during this work demonstrated that ageing in 
the temperature range of 550-650°C provides a good balance of tensile strength and ductility. 
The following is a summary of the heat treatment cycles for which the microstructural changes will 
be presented: 

• a-~ solution treatment at 790°C for 2 hours 
• Fan cooling to room temperature 
• Ageing at 600°C for interval of: 

o 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, minutes; 
o 1 - 8 hrs with increments of 1 hr. 
o 13, 18, 24 and 48 hours. 

• Air cooling to room temperature 

l ~-Transus (838°C) 

790°C -~ ::::s 

«I Solutionizing 600°C .... 
Cl) (2 hours) or 500°Ca. 

Ageing (5 min - 48 hours)E 
~ 

Time-

Diagram 5.9: Graphic Illustration of the ST and Ageing Cycles. 

In an effort to simplify the presentation of results, only the salient microstructures will be 
shown. Etching times can have a profound effect on the appearance of the microstructure; to 
minimize these effects, all specimens were etched at the same time for 7 seconds. 

The microstructure resulting from ageing at 600°C for 15 minutes is presented in Figure 
5.23. 

Significant darkening of the retained ~ phase regions can be observed optically with 
etching, Figure 5.23 (a), but the transformation is non uniform with untransformed regions 
remaining . A better appreciation of the morphology and scale of the etched a precipitates can be 
gained from the SEM images, Figure 5.23 (b) and (c) . 

The slender, needle-like etched depressions correspond to the a precipitates dispersed 
among spherically-shaped depressions left by etching of the primary a particles. As noted for the 
microstructure of the ST condition, Figure 5.15 (c) and (d) , the primary a contain facets becoming 
apparent at higher magnifications, see Figure 5.23 (c) . 
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(b) (c) 

Figure 5.23: Microstructure of ST specimen after ageing at 600°C for 15 minutes; (a) 

Optical image, (b) and (c) secondary electron images. Etched in Kroll's reagent 
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In order to resolve the fine scale microstructure of the aged ~. transmission electron 
microscopy of specimens aged for 20 minutes was conducted. Figure 5.24 presents the 
microstructure at two magnifications. The aged ~ matrix contains a number of a needles 
measuring several micrometers in length, but as highlighted by the dotted ellipse, a greater 
number of much smaller and closely spaced needles can also be resolved. At higher 
magnification, image at right, the larger a needles seem to contain internal structure. The nature 
of this structure will be addressed in the Discussion section. 

Figure 5.24: TEM image of ST 

specimen aged for 20 minutes at 

600°C showing network of fine ex

precipitates (top) and internal 

structure of ex needle (right). 

Dotted ellipse contains smaller ex 

needles. 
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After ageing for 60 minutes, darkening of the entire retained ~ phase regions is optically 
evident, indicating that complete transformation to a have occurred, see Figure 5-25 (a). 

(b) (c) 

Figure 5.25: Microstructure of the ST specimen after ageing at 600°C for 60 minutes; (a) 

Optical image, (b) and (c) secondary electron images. Etched in Kroll's reagent 
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Under the SEM, Figure 5.25 (b) and (c) , laths of fine scale, uniform a needles can be 
resolved. The grain boundaries appear as linear demarcations connecting the primary a globules, 
see Figure 5.25 (c). 

The microstructure after ageing for 6 hours at 600°C is presented in Figure 5.26. 
Comparing Figures 5.25 (a) and 5.26 (a), it is evident that the microstructures are optically 
identical. However, under the SEM, coarser laths of precipitated lenticular a needles are evident 
and the grain boundaries appear as wider channels. 

(b) (c) 

Figure 5.26: Microstructure of the ST specimen after ageing at 600°C for 6 hours; (a) 


optical image, (b) and (c) secondary electron images. Etched in Kroll's reagent 
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TEM images of the microstructure at progressively higher magnifications are presented in 
Figures 5.27 and 5.28. It is clear from Figure 5.27 that a continuous a film is present along grain 
boundaries and surrounding the primary a particles. The appearance of these films explains why, 
after etching, the grain boundaries appear as grooves or channels which widen with increased 
ageing time. 

Figure 5.28 presents the appearance of the matrix, with fully formed lenticular a needles 
in a lath arrangement. Note that the a needles are relatively uniform, measuring 1-3µm in length; 
furthermore, the smaller a needles present in the aged ~ matrix at 20 minutes ageing (see Figure 
5.24) have totally disappeared. These observations suggests that evolution of the microstructure 
with increasing ageing time involves coarsening of the a needles and growth of a films along 
grain boundaries and around the primary a. 

Figure 5.27: Bright field TEM image of the ST specimen aged at 600°C for 6 hours 
showing a continuous a: film along the grain boundaries and surrounding the primary a: 

particles (white arrows). 
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Figure 5.28: Bright field TEM image of the ST specimen aged at 600°C for 6 hours 
showing the laths of lenticular a at two magnifications. 

With continued ageing the aged ~ microstructure continues to coarsen. Due to the 
inability to resolve the fine-scale a laths optically, only SEM images of the microstructure aged for 
48 hrs are included. Relatively insignificant changes could be observed by doubling the ageing 
time from 24hrs to 48 hours. 

Under the TEM , lenticular "stubby" a needles measuring 1-3µm in length and 0.2µm in 
width could be resolved and are shown in Figure 5.30. Continuous films of a, measuring 
approximately 0.2µm in thickness, are also visible along the grain boundaries, see arrows in 
Figure 5.30. The mechanism of formation of these films and a rationalization of the evolution of 
the ST microstructure will be discussed at the end of this Chapter. 

Characterization of the microstructure after solution heat treatment and fan-cooling from 
the a-~ temperature range has been presented. The microstructural changes which occur with 
ageing at 600°C were also characterized at time intervals ranging from 5 minutes to 48 hours. 
From these results, a clear pattern of ~ decomposition emerges: it begins with precipitation of fine 
scale acicular a throughout the reta ined ~ matrix; once the complete transformation to a has 
occurred, the a needles coarsen and a films grow along grain boundaries. 

The following sections will explore the microstructural changes with annealing above the 
~ transus temperature. 
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Figure 5.29: Secondary electron images of the ST specimen after ageing at 600°C for48 
hours, as viewed at 4,000 (right) and 10,000X (right). Etched in Kroll 's reagent 

Figure 5.30: Bright field TEM image of the ST specimen aged at 600°C for 48 hours. The 
white arrows point to continuous a. films along grain boundaries (arrows). 
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The preceding sections explored the microstructural changes occurring with thermal 
cycles performed above and below the p transus temperature . Characterization of the as-cooled 
microstructure involved the identification of metastable phases. Subsequent to the 
characterization of the as cooled (fan-cooled) microstructures, various ageing cycles were 
performed and the evolution of the microstructure presented. 

For the p annealed heat treatments, the rate of cooling from the annealing to the aging 
temperatures was varied from water quenching to a controlled furnace cooling. The nature and 
scale of the resulting a precipitates varied greatly. Sub-micron acicular a was predominant after 
fast cooling, while a much coarser microstructure consisting of lamellar a "ribbons" prevailed with 
controlled furnace cooling. 

For the a-P solution cycles, the microstructure was characterized after solution heat 
treatment and after at various ageing times ranging from 5 minutes to 48 hours. Complete 
transformation of the retained p phase occurred after approximately 30 minutes, with coarsening 
of the precipitated a phase occurring commensurate to the ageing time. Continuous films of a are 
seen to form and grow along the grain boundaries and surrounding the primary a particles. 

An in depth discussion of these results, focusing primarily with the nucleation and growth 
of the a phase during the various heat treatments is provided in the following section. 

5.3 Discussion of the Microstructure Evolution 

5.3.1 Thermodynamic-based equilibrium phase predictions 

A description of the microstructure evolution, must first consider which phases are 
possible under equilibrium conditions . As discussed in Chapter 1, limited work has been 
published on phase transformations for Ti-5553, but even less phase equilibrium work has been 
published. Although equilibrium conditions rarely exist in an industrial context, a prediction of the 
possible phases which exist in equilibrium can be made by means of thermodynamic calculations. 
To accomplish this task, Thermo-Cale software using the TTTl3 - Thermotech Titanium database 
Version 3 were employed. The software uses the thermodynamic data in the TTTl3 database to 
calculate the mole fraction of each possible phase with changing temperature. Although the 
details of the calculations performed by the software are proprietary, the principle of the program 
is to establish the minimum Gibb's free energy under conditions of constant temperature, 
pressure and composition. [St] 

Results of the thermodynamic predictions are presented in the form of % mole fraction of 
each possible phase versus temperature plots for a given alloy composition and are termed 
phase portraits. For all calculations the pressure was kept constant at one standard atmosphere 
or 101 .325 kPa. Because the composition range for Ti-5553 is relatively wide and 5 principal 
alloying elements are involved , a sizable range of compositions would have to be considered. 
Nonetheless, for the purposes of predicting possible phases, three compositions were considered 
for the calculations. These compositions included all alloying elements at the low and high end of 
the compositional limits, as well as the composition for the heat of material characterized in this 
thesis (Heat 8-42-2034). Table 5.1 presents the three compositions studied and the accepted 
chemical composition range for Ti-5553. 
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Table 5.1: Chemical Composition Range for Ti-5553 and Compositions Used in 

Calculations. 


Element Al v Fe Mo Cr Zr 02 c 
Ti-5553 Weight % 
RanJ!e 

4.4 - 5.7 4.0 - 5.5 0.30 - 0.50 4.0- 5.5 2.5- 3.5 0.30 max 0.18 max. 0.10 
max. 

Low Range 
Com....e: 

4.4 4.0 0.3 4.0 2.5 0.0001 0.1 0.001 

High Range 
Com__e, 

5.7 5.5 0.50 5.5 3.5 0.3 0.18 0.1 

Heat 8-42-2034 
Com__e, 

5.38 5.01 0.32 5.04 2.79 0.002 0.15 0.007 

The results of the Thermo-Cale calculations for the three compositions in Table 5.1 are 
presented in Figures 5.31 , 5.32 and 5.33. For the Low Range Composition, the ~ phases (BCC) 
and liquid are prevalent at a temperature of approximately 1689°C, corresponding to the melting 
temperature of the alloy (lines 1 and 3). In the temperature range of 400 - 680°C the a(HCP) and 
~(BCC) phases are prevalent (lines 1 and 2) . Small mole fractions of C15-FCC structure (line 4) 
and Ti3AI (line 5) are present in the temperature range of 400 -500°C. Ti3AI, commonly known as 
a2 , has been found to posses the 0019 structure, a unit cell composed of 4 regular HCP cells 
apparently supported by covalent-like directional bonds connecting the aluminum and titanium 
atoms [23]. As for C15-FCC, this is the Strukturbericht designation, for an A2B type phase having 
FCC structure, A and B representing Cr and Ti. [53]. 
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Figure 5.31: Phase portrait for Low Range composition per Table 5.1. 
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A similar phase portrait was obtained for the High Range composition and is presented in 
Figure 5.32. The mole fractions of C15-FCC (line 5) and Ti3AI (line 6) are higher and the are 
stable to higher temperatures, in the case of Ti3AI, the phase is stable up to 720°C and a 
maximum mole fraction of 0.22% was calculated at a temperature of 400°C. 

1.0-r-~~~~~~-----~~~~--.-r4~--+-
1 :T-273 .15,NPMlBCC_A2#1)
2:T-273 .15,NPM HCP _A3)

0.9 	 3:T-273.15,NPM FCC A1) 
4:T-273. 15,NPM LIQUl D) 
5:T-273 15,NPM(Tl3AL) 
6:T-273.15,NPM(C15_ FCC) 

500 1000 1500 2000 
TEMPERATURE_ CELSIUS 

Figure 5.32: Phase portrait for High Range composition per Table 5.1. 

According to Figure 5.32, small amounts of Ti-FCC structure (line 4) are predicted for the 
400-500°C and 800-1000°C temperature ranges. However, the mole fractions predicted are so 
small (>0.01 %) that its presence under non-equilibrium conditions is extremely unlikely. 
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Figure 5.33: Phase portrait for Heat Number 8-42-2034 per Table 5.1. 

The phase portrait for Heat 8-42-2034 is presented in Figure 5.33, which contains mole 
fractions of the C15 FCC and Ti3AI phases between the Low and High Range compositions 
predictions. For the Ti3AI phase a mole fraction of approximately of 1.7% is predicted at 400°C. 

Two conclusions can be drawn from the above diagrams: 1) the Ti3AI phase would be 
expected at relatively low cooling rates or conditions approaching equilibrium; and 2) the 
probability of the Ti3AI phase formation is higher for compositions in the high end of the limits. 
The above predictions are consistent with recent reports of Ti3AI formation in Ti-5553 in the 
literature. Cotton, et al.[31} reported small amounts of Ti3AI phase precipitates when slow cooling 
in a furnace from above the ~ transus and ageing for several hours below 600°C. The presence 
of relatively high levels of Al in the alloy is also expected to favour formation of Ti3AI precipitates. 

The thermodynamic predictions presented above provide an insight into the possible 
phases for Ti-5553. Armed with this knowledge, it is now possible to begin to quantify the scale of 
the microstructural features in an attempt to relating them to the mechanical properties. 
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5.3.2 Quantification of Microstructural Features 

In order to properly appraise the impact of the microstructure on mechanical properties, it 
is important to determine the scale of the microstructural features resulting from the heat 
treatments discussed earlier. A discussion of the considerations and assumptions in relation to 
the relative accuracy of the features measured is presented concurrently. 

5.3.2.1 Heat treatments conducted above the ~ transus 

Subsequent to p annealing the microstructure consists of re-crystallized p grains with a 
fine dispersion of wand a precipitates. Upon ageing in the a-P temperature range, the retained p 
phase transforms to a, the scale of the precipitates varies with cooling rate and ageing time. The 
salient microstructural features for the p annealed and aged conditions have been characterized 
in detail ; the grain size and scale of the precipitates are summarized in Table 5.2 for three 
conditions, 

Table 5.2: Scale of Microstructural Features for ~ Annealed and Aged Conditions. 

Heat Treat Condition Grain Size (µml Precipitates 

pAnnealed 
i_903°C-75 min - fan-cool2_ 

190 
w - >10 nm 

a - 10-20 nm 

~Annealed 
i_903°C-75 min - water_g_uenchl 

190 w - >10 nm 

pAnnealed and ST 
(903°C-75 min - fan-cool; 790°C 2 hrs 

fan-cool2_ 
190 

Acicular a 
0.5 - 2 µm long 

pAnnealed, Controlled Cool and Aged 
(903°C-75 min- cool at 1.0°C/min, aged at 

600°C 8 hrsl 
190 

Lamellar a 
2µm wide 10-30 µm 

long 

It can be deduced from Table 5.2 that the pgrain size does not change with ageing time, 
however, a continuous grain boundary a film, similar in scale to the intra-grain a develops. The 
effect of this film on mechanical properties will be discussed in the next Chapter. 

5.3.2.2 Heat treatments conducted below the ~ transus 

Two microstructural features are predominant in the ST condition: the primary a particles 
and the grain boundaries. As confirmed by the EBSD work presented earlier, the great majority of 
the grain boundaries are low angle, many of which have a misorientation of 1° or less. Grains 
which are misaligned by less than 2° are likely to have limited contribution to the material strength 
and hence, grain size estimations have exclude these. A comparison between EBSD analysis of 
the grain misorientation and the optical micrographs, confirmed a good correlation between the 
optical detection of etched grain boundaries and a grain misorientation greater than 2°. 
Accordingly, calculations of grain size conducted by optical means are based on grain 
misorientations greater than 2°. 
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The size and aspect ratio of the primary a varied slightly between the longitudinal and 
transverse direction. However, in the transverse direction, the size of the a particles was in the 
range of 3-5µm, and the grain size was of the order of 2-4µm in diameter. 

An attempt to measure the volume fraction of primary a by means of digital image 
manipulation resulted in values from 13.4 to 22.1 %, depending on the criteria set to resolve the 
edge of the a particles and the error associated with grain boundaries. A "decoration" age step, 
which consisted in ageing at 600°C for 20 minutes, was used to darken the background and 
facilitate the area separation by pixel contrast. This technique yielded a primary a volume fraction 
of 16.5%. This value is in line with work by Fanning, et. al. [24], which reported 16% primary a, 
also determined metallographically, after solution heat treating Ti-5553 at 804°C for 3 hours. 

It is possible to calculate the % primary a from the pseudo binary phase diagram. Cotton, 
et al [31], created an approximate pseudo-binary diagram for Ti-5553 by holding specimens at 
various temperatures for 40 minutes and air cooling. The samples were polished and the 
compositions of the primary a and the retained ~ were measured by electron microprobe analysis 
(EMPA) and converted to Mo equivalents. This diagram is reproduced in Figure 5.34. The 
concept of equivalent Mo and Al content is useful in terms of reference to a pseudo-binary phase 
diagram. As discussed in Chapter 3.1.1 , the equivalent Mo and Al content for a multicomponent 
titanium alloy are given by the following formulae: 

[Mo]-eq = [Mo] + 1/S[Ta] + 1/3.6[Nb] + 1/2.S[W] + 1/1.S[V] + 1.25[Cr] + 1.25[Ni] + 1.7[Mn] + 
1.7[Co] + 2.5[Fe] 

[Al]-eq = [Al] + 1/6[Zr] + 1/3[Sn] + 1O[O] 

The Mo and Al equivalencies of the heat of material used in this work are presented in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Composition of Ti-5553 Heat No 8-42-2034 Calculated Mo and Al 

Equivalents. 


Sampling 
Location 

Chemical composition for Ti-5553-Heat No 8-42-2034 
_iwto/~ 

Comp. 
E_g_uivalents 

Al v Fe Mo Cr Zr 02 Mo-eq Al-eq 

To_e_ 5.43 5.18 0.34 5.12 2.86 0.003 0.148 13.0 6.8 
Bottom 5.34 4.84 0.30 4.96 2.73 0.008 0.151 12.4 6.9 
Average 12.7 6.9 

Placing the Mo-eq average from Table 5.3 in the diagram presented in Figure 5.34, it is 
possible to estimate the volume fraction of primary alpha by using the lever rule. At the 
solutionizing temperature, the predicted volume fraction of primary a is roughly 10%, which is 
significantly less than the 16.5% measured metallographically from the ST specimens. This 
discrepancy can be explained in terms of the inaccuracies associated with the EMPA technique, 
the errors with the Mo-eq approximations and the fact that the specimens were soaked for 40 
minutes. Specimens in this work were soaked for 3 hours which would have allowed more time 
for diffusion of the a and ~ stabilizers. Although, the approximate diagram in Figure 5.34 is quite 
useful in illustrating the transformations taking place in Ti-5553, it must be used with caution 
when attempting to estimate the volume fraction of primary a. As the values derived from optical 
image analysis represent direct measurements on many fields of view, these values are deemed 
to be more accurate. 
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Figure 5.34: Approximate pseudo-binary phase diagram for Ti-5553. {31] 

With ageing, the retained ~ transforms to a fine scale acicular a precipitate, the size of 
this phase is dependent on ageing temperature and ageing time. For the purposes of quantifying 
this phase and relating it to the strength, the peak strength condition has been characterized in 
detail. Table 5.4 presents a summary of the relevant microstructural features in the ST and ST 
and aged conditions. 

Table 5.4: Scale of Microstructural Features for ST and ST +Aged Conditions. 

Macro-Grain Micro-Grain Primary ex Lenticular ex 
Heat Treat Size Size 
Condition (Range in Vol.(%)(Range(Range in µm) (µm) 

inJ!:.m)J!:.m) 
ST condition 500-800 No a2-4 3-5 16.5(transverse)(790°C-2 hrs, fan-cool) J.w - >10 nml 
ST and Aged 500-800 Diam. - 0.152-4 3-5 16.5(transverse) Length - 1-3_(Aged 20min at 600°C}_ 
ST and Aged 500-800 Diam. -0.22-4, GB a 3.2-5.5 17.5 (transverse) Length - 1-3(Aged 6 hrs at 600°CJ_ 0.1 
ST and Aged 500-800 Diam. -0.32-4, GB a 3.5-6.0 19.6(transverse) Length - 1-3(Aged 48 hrs at 600°Cl 0.3 

One characteristic common to both, the ST and ~ annealed heat treatments, is the 
abundance of nano-scale w precipitates after cooling from near the ~ transus. Diffraction patterns 
with diffuse scattering due to w and comparison to other ~ titanium alloys with similar Mo-eq {44] 

suggest that w phase formation is suppressed in Ti-5553. As the precipitation of a is linked to 
nucleation at w sites, a possible explanation for the suppression and scale of the w phase in Ti
5553 is discussed next. 
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5.3.3 On the suppression and scale of the ro phase 

The effect of Al additions on Ti-20%V alloy is presented in Figure 5.35, where the volume 
fraction of w is shown to decrease with increased Al content. This graph illustrates that aluminum, 
a strong a stabilizer, suppresses formation of the w phase. A similar trend of w phase 
suppression is expected for increased levels of oxygen. It is important to note that the heat 
treatment for the material characterized in this work was done in air, which unavoidably results in 
elevated levels of oxygen. Approximately 50µm of oxygen-rich a case was observed on the 
periphery of all heat treated specimens, attesting to Oxygen pick up during heat treatment. Both, 
the relatively high Aluminum content in Ti-5553 and the effect of Oxygen pick up during heat 
treatment would account for a very fine scale w precipitates and for the diffuse scattering 
observed in the diffraction patterns. 

Given that the cooling time resulting from fan-cooling was approximately 15-20 minutes, 
the (!}-phase can not be considered athermal , since considerable diffusion is expected during the 
cooling process. 
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Figure 5.35: Effect of the Al additions on the volume fraction of athermal ~phase in Ti
20% V upon ageing between 300°C and 450°C. £16] 

In summary, the diffraction pattern associated with the retained ~ phase resulting from 
sub-transus solution heat treatment displayed streaks rather than discrete spots. The streaks in 
the [11 OJ~ diffraction pattern were discussed extensively in Section 5.2.1, and are attributed to 
diffuse scattering from the nano-scale (!}-phase. Imaging evidence of (!}-phase resulting from ~ 
annealing and fan-cooling was presented in Section 5.1.1 . 
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5.3.4 The Role of the ro Phase on the Nucleation of the a Phase 

It has been confirmed in the literature [47] that the co phase acts as nucleating sites for the 
precipitation of a. However, it must be noted the co phase is unstable at high temperatures, 
quickly dissolving at temperatures above 500°C. Although evidence of co has been found after a 5 
minutes ageing at 600°C, these times represent heating times and not time at temperature. As 
the specimens had not yet reached 600°C after 5 minutes, the presence of co may be short-lived 
or non existent at 600°C. Hence, it was not clear whether or not the co phase plays a role on the 
number of nucleation sites and the final scale of the precipitated a. 

To clarify this point, two sets of specimens were prepared by first solutionizing at 790°C: 
one specimen was fan-cooled to precipitate the co phase, the other was cooled directly to the 
ageing temperature avoiding the co phase altogether. The microstructures as viewed under the 
SEM for both specimens after 20 minutes ageing at 600°C are presented in Figure 5.36. It is 
clear from these images that the final scale of the precipitated acicular a is nearly identical. From 
the above, it can be concluded that the presence of co phase after solution heat treatment and 
fan-cooling plays no role on the scale of the precipitated a - when ageing at 600°C. This finding is 
of importance as all industrial heat treatments for Ti-5553 involve ageing in this temperature 
range. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.36: SEM images of: (a) specimen fan-cooled from 790°C to room temperature 
and then aged at 600°C (20 mins), and (b)specimen cooled directly from 790°C to 600°C 

and aged for 20 minutes. 
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5.3.5 Confirmation of the Heterogeneous Nucleation of the a. Phase. 

To confirm that nucleation of the a phase is heterogeneous in nature, a polished block of 
material in the ST condition was indented in a hardness testing machine. The plastic deformation 
caused by the indenter creates a gradient in the dislocation density away from the periphery of 
the deformed edge. After light polishing, the block was aged at 600°C for 10 minutes and etched 
to reveal the extent of transformation. The ageing response was obvious to the naked eye with 
dark rings of fully transformed structure surrounding the indentations in Figure 5.37 (A). Away 
from the indentation, the transformation was non uniform, see Figure 5.37 (B). 

Figure 5.37: Etched 
microstructure of indented 
specimen, showing complete 

Indentationtransformation of retained ~ matrix 
(A) near the indentation and non Impression 
uniform transformation away from 
the indentation (B). 

This simple experiment provides supporting evidence to the premise that nucleation of a 
is accelerated in the presence of dislocations. Moreover, the aged ~ structure near the 
indentation is of finer scale than that away from the indentation periphery. This suggests that the 
number of nucleation sites is greater, and the a precipitates are more closely packed in the 
regions of higher dislocation density. From the above observations it is concluded that a 
precipitation is heterogeneous and highly affected by the presence of dislocations. Since all the 
material tested was forged, differences in the dislocation densities are expected from grain to 
grain due to texture effects. This explains why the ageing response is non-uniform; with a 
precipitation beginning at the grains containing higher dislocation densities and percolating to 
other grains as ageing progressed. 
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5.3.6 Nucleation and Growth of the ex Phase 

It was established in the preceding pages that decomposition of the retained ~ is 
accelerated by the presence of dislocations, which provide nucleation sites for the a phase, and 
that a fine scale (!)-phase exists upon fan-cooling. 

Precipitation of a upon reaction times of only 1-2 minutes at an ageing temperature of 
600°C have been reported by Cotton, et al. [31] However, the m phase is reportedly unstable 
above 500°C, hence it is not clear whether this phase has dissolved or is still present at the onset 
of a nucleation. Thin foils of material aged for various times, were prepared and examined under 
the TEM. Observation of material aged for 5 minutes revealed that precipitation of a begins 
primarily within the grains is the form of discrete bands, approximately 0.1-0.2 µm in diameter, but 
some needles also nucleate at grain boundaries. The [11 OJ~ zone axis diffraction pattern is 
included in Figure 5.38 and it presents diffuse scattering and faint spots due to the m phase, 
indicating that m is still present. A depiction of the early stages of a precipitation is presented in 
Figures 5.38 and 5.39. Figure 5.39 - right, illustrates the outline of two such a needles traced 
from the bright field TEM image - left. By tracing the outline of the a regions , it is clear that these 
areas will develop into needles. In general , two types of needles are apparent: many randomly 
nucleated bands of a which become needles with continued ageing and fewer needles which 
begin as parallel discs of a. The latter type of needle will be discussed first. These needles begin 
as parallel slivers of a phase separated by retained ~ · These slivers are planar cross sections of 
disc-shaped volumes of a-phase. One likely scenario that would explain the remarkably uniform 
spacing of the a disks is that that their nucleation corresponds with dislocations arrays along low 
angle grain boundaries. As viewed at an oblique angle on a thin foil , a low angle grain boundary 
would manifest itself as a series of parallel dislocations. A similar mechanism of formation has 
been termed autocatalytic nucleation by G.R. Purdy, et. al.[55], in which nucleation of arrays of 
plate-shape precipitates occurs at the stress and diffusion fields created by preceding 
precipitates. Low angle grain boundaries would facilitate the above conditions, by providing 
periodic stress gradients. Although additional work would have to be carried out to conclusively 
establish the exact mechanism, the frequency of observation of these arrays of a discs seems to 
correlate to the spacing of low angle grain boundaries reported previously in this Chapter. 

The other seemingly random intra-granular a begins as bands containing linear arrays of 
a precipitates (discs) approximately 01-02 µm wide. It has been shown by Harper [47] and more 
recently Nag et al. [54], that in Ti-5553, these a regions nucleate heterogeneously at m sites. 
Furthermore, on the previous section it has been shown the nucleation of a is accelerated at 
heterogeneous sites such as dislocations. 
Examination of these needles at higher magnifications revealed the presence of dislocations 
loops, these are shown at the inset in Figure 5.39 - bottom. The mechanism of formation for these 
needles seems to create dislocation loops, which in turn nucleate other a discs. It is surmised 
that the strain created by nascent HCP a discs within the BCC ~ matrix is accommodated by the 
dislocation loops observed. 

Dark field observation suggests that these discs are not of the same a variant. 
The density of the a discs varied from needle to needle and it increases with ageing time. After 
20 minutes ageing, fully developed needles measuring 0.5-2µm are readily discernible, see 
Figure 5.40; a number of closely spaced, developing a needles can also be seen and are 
highlighted by the dotted ellipse. The preferential growth of a appears to be linked to self
accommodating and clustering of a variants. 
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Figure 5.38: TEM foil of specimen aged at 600°C for 5 minutes, illustrating nucleation of 
linear arrays of ex discs (arrows). At right [110]~ zone axis SAD pattern showing streaking 

due to co phase (white arrows). 
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Figure 5.39: TEM image of nucleating ex phase developing into needles, note the 
dislocation loops emanating from the ex discs at inset bottom. 
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Similarly to the observations made by Williams [37} in other titanium alloys with high 
content of ~ stabilizers, the lenticular regions in Ti-5553 are seen to contain internal structure. An 
image of this substructure is presented in Figure 5.40 - right. 

Figure 5.40: TEM image of the 
microstructure after 20 minutes 
ageing showing network of fine a
precipitates (top) and internal 
structure of a needle (right). 
Dotted ellipse contains smaller a 
needles. 

This substructure is said to be the result of the boundaries of individual particles 
contained within the needle. Williams describes two types of a precipitates from decomposition of 
the ~ phase; the first is a precipitate which follows the Burgers' relationship (type 1 ), as discussed 
in section 3.3 and 3.4, forming with Widmastatten plate or long needle morphologies. The second 
a type forms as very small "rafts" of lenticular regions and does not obey the Burgers relation 
(type 2). Selected area diffraction patterns of these two types of a are presented in Figure 5.41 
(a) and (b) , with the pattern from the region in Figure 5.40 presented at (c) . It is clear that patterns 
(b) and (c) contain a reflections flanking the (11 O)~ reflections and that these patterns are very 
different from that of the Burgers' a - pattern (a). Furthermore, dark field imaging of the 
reflections flanking the (11 O)~ reflection, suggest that these reflections belong to a different 
variant of a. Consequently, the substructure observed in Figure 5.40 is the result of different 
variants of alpha coexisting with an individual needle; see also Figure 5.42 
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Figure 5.41: SAD from the [001 ]~ zone axis for: 
(a) typical ~+a. pattern where a. obeys the Burgers' 

orientation relation; [37] 
(b) atypical ~+a. pattern; [37] 
(c) Ti-5553 aged at 600°C for 20 minutes. 

The presence of more than one a variant in such proximity could be explained by the 
generation of dislocation loops from the a discs, as shown earlier. These dislocation loops could 
nucleate another variant of a within a given needle. According to Nag et al.[54}, the preferential 
growth of a given a variant appears to be linked to self-accommodating and clustering of a 
variants morphologies. However, this particular aspect of a nucleation requires further study. 
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Figure 5.42: (a) TEM image of ST specimen aged for 20 minutes at 600°C, and [012]13 
zone axis diffraction pattern at top right. (b) and (c) are dark field and bright field images of 

central region, showing fine scale ex precipitates of given ex variant. 
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5.3.7 Progression of a Precipitation, a Agglomeration and GB Film Growth 

Aging within the times for which the a volume fraction is still increasing causes the 
density of the a discs within the needles to increase. This time is of the order of 30-60 minutes for 
Ti-5553 at 600°C. Ageing beyond the time required for the volume fraction of a to reach 
equilibrium causes a gradual coarsening and agglomeration of the a needles. This point is 
illustrated by comparing the microstructure after 20 minutes and 6 hours ageing, see Figures 5.40 
and 5.43, respectively. It is clear that the smaller needles present at 20 minutes ageing have 
agglomerated into coarser a needles measuring 1-3µm in length and 0.1-0.2µm in diameter. 

Figure 5.43: Microstructure after ageing for 6 hours; note that the smaller a needles 
have agglomerated into a relatively uniform lath of needles. 

Ageing for extended periods of time (i .e. over ageing to 48 hours), results in further 
coarsening of the individual a needles making up the laths depicted in Figure 5.44. The outline of 
the a needles is well defined and the apparent internal substructure noted in the early stages of 
precipitation under dark field conditions has essentially disappeared. This suggests that there has 
been a rearrangement of the a variants and the substructure has been "annealed out". 
Furthermore, there is a gradual coarsening of the grain boundary a films and a film 
circumscribing the primary a particles is also evident. The thickness of the grain boundary film is 
approximately 0.3µm, while the film around the primary a is roughly 0.2 µm. 

Attempts at measuring the increase in primary a volume fraction by the optical technique 
described in section 4.9 were unsuccessful. Object separation by means of contrast is not 
feasible with the large number of a precipitates in the background. However, considering the 
increased diameter of the primary a particles due to the a film, it is possible to calculate the 
change in primary a volume fraction after an ageing time of 48 hours. Based on an average 
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primary o. particle diameter of 0.35µm, and an average o. film thickness of 0.17µm, the primary o. 
volume fraction increased from 16.3% after solution treatment to 19.6% after ageing for 48 hours. 

GB a 

Figure 5.44: TEM image of microstructure after ageing for 48 hrs. Note the continuous o. 
film at grain boundaries and surrounding the primary a particles (black triangles). Fewer, 

coarser a needles fill up the matrix. 

Since the chemical composition of the primary o. and the o. films are expected to be 
different due to solute partitioning, it is anticipated that the physical and mechanical properties of 
these phases will also vary. Moreover, the size and distribution of the precipitated o. constituents 
is seen to change with ageing time, which would surely have impact on the alloy's mechanical 
properties. A more detailed discussion of the correlation between mechanical properties and 
microstructure will be presented in Chapter 6, where strengthening mechanisms and mechanical 
properties are addressed. 
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5.4 Rationalization of the microstructure evolution 

An explanation of the ~-Kt. transformation and evolution of the microstructure can be 
facilitated by invoking general thermodynamic principles. The succession of transformation steps 
follows competing processes which result in a lower free energy state for the system. This 
rational ization will be provided in the same order as the presentation of results, i.e., beginning 
with the ~ annealed heat treatments and following with the heat treatments performed below the ~ 
transus. To simplify this discussion, a pseudo-binary phase diagram for a typical ~Titanium alloy 
and a semi-qualitative Time-Temperature-Transformation (TTT) diagram for Ti-5553 will be 
employed. Because of the familiarity with the Fe-C system and the similarities between Titanium 
and Iron phase transformation , analogues to the precipitation of Ferrite from Austenite will be 
drawn to clarify many points 

5.4.1 Heat Treatments above the ~ Transus. 

Beginning with the as-forged microstructure described in Chapter 4, heating above the ~ 
transus causes complete dissolution of the a phase and rapid recrystallization. This corresponds 
to Point 1 in Figure 5.45; this transformation is driven by the thermodynamic instability of the a 
phase above the ~ transus temperature. 
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Figure 5.45: Pseudo-Binary Phase Diagram for a Typical ~Titanium Alloy. 
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The change in crystal structure is accompanied by recrystallization resulting in an 
equiaxed grain structure with an average grain size of - 190µm. Recrystall ization is compulsory to 
lower the system's grain boundary free energy. Fan-cooling at an average rate of 1.7°C/sec is 
sufficient to retain the ~ phase at room temperature. However, as depicted in Figure 5.45, the 
retained ~ phase is metastable, seeing that a and ~ are the equilibrium phases at room 
temperature. Water quenching from above the ~ transus results in the formation of co phase. 
Transformations involving the co phase are typical of solute lean metastable titanium alloys such 
as Ti-5553, for which martensitic transformation is not favoured and the cooling rate is too fast to 
allow diffusion controlled precipitation of the equilibrium a phase. However, in Ti5553, fan-cooling 
results in formation of the co phase and a fine scale dispersion of a precipitates. Formation of co 
and co+a are illustrated in the semi-qualitative TTT diagram depicted in Figure 5.46. Similarly to a 
Continuous Cooling Curve (CCT) diagram, two cooling curves labeled WO (water quenched) and 
Fan-cool, respectively, have been plotted with dotted lines to illustrate the precipitation sequence 
for these cooling rates. 
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Figure 5.46: Semi-Qualitative TTT diagram for Ti-5553. 

Note that following the Fan-cool dotted line, the line labeled GBa is crossed first 
signifying that precipitation of grain boundary a will take place ahead of bulk a precipitation. The 
microstructure resulting from cooling in still air, rather than fan cooling, is presented in Figure 
5.47. A series of grain boundary precipitates can be observed, some have plate morphology but 
some have "blockey" appearance similar to grain-boundary allotriomorphs observed in the 
precipitation of C-Ferrite from Austenite in steels. Cooling rates slower than the Fan-cool line 
favour nucleation at high surface energy sites such as grain boundaries. However, precipitation of 
blockey a within grains is also observed, most probably nucleated at other high energy defects 
such as inclusion interfaces, etc. Coexistence of grain boundary a with plate and allotriomorph 
morphologies indicates that this particular cooling regime is near the transition from 
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Widmanstatten-like plates to blockey morphology. Referring to the example of carbon steels, the 
different morphologies have been related to the growth velocity of incoherent and semicoherent 
interfaces at different undercoolings. Although this work did not specifically study the change in 
GB a morphology, observation of the ~ annealed fan-cooled versus slow cooled conditions 
showed Widmanstatten-l ike plates are favoured for fan-cooling . All specimens cooled at rates 
slower than fan-cooling displayed the blockey a at grain boundaries. 
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Figure 5.47. Microstructure of~ annealed specimen cooled in still air; dark regions at grain 
boundaries and within grains are a precipitates. Inset is sketch of two types of grain 

boundary precipitates observed. 

Heating the ~ annealed material to a high temperature in the a-~ range (790°C) , Point 2 
on the Figure 5.45, precipitates a fine-scale (0.5-2µm long) acicular a. A subsequent ageing cycle 
for several hours at 600°C, Point 3 - in Figure 5.45, does not significantly alter the microstructure. 
The lack of change suggests that the transformation has proceeded to equilibrium after the 
solution cycle at 790°C. The driving force for a formation is the attainment of equilibrium volume 
fractions for a and ~ as predicted by the tie line at Point 2 in Figure 5.45. Once the metastable 
retained ~ phase has fully transformed to a+~ at 790°C, further ageing at 600°C does not change 
the microstructure. This explains why the additional ageing cycle does not alter the 
microstructure. 

Recent studies suggest that fine-scale a phase is nucleated heterogeneously at the (I) 

phase present. Quenching from the ~ transus directly to the ageing temperature, thus avoiding 
the ffi phase altogether caused no change in the scale of the acicular a microstructure. 
Consequently, although nucleation of a at (I) sites has been reported in the literature [471 [54], it 
does not seem to affect the final scale of the a phase. 

Furnace cooling from above the ~ transus to the ageing temperature, i.e. from Point 1 to 
Point 3 in Figure 5.45, labeled furnace-cool on Figure 5.46, results in much coarser acicular a (5
1Oµm long) and small clusters of lamellar a. The change in a morphology is related to the longer 
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diffusion times affected by the slow cooling and avoidance of the w phase. A continuous grain 
boundary a film is also evident. 

A further decrease in cooling rates (1 °C/sec) results on a microstructure of lamellar a in a 
basket weave arrangement; as well , thicker grain boundary a films are noticeable. The lamellar a 
consists of side-by-side ribbons of a separated by bands of ~- It is obvious that the scale of the 
microstructural elements becomes coarser with slower cooling rates. An explanation can be 
provided in terms of the longer transformation times, which allow solute diffusion over longer 
distances and sustains the growth of abutting a regions resembling ribbons. 
Precipitation of a at prior ~ grain boundaries occurs due to the longer times through the high 
temperature range (GB a start), although the driving force for a nucleation is relatively low, the 
energy reduction due to a nucleation at grain boundaries is high. 

The preceding discussion is aimed at providing insight into microstructure evolution for 
the ~ annealed heat treatments. Since the starting microstructure always consists of 100% 
retained ~. it is relatively simple to follow the changes that occur by varying the thermal cycles. 
Except for the formation of the w phase, the mechanism of ~~a decomposition is a diffusion 
controlled process similar to that observed for carbon steels. The following discussion will deal 
with heat treatments below the ~ transus, which, by virtue of starting from a more convoluted 
microstructure, represent a more difficult task 

5.4.2 Heat treatments below the ~ transus. 

Since heat treatments in the a+~ range do not totally eradicate the as-forged 
microstructure, it is essential to discuss the elements of the as-forged microstructure first. The as
forged microstructure consists of two types of a: i) uniformly distributed globular primary a 3-5µm 
in diameter and, ii) a dispersion of sub-micron lenticular a. The morphology of the primary a is 
globular, often containing facets , and is always located at the triple points or grain boundaries. 
Rationalization for the arrangement and morphology of the primary a can be provided by 
consideration of the heterogeneous nucleation of a in a matrix of supersaturated ~ during forging 
in the a-~ temperature range. The change in Free Energy, G, of the system due to precipitation of 
the primary a is as follows. 

Where the term VllGv is the volume free energy reduction due to formation of the a phase, llGd is 
the reduction due to elimination of a defect, A-y is the increase in free energy due to the creation 
of the a/~ interface area, and VllG5 is the volume free energy associated with the misfit strain 
between the a/~ interface. 

Nucleation of a particles at triple points and grain boundaries is consistent with reducing 
the free energy associated with these defects. The globular morphology reduces the surface area 
and the free energy associated with the a-~ interface. 
Lattice correlation boundary work conducted by EBSD (Figure 5-20) showed that some primary a 
particles contained surfaces which maintain a crystallographic relationship with the ~ matrix while 
other particles did not. The illustration presented in Diagram 5.10 depicts the shapes of grain 
boundary primary a precipitates observed in solution treated Ti-5553 and the type of interfaces 
found . 
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Diagram 5.10: Shapes of grain boundary primary a. precipitates and types of interfaces 
observed in solution treated Ti-5553. 

Semi-coherent interfaces reduce the strain energy associated with some interfaces, while 
lens-shaped incoherent interfaces are found when no relationship with the ~ matrix exists. These 
optimized shapes reduce the interfacial strain. 
Hence, the overall arrangement and morphology of the primary a particles is consistent with a 
state of minimized free energy for the primary a retained ~ system at a given temperature. 

Solution heat treatment of the as forged microstructure at temperatures close to the ~ 
transus transforms all the lenticular a to ~- However, at 50°C below the ~ transus the primary a 
and the grain boundaries appear largely unaffected. Even after hours at the solution temperature 
the volume fraction of primary a does not change. This means that the volume fractions of a and 
~ are in equilibrium - as given by the tie line at Point 2 in Figure 5.45. Preferential dissolution of 
the lenticu lar fine a during solution heat treatment is due to their smaller size and large interfacial 
energy when compared to the large globular primary a particles. Once the lenticular a is 
dissolved, increasing the solution temperature to the ~ transus causes dissolution and eventual 
disappearance of all the primary a. 

When the solution heat treated microstructure is fan-cooled the ~ phase is retained at 
room temperature. The retained ~ also contains nano-scale w phase precipitates. However, much 
like the retained ~ in the preceding section, this phase is metastable with a tendency to 
decompose to an equilibrium mixture of a and ~ upon ageing. 

When heating the solution treated material in the range 500-600°C, Point 3 in Figure 
5.45, the volume fraction of a increases significantly and a fine scale lenticular a needles are 
seen to precipitate within minutes. Furthermore, at this temperature, the respective compositions 
of the a and ~ are quite different than that at Point 2. Hence, the lenticular a is of different 
composition than the pre-existing primary a. Due to the presence of near equilibrium composition 
primary a, the super-saturation of the retained ~ is lower than that after ~ annealing. 
Consequently, the driving force for a nucleation is also expected to be lower than after ~ 

annealing. As demonstrated earlier in this Chapter, nucleation of the lenticular a is 
heterogeneous at dislocations and grain boundaries. 

With continued ageing, the scale of the lenticular a continues to coarsen, as does the 
grain boundary a. This coarsening is due to the drive for attainment of equilibrium composition 
and the reduction of interfacial free energy (Ay). 

Doubling the ageing time from 24 hours to 48 hours does not significantly alter the scale 
of the lenticular and grain boundary a, suggesting that near equilibrium conditions are attained at 
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24 hours. This behaviour is quite desirable from a practical heat treatment point of view - as the 
resistance to over aging is an important consideration when heat treating components with thin 
and thick cross sections. 

The preceding pages provide a thorough examination of microstructural response of Ti
5553 with heat treatments above and below the ~ transus and after ageing. Furthermore, a 
rationalization of these changes in terms of thermodynamic principles has been presented. The 
effect of the w phase and dislocations on nucleation of the a phase has been investigated. 
Decomposition of the retained ~ phase and growth of the a have been followed to the attainment 
of near equilibrium conditions . 

These results have focused on the microstructural changes but make no inference into 
the effect of these changes on the alloy's mechanical properties. The following Chapter deals with 
the mechanical properties of Ti-5553, and how the deformation and fracture processes are 
affected by the microstructure. 
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6.0 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES IN HEAT TREATED Ti-5553 

A conventional approach to evaluating the response to heat treatment for a novel alloy 
system would entail characterizing of the mechanical properties as a function of ageing 
temperature and time. Often, the chemical composition of the materials studied can be altered 
and the changes in properties investigated. In some cases, it is possible to vary the heating and 
cooling rates, and thermo-mechanical processing to explore the effect of processing parameters 
on mechanical properties. Since the nature of this project and ultimate goals are related to a 
commercial alloy in the context of industrial practices, the approach followed in this thesis 
diverges from the standard method. 

The work presented through this thesis is aimed at gaining an understanding of the heat 
treatment response of a new titanium alloy for which the composition and thermo mechanical 
processing are fixed. The heat treatments conducted involve solution heat treatment above or 
below the p transus, followed by cooling and ageing. Although there is flexibility in the heat 
treatment parameters, the heating and cooling rates chosen and the heat treatment practices 
were in line with those of commercial heat treatments. The temperatures chosen for ageing were 
selected on the basis of preliminary screening tests for this alloy. Furthermore, the material cross 
sections selected were representative of typical landing gear components. 

A rationalization of the alloy's strength and fracture behaviour is presented by means of 
simple models used to illustrate the relative contribution of microstructural changes occurring 
after each heat treatment. This semi-quantitative approach attempts to highlight the role of 
specific features of the microstructure on tensile properties. The effect of the w phase on the 
properties of the p annealed and the solution treated group of heat treatments will be clarified. 
The rationalization considers the differences in plastic behaviour and strain hardening rates for 
the primary a and pphase to explain deformation and fracture modes. Moreover, the mechanism 
of void formation, which ultimately limits the strength of the material, will be conclusively 
identified. 

As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, a central criterion in materials selection for 
airframes is the strength to density ratio. Resistance to fatigue and elastic modulus are 
sometimes key for many airframe components, however, landing gear design is still dominated by 
static strength considerations. With this in mind, the mechanical property evaluations for Ti-5553 
have focused on strengthening mechanisms and their dependence on the alloy's microstructure. 
As for other p titanium alloys, the competition between plasticity and fracture draws interest to 
obtaining the proper balance between strength and ductility. To this end, optimization of tensile 
properties for the ST A condition was conducted by systematically varying the solution treatment 
and ageing temperatures. Recommendations on volume fractions of primary a as well as ageing 
temperatures and times will be presented. 

A great deal of reliance is placed by industry in the knowledge of the strength and resistance to 
fracture, although primarily in simple tension. In view of the fact that the stress state in actual 
components involve more than tensile stresses, deformation and fracture evaluation will be 
accomplished by means of tension, compression and shear tests. 
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Diagram 6.1. Diagram Depicting Representative Yield and Fracture Envelopes 
(right), Constructed from Stress-Strain Evaluation (left). 

As illustrated in Diagram 6.1 , the measurements of the uniaxial strength in tension (01ension.). 

compression (Ocomp.) and pure shear ('T), will be used to construct the biaxial yield and fracture 

envelopes for Ti-5553. 

Knowledge of critical yield and fracture properties is essential to reduce the risk of 
component failure. However, other considerations such as the fracture toughness and resistance 
to stress corrosion cracking are equally important if a new alloy is to be adopted. To this end, the 
fracture toughness and SCC resistance will be evaluated and compared against currently used 
titanium alloys. In the case of the stress corrosion cracking, the alloy's resistance to crack 
initiation and crack propagation under harsh environmental condition will be investigated 
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6.1 Mechanical Properties with Heat Treatments Above the ~ Transus 

Presentation of the mechanical property results will be in the same order as for the 
microstructure, addressing the heat treatments conducted above the ~ transus temperature first. 
In general , these heat treatments involve ~ annealing at approximately 50°C above the ~ transus 
(903°C) for 75 minutes. The cooling rate ranged from water quenching to controlled furnace 
cooling. Some specimens were re-solution treated in the a-~ temperature range and some were 
cooled directly from the ~ annealing temperature to the ageing temperature to avoid formation of 
the w phase. Ageing was always carried at 600°C, which represents the mid point of the 
recommended ageing temperature range for this alloy. The selection of this ageing temperature 
will be discussed near the end of this Chapter where mechanical property optimization results are 
presented. 

6.1.1 Tensile Properties of the ~ Annealed Group of Heat Treatments 

A description of each heat treatment cycle and the labels applied to simplify reference are 
presented in Table 6.1. The engineering tensile property results are provided in Table 6.2, with a 
plot of the Engineering Stress-Strain curves for representative curves in Figure 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Summary of Heat Treatments with Corresponding Labels 

Label Description of Heat Treatment 

BAFC ~ annealed at 903°C for 75 min, fan-cooled 

BAWQ ~ annealed at 903°C for 75 min, water quenched 

BAST ~ annealed at 903°C for 75 min, fan-cooled , solution treated at 790 for 2 hrs. 

BASTA ~ annealed at 903°C for 75 min, fan-cooled, solution treated at 790 for 2 hrs, 
aged at 600°C for 3 hrs. 

BACCA ~ annealed at 903°C for 75 min, furnace cooled at 1.0°C/sec to 600°C, aged at 
600°C for 8 hrs. 

Table 6.2: Engineering Tensile Properties For The Various Heat Treat Cycles 

Label YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) % Elongation* %R of A Hardness HRC 

BAFC 783 855 6.0 15.0 28.9 

BAWQ 728 810 5.0 11.0 28.6 

BAST GF 1010 GF GF 46.9 

BASTA GF 979 GF GF 46.3 

BACCA 1020 1100 12.0 20.0 43.0 
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GF = Grip Failure - all specimens failed at grip; * = % elong. in 25mm gage length. 
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Figure 6.1: Engineering Stress-Strain Curves for Selected ~ Annealed Cycles 

Comparing the properties of the fan-cooled and water quenched conditios in Table 6.2 
provides insight into the effect of cooling rate from above the ~ transus. The tensile yield and 
ultimate strengths for the water quenched material are slightly lower than those for the furnace
cooled material. The measures of ductility, namely % Elongation and % R of A, are also lower. 
Both of these conditions display a maxima in their stress-strain behaviour shortly after yield with a 
negative slope in the stress strain curve up to the specimen's fracture. A comparison of the 
respective microstructures for these two conditions in Table 6.1 reveals that the only difference is 
that the BAFC condition contains nanometer-scale a precipitates in addition to the w phase. 
Hence, it is surmised that the presence of the a precipitates increases ductility and strength by 
retarding fracture process, however, a more in depth analysis of the reasons for this variance will 
be provided in the Fracture Mode Evaluation section of this chapter. 

A meaningful evaluation of the tensile properties of the BAST and BAST A conditions was 
not possible as all specimens in these two conditions failed prematurely at the threaded grips. 
Similar tensile behaviour in all these specimens is not surprising, as the microstructures are 
essentially identical. As presented in Chapter 5, and despite the added ageing cycle for the 
BAST A condition, both microstructures consisted of sub-micron acicular a precipitates. No 
necking or plastic deformation was obvious in any of the specimens, which is symptomatic of the 
brittle nature of this condition. 
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The BACCA condition exhibited considerably higher strength and ductility than the prior ~ 
annealed cond itions, however it is evident from Figure 6.1 that the ultimate tensile strength is only 
80MPa higher than the yield strength. This near-plateau regime in the stress strain curve after the 
onset of plasticity points to a very low work hardening rate. The microstructure for this condition is 
100% lamellar - composed a "ribbons" separated by ~ bands; these ribbons are organized in a 
basket weave arrangement. Similar microstructures have been associated with moderate 
strength but high ductility in other titanium alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V, as is the present case for Ti
5553. 

The true stress-true strain curves for three selected conditions are presented in Figure 
6.2. Dotted lines indicate extrapolated data between the point of instability and the true fracture 
stress for which instantaneous cross section measurements are not available. The strain 
hardening rate, do/dE, has been taken to be the slope of this dotted line. The fracture strains, 
fracture stresses and strain hardening rates are presented in Table 6.3. As expected, the work 
hardening behaviour for the fan-cooled and the water quenched material are very similar, while 
the BACCA condition has of higher strain hardening rate. Nonetheless, compared with low alloy 
steels, these work hardening rates are considered to be low. 

The strain hardening rate at the transition region from elastic to plastic behaviour has 
been characterized by plotting the rate of change in stress and strain beyond the onset of plastic 
deformation. A detail of the area of the curve studied and the corresponding do/dE versus E are 
presented in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.2: True Stress-True Strain Curves for Selected~ Annealed Cycles. 
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Table 6.3: Tensile Fracture Strain, Fracture Stress And Strain Hardening Rates For 

The Various Heat Treat Cycles 


Label Fracture strain Fracture stress 
J_MPa) Slope of line, da/de (MPa) 

BAFC 0.15 938 503 
BAWQ 0.12 859 481 
BAST GF 1010 GF 

BASTA GF 979 GF 
BACCA 0.22 1333 1096 

Note: GF = Grip Failure - all specimens failed at threaded grip 

dal dc = is the slope of the strain-strain line from maximum load to fracture 
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Figure 6.3: Top- Portion of the True Stress-True Strain curves analyzed; Bottom - Plot 
of hardening rate, da/de versus E for the BAFC and BACCA conditions 
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The data plotted in Figure 6.3 - bottom has been fitted with a polynomial function to more 
clearly show the rates of change. Note that despite the scatter in the data, at strains above 0.015 
the data becomes asymptotic approaching the fracture stress for the two conditions, but it is not 
zero. This plot illustrates that the work hardening rate for the BACCA condition is greater than 
that of the BAFC condition; at a strain of 0.010, the rate of change of the BACCA is double that of 
the BAFC. A similar trend has been found for the strain hardening rate in the linear portion of the 
curve. The effect of the strain hardening rate on the mechanisms of deformation and fracture will 
be addressed in the Discussion section of this Chapter. 

6.1.2 Effect of Grain Size 

Whether water-quenched or furnace-cooled, the dominant features in the ~ annealed 
microstructure are the grain boundaries. To assess the effect of the grain boundaries on yield and 
ultimate tensile strengths, specimens of different grain sizes were tested. These specimens were 
produced by annealing at progressively higher temperatures and longer times than those used for 
the BAFC condition. It is assumed that the grain size is the major microstructural feature 
changing during these heat treatments. In this manner, the grain size was increased from 
approximately 0.2mm to 1 mm. Table 6.4 presents the Engineering tensile property results for the 
various grain sizes tested. All specimens were fan-cooled from the annealing temperature. 

Table 6.4: Tensile Properties for ~ Annealed and Fan-Cooled Material with Different 

Grain Size 


Annealing 
Temp/Time Grain Size (µm) YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) True-FS (MPa) % Elongation* %RofA 

900°C/90min 187 779 855 943 6 16 

950°C/3hrs 195 786 855 932 7 14 

1000°C/6hrs 363 745 848 915 5 15 

1050°C/15hrs 698 758 807 835 2 1.5 

1100°C/7hrs 898 765 827 867 2 5.5 

Note: True-Fracture Stress is noted as "True-FS"; * = % elong. m 25mm gage length. 

The following conclusion can be drawn from the results in Table 6.4: the yield strength, 
fracture stress and ductility decrease with increasing grain size. This trend was presumed to be in 
line with the Hall-Petch law, obeying a relationship of the type: 

CT =CT1 + Kd. v, 

Where CT1 =Friction Stress, K =Locking Parameter and d =Grain Size. 

To confirm this observation, the yield and true-fracture stresses were plotted against d.y, ; 
these results are presented in Figure 6.4. Two straight lines, in good agreement with the Hall
Petch relationship, could be fitted through the data. 
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Figure 6.4: Plot of Yield Stress and True-Fracture Stress against ~ Grain Size 

From the two straight lines in Figure 6.4, the following relationships between the ~ grain 
size and the yield and fracture stresses were established: 

CTv=736 + 17.9 d-Y• (eq. 6.1) 

(jFS =776 + 71.7 d- Y• (eq. 6.2) 

The slope of the yield stress (eq. 6.1) line is much smaller than that of the true fracture 
stress line (eq. 6.2) , indicating a weak dependence of the yield stress on grain size. However, the 
fracture stress has a stronger dependence on the scale of the grains, the reasons for this will be 
addressed in more detail at the end of this Chapter. 

6.1 .3 Compression Properties of the ~ Annealed Condition 

By and large, the tensile behaviour of the ~ annealed condition can be described 
possessing low strength and brittle in nature. Although limited tensile data has been published for 
Ti-5553, no compression data to be avai lable for this alloy. Cyl indrical rods were machined from 
the ~ annealed and fan-cooled material, excised adjacent the tensile specimens. The results are 
tabulated in Table 6.5; the tensile properties are also included for ease of comparison. Although 
all the properties are very similar, the most remarkable aspect of this data comparison is that the 
true-fracture stresses in tension and in compression are effectively identical. This implies that 
although the direction of load application is reversed, the failure mechanisms are the same. A 
more complete explanation will be provided later in this Chapter. 
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Table 6.5: Comparison of Properties in Tension and Compression for 13 Annealed Fan

Cooled Heat Treat Cycles 


Label YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) True-FS (MPa) % Elongation* %Rof A 

BAFC Tens. 783 855 938 6.5 15.0 
BAFC Comp. 834 - 942 - 11 .0 

Note: * = % elong. in 25mm gage length. 

Compression specimens of the BACCA condition were also manufactured and tested, 
however, due to their much higher ductility; the specimens underwent extensive plastic 
deformation (barreling) but did not fail. As the deformation at the core of the specimen was 
substantially less than at the specimen's outside diameter, it was not possible to establish 
meaningful values such as yield and fracture stresses. The same behaviour was encountered 
when testing the specimens for the ST A condition. 
Nonetheless, the important characteristic to note about Ti-5553 in the 13 annealed condition is 
that, its tensile and compressive fracture stresses are the same. Compression testing of the 
solution treated and aged conditions will be presented in the next section. 

6.2 Mechanical Properties with Heat Treatments Below the 13 Transus 

As described in Chapter 5, specimens heat treated above the 13 transus undergo a phase 
change, which results in complete recrystall ization and grain growth after 20 minutes. One 
ensuing disadvantage is that the mechanical property benefits associated with the smaller grain 
size inherent in the as-forged microstructure are lost. It is for this reason that industrial heat 
treatments requiring peak strength are conducted below the 13 transus. As demonstrated in the 
preceding Chapter, solution heat treatment at 790°C, approximately 50°C below the 13 transus , 
does not alter the as-forged grain size as well as the size and distribution of the primary a. All 
specimens were fan-cooled , which provides a cooling rate sufficiently fast to retain the 13 phase at 
room temperature. The retained 13 is metastable and will decompose to the equilibrium a and 13 
upon ageing. In order to establish the kinetics of the ageing process, a survey of the changes in 
hardness with ageing time was conducted. 
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6.2.1 Hardness Changes with Ageing Time at 600'C 

Published reports on Ti-5553 in the literature [24] have shown that a desirable balance of 
strength and ductility is achieved with ageing the sub-transus solution treated material in the 
range of 550-650°C. Prior to a detailed investigation of the mechanical properties with ageing 
time, the kinetics of the hardening process were characterized by tracking the hardness change 
with ageing time at 600°C. Aside from aiding in the selection of ageing times for detailed property 
determination, the hardness measurements provide a prediction of the tensile properties changes 
for ageing up to 48 hours. Figures 6.5 (a) and (b) present the Rockwell C hardness against aging 
time. It is clear from Figure 6.5 (a) that an increase of 12 HRC points occurs within 30 minutes of 
aging start, and hardness remains relatively constant with additional ageing up to 48 hours. A 
more detailed account of the hardness changes occurring over the first 60 minutes can be seen in 
Figure 6.5 (b). From the rapid hardening response it can be inferred that the bulk of the P 
decomposition, in terms of a precipitation, are essentially complete within the first 30 minutes. 
This inference is confirmed by the investigation of the microstructure evolution already presented 
in Chapter 5.0. 

It is important to consider that the additional aging time which resulted from cool down 
subsequent to solution treatment in unaccounted for in Figure 6.5. For example, the cool down 
time from 800' C to 300' C which is roughly 7 minutes, should be added to the total aging time. 
This cool down time would have contributed to diffusion driven nucleation and growth of the a 
phase preempting the ageing cycle. 

Another observation from Figure 6.5 a) is the apparent decrease in hardness that occurs 
between 5 and 10 hours ageing. Although the accuracy of the testing method is ± 1 HRC, it may 
appear that the change in hardness is within the instrument accuracy. Nonetheless, the 
measurements were repeated and the trend confirmed for a second time. Furthermore, the 
hardness survey was repeated using the Vickers (500grs) hardness scale, to rule out the 
possibility of artifacts due to indenter differences. Hardness surveys using both scales confirmed 
a temporary drop in hardness for ageing times between 5 and 10 hours, the possible reasons for 
this drop will be addressed with the presentation of mechanical property results. 

Based on the hardness information, ageing times of 20 minutes, as well as 1 , 3, 6, 13, 
18, 24 and 48 hours were selected for determination of the tensile properties. 

To eliminate variability, all specimens were solution treated and fan-cooled at the same 
time. The ageing cycles were carried out in the same furnace, with the only interruption being the 
opening of the furnace door to remove specimens at the prescribed times. Machining and testing 
of specimens was done as a group using the same equipment. 
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Figure 6.5 (a) Plot of Hardness versus Log of Ageing Time (ageing at 600°C); 
(b) Plot of Hardness versus Ageing Time (ageing at 600°C). 
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6.2.2 Tensile properties after solution treatment and ageing at 600°C 

As with the ~ annealed heat treatment cycles, a brief description of each heat treatment 
cycle and the corresponding labels are provided in Table 6.6. This label is composed of the 
letters STFC or ST A, to differentiate the solution treated fan-cooled and the solution treated , fan
cooled and aged cycles, followed by a hyphen and one or two digit numbers, referring to the 
ageing time in hours. Tensile specimens were machined from plates of 20mm thick material 
which were solution treated, fan-cooled and aged for the times noted; the average tensile 
properties are summarized in Table 6.7. The cooling rates resulting for fan-cooling are in line with 
those presented in Figure 4.7. 

The Engineering Stress-Strain curves for four representative specimens are shown in 
Figure 6.6; curves for the other conditions were very similar and have been omitted for clarity. 
In the solution heat treated condition , Ti-5553 has a yield strength of - 860 MPa and an ultimate 
tensile strength of -900 MPa. These values are comparable to annealed Ti-6Al-4V. 

After ageing for 20 minutes, the yield strength increases to -1200 MPa and the tensile 
strength reaches - 1300 MPa. This rapid increase in tensile properties is in line with the hardness 
versus time measurements presented earlier, and with the massive precipitation of lenticular a 
needles observed and discussed in the Microstructure Evolution - Chapter 5.0. Beyond the yield 
point, all engineering stress-strain curves reach a maxima and display either a plateau or 
decreasing slope up to fracture. 

However, the most striking observation derived from Table 6.7 is the constancy in the 
yield and ultimate tensile strengths with ageing time greater than 20 minutes. The tensile 
properties remain more or less constant from 20 minutes up to 48 hours. This result has 
important practical implications for heat treatment of industrial structures such as landing gears, 
since ageing times can vary significantly within the thick and thin sections of a given component. 

In terms of ductility measurements, the % elongation and % reduction of area are 
relatively high after solution treatment - higher than those for annealed Ti-6Al-4V. However, these 
values decrease rapidly after aging for 20 minutes, and then gradually increase, reaching a peak 
at approximately 6 hours. The peak in ductility is in line with the hardness drop depicted in Figure 
6.5 (a) - where the hardness response was plotted against aging time. With over-aging, the 
ductility decreases gradually to levels similar to those observed after ageing for 0.3 to 1 hour. 
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Table 6.6: Summary of heat treatments with corresponding labels 

Label Description of Heat Treatment 

STFC ST at 790°C for 2hrs, fan-cooled 

STA-0.3 ST at 790°C for 2hrs, fan-cooled, aged at 600°C for 20 min. 

STA-1 ST at 790°C for 2hrs, fan-cooled, aged at 600°C for 1 hr 

STA-3 ST at 790°C for 2hrs, fan-cooled , aged at 600°C for 3hrs 

STA-6 ST at 790°C for 2hrs, fan -cooled, aged at 600°C for 6hr 

STA-13 ST at 790°C for 2hrs, fan-cooled , aged at 600°C for 13hrs 

STA-18 ST at 790°C for 2hrs, fan-cooled , aged at 600°C for 18hrs 

STA-24 ST at 790°C for 2hrs , fan-cooled , aged at 600°C for 24hrs 

STA-48 ST at 790°C for 2hrs , fan-cooled , aged at 600°C for 48hrs 

STAS-1 ST at 790°C for 2hrs, fan-cooled, aged at 500°C for 1 hr 

STAS-3 ST at 790°C for 2hrs, fan-cooled , aged at 500°C for 3hrs 

Table 6.7: Engineering tensile properties after ageing at 600°C for various times 

Label Age time (hrs) YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) % Elongation* %R of A 

STFC 0 858 900 16.0 46.0 

STA-0.3 0.3 1234 1310 5.0 13.0 

STA-1 1 1234 1307 6.0 12.5 

STA-3 3 1241 1289 7.0 20.0 

STA-6 6 1245 1310 8.0 22.0 

STA-13 13 1214 1258 8.5 22.0 

STA-18 18 1224 1262 5.0 18.5 

STA-24 24 1279 1307 5.5 13.0 

STA-48 48 1279 1307 5.5 13.0 

Note: * % elong. in 25mm gage length. 
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Figure 6.6: Engineering stress-strain curves for selected ST cycles 

The true stress-true strain plots for four selected heat treat conditions are presented in 
Figure 6. 7. These 4 curves are deemed representative of the spectrum of tensile properties; plots 
of the other ageing conditions are very similar and have been omitted for clarity. Dotted lines 
indicate extrapolated data between the point of instability and the true fracture stress for which 
instantaneous cross section measurements are not available. 

The fracture strain, fracture stress, and strain hardening rate dcr/dc, from maximum load 
to fracture, have been calculated for the curves shown in Figure 6.6 and are presented in Table 
6.8. Several important observations can be made from the data presented in Tables 6.7 and 6.8: 

i) there is a marked increase in the flow stress from the un-aged to the aged 
conditions: 

ii) despite the microstructural changes occurring with ageing, the fracture stress 
remains relatively constant between the aged and un-aged conditions . 

iii) in general, the strain hardening rate, do/dE, is inversely proportional to the 
fracture strain. 

One conclusion that can be deduced from the constancy of the fracture stress is that 
fracture mechanism must also be invariant between these conditions. Furthermore, the damage 
and fracture processes must be related to a microstructural feature common to the un-aged and 
aged conditions. As the solution treated condition has been shown in the previous Chapter to 
have a different microstructure that the aged condition , the fracture process appears to have little 
to no dependence on the microstructural changes occurring during ageing. It follows that the 
transformation of the retained p matrix to lenticular o: plus p which occurs with ageing, has a 
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drastic effect on the strength and ductility, but does not affect the fracture mechanism. Analysis of 
the fracture mode will be addressed in a separate section. 
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Figure 6.7: True Stress-True Strain curves for Selected ST Heat Treat Conditions 

Table 6.8: Tensile Fracture Strain, Fracture Stress and Strain Hardening Coefficients for 
the Various Heat Treat Cycles 

Label Fracture strain 
Fracture stress 

1MPal 
Slope of line, da/de (MPa)* 

STFC 0.63 1453 888 

STA-1 0.12 1460 1255 

STA-6 0.25 1566 1039 

STA-24 0.14 1457 1153 

*da!d& = is the slope of the strain-strain line from maximum load to fracture 

Although somewhat higher than those for the ~ annealed group of heat treatments, the 
strain hardening rates are relatively low when compared to steels and point to low work hardening 
behaviour. 

Analysis of the strain hardening rate on the transition from elastic to plastic behaviour has 
been characterized by plotting the rate of change in stress and strain beyond plasticity. The 
regions of the curves studied and the corresponding dcr/dio versus E are presented in Figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8: Top· Portion of the True Stress-True Strain Curves Analyzed; Bottom 
Plot of da/dE versus Efor the STFC and STA-6 Conditions 


A polynomial function has been fitted to the data plotted in Figure 6.8 - bottom to help 
visualize the rates of change. Note that the data becomes asymptotic at a value of approximately 
1500MPa, which represents the true stress at maximum load for the two conditions . This plot 
illustrates that the work hardening rate for the STA-6 condition is greater than that for the STFC 
condition; at a strain of 0.0125, the rate of change of the STA-6 is double that of the STFC. This 
observation and the higher strain hardening rate in the linear portion of the curve imply that 
transformations during ageing increase both, the strength and the work hardening capability of 
the material. A more detailed discussion of the effect of the work hardening rate on the 
deformation and fracture mechanisms will follow in the Discussion section of this Chapter. 
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6.2.3 Tensile Properties After Solution Treatment and Ageing at 500°C 

Based on observations of the microstructure in simi lar ~titanium alloys, ageing Ti-5553 at 
lower temperatures should result in finer-scale a precipitates leading to higher tensile strengths . 
To asses the effect of lower temperature age cycles, specimens were aged at 500°C for 1 hour 
and 3 hours. These specimens were labeled STA5-1 and STA5-3, respectively; a full description 
of the heat treatment cycle is contained in Table 6.6. The tensile results are presented in Table 
6.9; for comparison, results of specimens aged at 600°C for the same times (STA-1 and STA-3) 
are also presented. 

Table 6.9: Engineering Tensile Properties after Ageing at 500°C and 600°C 

Label Age Temp. Age Time 
_(°Cl (hrs) YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) 

True-FS 
(MPa) 

% Elong.* %RofA 

STAS-1 500 1 1289 1410 1512 2.5 4.5 

STAS-3 500 3 1469 1513 1611 3.0 4.0 

STA-1 600 1 1234 1307 1473 6.0 12.5 

STA-3 600 3 

ote: True-Fracture Stress is 

1241 

noted as "Tru

1289 

* = %e-FS"; e

1535 

long. in 25m

7.0 

m gage length. 

20.0 

N

As anticipated, ageing at 500°C increases the yield and ultimate tensile when compared 
to material aged at 600°C. This increase in strength is accompanied by a reduction in ductility, 
namely the % elongation decreases by a factor of two, while the % reduction of area decreases 
by a factor of roughly four. However, the true fracture stresses for materials aged at 500°C is 
higher that those for material aged at 600°C. Nonetheless, these values vary by less than 5%, 
which implies that the fracture mechanisms must also be similar. Comparing the results of the un
heat treated material to those after ageing at 500°C and 600°C, it can be concluded that the scale 
of the retained ~ decomposition products, i.e. lenticular a, does not significantly affect the 
damage and fracture processes. 
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6.2.4 Compression properties of the solution treated and aged condition 

Compressive properties are important criteria for component design. To measure the properties 
in compression and to understand the effect of loading direction on the fracture process, 
compression specimens 1Omm in diameter by 15mm in length were compression tested to 
failure. These rods were machined from the same material block and axial orientation as the 
tensile specimens that had been aged for 6 hours at 600°C. The results are presented in Table 
6.10 together with the tensile results for comparison. Figure 6.9 presents the stress-strain curves 
for rods tested in compression. Comparing the average fracture stress in tensile and compression 
for the same condition we find that the fracture stresses are virtually identical (crl (tension) = 
1581 MPa, crl (comp.) =1582 MPa). From this data a conclusion similar to that for the ~ annealed 
condition can be drawn, the fracture mechanism must be the same in tension as it is in 
compression. 

Table 6.10: Comparison of Properties in Tension and Compression for theST A-6 

Condition 


Label YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) Fracture 
Stress (MPa) 

% Elongation* %RofA 

STA-6 Tens. 1245 1566 1581 6.5 15.0 
STA-6 Comp. 1266 - 1582 - 16.0** 

Note: * % elong. in 25mm gage length. ** based on barreling diameter 
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Figure 6.9: Plot of Stress-Strain for Rods Aged For 6 Hrs at 600° C Tested In 
Compression 
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6.2.4.1 Tensile and Compression Properties for Ti-10-2-3 in the STA Condition 

In order to ascertain whether this behaviour is also observed in other ~ titanium alloys or 
unique to Ti-5553, tension and compression tests were conducted for Ti-10V-2Fe-3AI specimens. 
Ti-10-2-3 is the most commonly used alloy for landing gear structures today. The properties in 
tension and compression for Ti-10-2-3 in the solution treated and "peak" aged condition are 
presented in Table 6.11 , the label applied is STA 1023. Note that the yield stress in compression 
could not be determined due to unavailability of a working compressometer. 

It is evident that Ti-10-2-3 in the ST A condition also exhibits the same fracture stresses in 
tension and in compression . 

Table 6.11: Comparison of Properties in Tension and Compression for Ti-10-2-3 in the 
ST A Condition 

Label VS (MPa) UTS (MPa) Fracture 
Stress (MPa) 

% Elongation* %RofA 

STA1023 Tens. 1179 1251 1474 7 21 .0 

ST A 1023 Comp. - - 1421 - 20.5 
Note: * % e/ong. in 25mm gage length. 

The tensile and compression properties for Ti-5553 in the BAFC and the ST A conditions , 
as well as those for Ti-10-2-3 are summarized in Table 6.12. It is clear that the fracture stresses 
in tension and compression are the same, which is unlike the behaviour of the majority of 
engineering materials. A rationalization for of this behaviour will be presented in the Discussion 
section of this chapter. 

Table 6.12: Comparison of Properties in Tension and Compression 

Label VS (MPa) UTS (MPa) Fracture 
Stress_iMPa) 

% Elongation* %RofA 

STA-6 Tens. 1245 1566 1581 6.5 15 
STA-6 Com. 1266 - 1582 - 16 

STA1023 Tens. 1179 1251 1474 7 21.0 
ST A 1023 Comp. - - 1421 - 20.5 

BAFC Tens. 783 855 938 6.5 15 
BAFC Com. 834 - 942 - 11 
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6.2.4.2 Shear Properties of the Solution Treated and Aged Condition 

The shear properties are also an important consideration in design of engineering 
structures. Measurement of shear properties can be more complicated than the standard tension 
and compression properties. Often, the shear strength of a material is determined by a specimen 
subject to torsion tests, however, pin and punch tests are sometimes used. The results will 
depend on specimen size and configuration. The fracture stress in shear for the ST A condition 
was determined using a top hat specimen described in the Experimental section of this thesis . 
Attempts at measuring the fracture stress in shear for other conditions such as the STFC 
condition resulted in excessive error. This error was associated with the high ductility of the 
material and the dimensions of the specimens. All specimens showed some degree of buckling 
and consequently were found to be subject to bending instead of pure shear loading. 
Nonetheless, the results for the ST A condition were deemed accurate as no buckling was found 
upon analysis of the cracked specimens. 

The fracture stress for the ST A-6 condition in shear was found to be: 't1 = 890 MPa. 

6.2.5 Additional Properties of the Solution Treated and Aged Condition 

Consideration of a new alloy for design must take into account a comprehensive review 
of material behaviour. The properties of the ~ annealed group of heat treatments, particularly 
those attained with controlled cooling, are attractive when higher ductility is required. As 
demonstrated in the previous sections, Ti-5553 in the solution treated and aged condition is 
capable of higher tensile strengths than in the ~ annealed condition . Furthermore, Ti-5553 has a 
higher tensile strength than Ti-10-2-3 for an equ ivalent ductility (see Tables 6.10 and 6.11 ). In 
spite of the attractive tensile, compressive and shear strengths, other properties such fracture 
toughness and resistance to environmental degradation are essential to complete the 
assessment. An ever present consideration is the alloy's resistance to stress corrosion; typically 
these properties are assessed in an aggressive environment such as salt water fog or alternate 
immersion in salt water. The following sections present fracture toughness and stress corrosion 
cracking results for variations of the ST A condition. 
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6.2.5.1 Fracture Toughness for the Solution Treated and Aged Condition 

A significant difference can be found in the fracture toughness of ~ titanium alloys 
depending on heat treatment condition. For example, values between 30 and 1 OOMPa--lm have 
been reported in the literature for various alloys and conditions. {10J 

Although fracture toughness is not a primary design requirement in Landing Gear stress 
calculations, this property is always kept in mind by designers to assess the ability of an alloy to 
resist fracture in the presence of a crack. The fracture toughness of Ti-5553 in two heat treated 
conditions was assessed using the compact C-type specimen and methodology described in 
Chapter 4. The heat treatments used were variations in the ST A conditions characterized earlier 
and are labeled as ST A-X and ST A-Y, and were recommended by the material supplier. The 
ST A-X cycle involved a single solutionizing step at 820°C for 3 hours followed by ageing at 600°C 
for 8 hours. The ST A-Y heat treatment consisted in two solutionizing steps, one at 820°C and 
804°C each for 3 hours, followed by ageing at 600°C for 8 hours. These heat treatments 
represent slight variations of the ST A-6 condition . The material supplier anticipated that a double 
solution heat treatment would increase Fracture Toughness as reportedly observed in similar 
alloys. The results are presented in Table 6.13, the test orientations are noted. 

Table 6.13: Fracture Toughness Values for Two Heat Treated Conditions 

Test Orientation 
(as defined in Chapter 4) 

STA-X Kie (MPa--lm) STA-Y Kie (MPa--lm) 

C-L 33.0 31.3 

C-L 38.3 31.5 

R-C 36.6 34.1 

R-C 29.2 31.3 

Average 34.3 32.1 

It is evident from the results that the double solution heat treatment cycle does not offer 
any improvements in fracture toughness, which would be expected, based on the similarity of the 
microstructures. Nonetheless, these results are included to increase the data pool and obtain an 
overall appraisal of the fracture toughness capability of Ti-5553. Industry specifications for Ti-10
2-3 require a minimum of 44 MPavm in the STA condition, but values closer to 50 MPavm are 
typical. The average of all results for Ti-5553 in the STA condition is 33.2 MPavm, which is 
roughly 1 /3 lower than the typical value for Ti-10-2-3. The microstructural basis for the lower 
fracture toughness is presented in the Discussion section of this Chapter. 

6.2.5.2 Resistance to Stress Corrosion Cracking 

Determination a material's resistance to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is normally assessed in 
two ways, each dealing with a different failure mode: 

1) - initiation of a stress corrosion crack and specimen failure in the absence of a flaw or 
crack, and 

2) - propagation of an existing flaw or crack under conditions conducive to stress 
corrosion or K1scc· 
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Based on these separate processes, two different types of SCC tests were conducted. 
The specimens were excised from forged bar in the ST A-6 condition with the grain orientations 
noted. The environments used for the evaluations involve NaCl, which is considered the 
benchmark for the aerospace industry. 

The specimen used for the onset of SCC was the "C" ring specimen per ASTM G38, as 
described in Chapter 4.0. The specimen's axis was oriented perpendicular to the bar's forging 
direction; this orientation is referred to as the short transverse direction. The test conditions are 
summarized in Table 6.14. 

Table 6.14: Summary of "C" Ring Stress Corrosion Results 

Heat treat cycle Stress (MPa - 85% of YS) Specimen orientation/duration 

STA-6 1090 Short transverse/SO days 

The applied stress was 1090MPa (85% of YS) in an alternate exposure consisting of 10 
minutes immersion in the salt water (3.5% NaCl), followed by 50 minutes drying cycles. The 
specimen passed 60 days without failure. The test environment and test duration were in line with 
requirements for titanium alloys and considered to be severe for most materials. 

As explained in detail in Chapter 4.0, the resistance to crack propagation by SCC was 
determined by means of the 1.0-C(T) Modified WOL K1scc specimen. The load was applied by a 
fine-threaded bolt, implying constant displacement conditions. The specimens were pre-cracked 
in fatigue and subjected to stress intensity levels corresponding to 75% of the K1c value. The 
stress intensity was later increased to the higher levels shown in Table 6.14 due to the negligible 
crack growth observed at the initial stress levels. Four specimens, two longitudinal and two 
transverse, were tested for 100 hrs at a temperature of 24°C. 

Determination of K1scc was in accordance with ASTM E1681 , by the following: 

2K1scc = PI [(BW)y] * f (a/W) 

Where P is the load, B is the specimen thickness, W is the specimen width, a is the crack length 

and the term f (a/W), is available from tables in ASTM E399 - for each ratio of a/W. 

The test results are provided in Table 6.15. 
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Table 6.15: Summary of K1scc Results 

Specimen 

Orientation 

Stress Intensity 

(MPa...Jm) 
K1scc 

(MPa...Jm) 

Longitudinal 35.1 29.0 

Longitudinal 34.5 29.1 

Transverse 32.5 29.6 

Transverse 32.4 28.5 

Average 33.6 29.1 

A number of val idity checks apply to the determination of the K1see, two out of the four 
specimens tested failed the validity criterion in terms of the perpendicularity of the crack to the 
specimen sides. However, the degree of crack misalignment was relatively small and the results 
still provide useful information on the alloy's resistance to sec. 

Comparing Ti-5553 to other ~ alloys such as, Ti-10-2-3 and Beta C, Ti-5553 has a 
relatively high resistance to K1see- However, as the method of determination of K1see is based on 
the K1e specimens, and since Ti-5553 has a relatively low K1e , its average K1see value is lower 
than for other ~ alloys. 

In general terms, Ti-5553 has a high resistance to crack initiation and crack propagation 
by means of stress corrosion, which is characteristic of all titanium alloys in the environments 
assessed here f4J [12]. 
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6.2.6 Optimization of Mechanical Properties 

Although the heat treatments conducted above the ~ transus provided higher ductility, the 
strength levels achieved were similar to those obtained in Ti-6Al-4V. For example, a tensile 
strength of 11 OOMPa was determined for the BACCA condition. The strength levels are deemed 
too low for weight efficient design of landing gear components. The industrial interest in Ti-5553 is 
in the heat treatments below the~ transus, where tensile properties superior to those of Ti-10-2-3 
have been demonstrated. In has been shown in Table 6.9 that tensile strengths between 
1300MPa and 1500MPa can be achieved by solution treating at 790°C and ageing between 
600°C and 500°C, respectively. 
As a final step in the investigation of the tensile properties of Ti-5553, a heat treat optimization 
study was conducted; this study involved a combination of two solution heat treatment 
temperatures and four ageing temperatures. In this manner, eight distinct heat treatment cycles 
were produced, with three tensile specimens tested for each cycle . This investigation was done in 
conjunction with TIMET Corporation, some of this work has been published in the literature [24}. 

The material employed was in the form of discs 178mm in diameter by 89mm thick from a Ti
5553 round bar produced by TIMET Corporation. The ~-transus for this bar was 852°C, as 
determined metallographically. The mechanical properties resulting from solution treatment and 
ageing at various temperatures are presented in Table 6.16. For ease of comparison, the tensile 
strength and % elongation versus ageing temperature have been plotted as bar charts for the two 
solution temperatures, see Figure 6.10. 

Table 6.16: Tensile Properties after Solution Heat Treatment at the Specified 

Temperature for 3.0 hrs, Followed by Air Cooling and Ageing for 8 hrs at the Temperatures 


Specified 


Solution 
Temp.(°C) 

Ageing 
Temp.(°C) 

UTS vs 
(MP a) (MPa) % Elongation* 

%Red. 
of Area 

804 610 1292 1217 9.0 22.6 
804 627 1257 1171 10.3 22.4 
804 643 1200 1131 10.3 26.9 
804 660 1176 1099 11.7 26.8 
832 610 1335 1236 5.3 11 .1 
832 627 1288 1186 6.0 10.3 
832 643 1249 1155 8.3 18.7 
832 660 1198 1103 

Note: * % elong. m 25mm gage 

9.3 
length. 

20.8 
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Figure 6.10 Bar Plot of Tensile Strength and% Elongation versus Ageing Temperature 
for: (a) Solution Treatment At 804°C; (b) Solution Treatment at 832°C 

Comparing the tensile results, it is clear that increasing the solution heat treatment 
temperature has a small incremental impact on strength, but a large reduction in ductility. The 
reasons for this disproportionate ductility reduction can be understood by comparing the 
microstructures. Figure 6.11 presents the microstructures of the material solution treated at 
804°C and 832°C and aged at 610°C. The volume fraction of primary a resulting from solution 
heat treatment at 804°C was found to be approximately 16%, while 6% primary a was found after 
solution heat treatment at 832°C. Hence, for any ageing temperature selected, reducing the 
volume fraction of primary a, or alternatively, increasing the volume fraction of aged ~. has the 
effect of increasing the strength to some extent - but reducing ductility significantly. In other 
words, the primary a phase plays the dominant role in controlling the ductility by accommodating 
a higher degree of plastic deformation than the aged ~ phase. 
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Figure 6.11: Microstructures Of Material Solution Treated At 804°C (Left) And 832°C 
(Right), and Aged At 610°C. Etched in Kroll's Reagent 

The second important trend that can be deduced from analysis of the data is that 
increasing the ageing temperature decreases the tensile strength and increases ductility. Since 
the ageing response is related to the volume fraction of retained p, this strength/ductility trend 
effect is more pronounced for the material solution treated at 832°C, which contains 10% more 
retained p. 

After consideration of the above data, the preferred solution heat treatment temperature 
was determined to be 50°C below the P-transus, which provides for higher ductility with no loss of 
strength. In terms of primary a volume fractions, a target range between 15-20% provides the 
optimal balance between strength and ductility. 

Selection of the ageing temperature is related to strength/ductility targets and varies for 
specific applications. Typically, a minimum elongation target of 6% is stipulated in landing gear 
designs, which would suggest an ageing temperature of 610°C or lower. However, because of 
chemical composition variability between heats of material, the ageing temperature must be 
carefully selected for each material heat. To simplify this process, Table 6.16 provides useful 
guidelines for ageing temperature selection. 
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6.3 	 Fracture Mode Evaluation 

In general terms, three salient points can be made from analysis of the mechanical 
properties: 

(i) 	 The range in tensile properties varies significantly between the BA and ST group 
of heat treat cycles - a similar range is observed within each heat treatment 
group. 

(ii) 	 The true-fracture stresses in tension and in compression are of similar magnitude 
for a given heat treatment group - these stresses are identical for a given heat 
treat condition. 

(iii) All conditions displayed a relatively low strain hardening behaviour. It is clear 
from the differences in mechanical properties between the heat treatment cycles 
characterized that plastic deformation and fracture processes must be greatly 
influenced by the microstructures. Starting with the ~ annealed group of heat 
treatments, the following sections will delve into the deformation and fracture 
mode in an effort to rational ize the impact of the microstructure on properties. 

6.3.1 	 Deformation and Fracture for the ~ Annealed Group of Heat Treatments in Tension 

In summation, the BAFC condition displays low strength and low ductility; the BAST and 
BAST A are essentially so brittle in nature, that a meaningful determination of properties could not 
be made using the standard specimen configuration. In comparison, the BACCA condition 
possesses moderate strength and, elatively high ductility. Figure 6.12 presents a compilation of 
low magnification SEM images of the fracture surfaces of tensile specimens. A general, 
comparison of the macro-scale fracture for the four conditions will be conducted jointly. However, 
since the mode of fracture for each condition was quite different, a detailed assessment for each 
condition will be presented separately. 

General comparison: 
The fracture surface of the BAFC condition contains flat faceted features separated by 

regions containing dimples indicative of ductile tearing. As shown in Figure 6.12 (a) , limited 
necking and absence of a shear lip are evident, which are consistent with the low ductility results 
obtained. 

All the BAST and BASTA specimens failed at the threaded grips, see Figure 6.12 (b) and 
(c), and displayed a relatively flat fracture surface with no shear lip features. 

In contrast, the BACCA fracture surface exhibited extensive shear lip features and dimple 
morphology throughout the fracture face. The fracture topology was jagged and rough textured, 
based on the smaller cross section at fracture - it is clear that extensive necking had taken place. 
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(a) BAFC (b) BAST 

(c) BASTA (d) BACCA 

Figure 6.12: SEM images of fractured tensile specimens for the following conditions: 
(a) BAFC; (b) BAST; (d) BASTA; (d) BACCA. 
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6.3.1.1 Deformation and Fracture of the BAFC Condition 

Under the SEM, the overall fracture morphology consisted of large flat facets separated by dimple 
regions , see Figure 6.13. The facet features were not unlike those characteristic of intergranular 
fracture as their span was in line with the specimen's grain size. However, at high magnifications, 
these facets were covered in arrays of shallow dimples with linear ridges of larger sized dimples. 
As depicted in Figure 6.13, some of the ridges were parallel to one another, but many intersected 
across the flat facets. 
To better understand this peculiar fracture morphology, a fractured specimen was sectioned 
longitudinally and metallographically prepared for observation. Figure 6-14 is a collage of optical 
images of the specimen's cross section; note that 10-20µm of nickel have been deposited over 
the fracture surface for better edge retention. These images provide a clear explanation for the 
features observed on the fracture surface; the entire cross section contained clearly defined slip 
lines, some of which have developed into trans-granular cracks. 

Figure 6.13: SEM images of 
fracture surface for a BAFC 
specimen. Fracture morphology 
contains facets, separated by 
regions containing dimples (top 
left). At high magnifications, (top 
and bottom right), the facets 
contain parallel and intersecting 
ridges made up of shallow dimples. 
The facets also contain a periodic 
pattern of very shallow dimples. 
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The fact that the sl ip lines are visible at low magnification is indicative of a highly 
localized slip process. Scanning the fractured edge, see Figures 6.14 and 6.15, it is evident that 
the fracture is transgranular - along the cracks created by the localized sl ip mechanism. The 
dimple regions in Figure 6.13 are the 'ligament' regions, were the trans-granular cracks failed to 
connect resulting in ductile-tearing and dimple rupture. A plausible explanation for the localized 
slip phenomenon observed will be addressed in the Discussion section of this chapter. 

Figure 6.14: Collage of optical images of fractured specimen's cross section. Etched in 
Kroll's reagent. 

Figure 6.15: SEM image of slip bands and crack 
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6.3.1.2 Deformation and fracture of the BAST and BAST A conditions 

Both of these conditions possessed very similar microstructures, and displayed very 
similar fracture behaviour, consequently they will be addressed jointly. As depicted in Figure 6.12 
(b) and (c), the BASST and BASTA specimens failed at the threaded grips, signifying that the 
stress intensity factor associated with the thread was larger than that of the reduced gage section 
of the specimen. The fractured specimens were cross sectioned and metallographically prepared. 
Figure 6.16 is and optical image of such cross section, note the layer of nickel at the surface 
which was deposited to allow better edge retention . 

The failure is transgranular, with no evidence of a shear lip or gross plastic deformation. 
Some specimens contained secondary cracks at the thread's root radius adjacent to the fracture 
plane. Failures of this nature are more often than not associated with a brittle material behaviour 
and low fracture toughness. Typical behaviour during tensile testing would allow for some plastic 
deformation of the first loaded thread with in the grips, hence redistributing the load to the second 
thread, and so on - thus lowering the stress concentration due to the thread's profile. The 
hardness of the BASST and BASTA conditions were 46.9 and 46.3, respectively. These values 
represent the highest hardness measured for Ti-5553 in any condition and imply that the yield 
strength for this condition is also high. Consequently, the high yield strength and low fracture 
toughness indicate that deformation of the first threads within the grip does not occur readily. As a 
result, load redistribution to the other threads does not take place and cracks develop at the 
thread. 

The material's expected low fracture toughness renders it susceptible to premature 
fracture from the small cracks at the thread root. Although the yield strength and fracture 
toughness were not measured, the above scenario is consistent with the forensic evidence 
gathered from the fractured specimens. 

Figure 6.16: Optical Image of Tensile Specimen Cross Section. Etched in Kroll's 

Reagent. 
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SEM examination confirmed the observations of the cross sectioned specimen, the 
fracture surface presents relatively smooth plateaus, devoid of the typical dimple features 
indicative of ductile rupture. The flat fracture surfaces contained arrays of grooves of the same 
scale as the rafts of acicular a characteristic of the microstructure. It appears that the cracks 
causing final fracture cut through these rafts of acicular a leaving relatively smooth plateaus. 
Some regions containing shallow dimples are evident, as highlighted by ellipse in Figure 6.17. 

Figure 6.17: SEM Image of Fractured BAST A Specimen, Showing Smooth Plateaus with 
Parallel Grooves; Ellipse Highlights Region with Shallow Dimples 
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6.3.1.3 Deformation and Fracture of the BACCA Condition 

Fracture of the BACCA specimens involved considerably more plastic deformation and 
necking than for the other specimens in this group of heat treatments. The fracture surface was 
topographically rough, with a shear lip circumventing the specimen. Under the SEM, dimples 
features indicative of ductile fracture and secondary cracking were the dominating characteristics 
for these specimens; typical areas of a specimen are shown in Figure 6.18. The size of the 
dimples was roughly 5µm in diameter. 

Figure 6.18: SEM image of fractured BACCA specimen, showing dimple features. Inset 
at top left shows dimples and a secondary crack. 

The above results suggest that very different deformation and fracture modes are 
operative within the ~ annealed group of heat treatments. It is clear that this behaviour has a 
microstructural basis; an attempt at relating the microstructure to the deformation and fracture 
mechanisms will be provided and the Discussion section at the end of this chapter. 

6.3.1.4 Deformation and fracture of the BAFC condition in compression 

Compression specimens exhibited non-uniform plastic deformation (barreling) and failed 
due to cracks oriented at approximately 45° to the load axis. This mode of failure is consistent 
with shear fracture along the plane of maximum stress oriented at 45° to the load direction. 
Figure 6.19 shows the appearance of the fractured specimen and a cross section through the 
centre of the specimen. 

After testing, the specimen's general appearance was rough, with an orange peel texture 
on its outside diameter. At low magnification, the rough texture was attributed to steps associated 
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with the slip bands projecting onto the surface and the step difference between deformed grains. 
The cross section image depicts extensive grain deformation along the large diagonal crack 
traversing the specimen. At higher magnifications, these deformed grains contained clearly visible 
slip lines; Figure 6.20 is an example of a typical region away from the centre crack. Unlike the 
numerous secondary cracks observed on the tensile specimen, no smaller cracks could be 
resolved aside from the large centre crack. This is likely due to the closing action ensuing from 
the compressive loading. In general, the mode of failure is the same as that of the tensile 
specimens, with highly localized planar slip as the damage mechanism. 

Figure 6.19: Optical Images Of BAFC Specimen Fractured In Compression; Left Image 

Shows General Appearance, Right Image Shows Etched Cross Section. 


Figure 6.20: Optical Image of BAFC Compression Specimen Taken Away From the 

Centre Crack; Note the Clearly Visible Slip Lines. Etched in Kroll's Reagent 
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6.3.2 	 Deformation and Fracture for the Solution Treated Group of Heat Treatments in 
Tension. 

In contrast with the ~ annealed group, the solution treated group of heat treatments 
shows the highest ductility after fan-cooling from the solution temperature (STFC) . Although the 
BAFC and STFC conditions have similar strengths, the % R of A of the former is roughly 1 /3 that 
of the latter. Obviously, the microstructural factors affecting the yield and ultimate tensile 
strengths must be very different that those affecting the fracture process. 
Figure 6.21 presents a compilation of low magnification SEM images of the fracture surfaces of 
tensile specimens for the four representative conditions within this group. 

Comparing the four fracture surfaces in Figure 6.21 , it is clear that the STFC specimen is 
smaller in diameter than the others. This difference is due to the higher degree of necking 
undergone by this specimen. All specimens displayed a shear lip circumventing a relatively flat
plateau region at the centre of the specimens. Since the mode of failure was essentially the 
same, the deformation and fracture analysis for the entire group of heat treatments wi ll be 
addressed jointly. 

At higher magnifications, every specimen exhibited dimple rupture features indicating that 
they failed in a ductile manner by a mechanism of micro-void growth and coalescence. 
Figure 6.22, (a), (b) , (c) and (d) are images of the typical fracture morphology for conditions 
STFC, ST A 1, ST A6 and ST A24, respectively. In general , the four fracture surfaces were very 
similar in appearance with very similar dimple sizes between 3-5µm is diameter. 

The mechanism of dimple formation is better illustrated in Figure 6.23, where a 
secondary crack was examined under the SEM. In these images, dimples, measuring 
approximately 5µm, are being formed between the two separating surfaces of the crack. 
Nonetheless, it is not obvious whether the void formation process involves de-cohesion at the 
primary a to aged ~ interface, within the primary a or within the aged ~ itself. It is important to 
note that the size of the primary and the grain size are all between 2-6µm. As the dimple size is 
very similar for all specimens, and the dimple diameter is of the same scale as the mentioned 
microstructural features, establishing the weak link is crucial to understanding the fracture mode. 
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(a) STFC (b) STA1 


(c) STAS (d) STA24 


Figure S.21: SEM images of fractured tensile specimens for the following conditions: 

(a) STFC; (b) STA1; (d) STAS; (d) STA24 
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(a) STFC (b) STA1 

(c) STAG (d) STA24 

Figure 6.22: SEM image of fractured tensile specimens for the following conditions: 

(a) STFC; (b) STA1; (d) STAS; (d) STA24; all specimens displayed dimple rupture features 


of roughly the same dimple diameter. 
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Figure 6.23: SEM image of secondary crack showing dimples formation between the 
separating cracks surfaces. 

To answer this important question, the representative fractured tensile specimens for 
each heat treatment condition were cross sectioned and metallographically prepared. 
Figure 6.24 is an optical image of a secondary crack below the fracture surface of the STFC 
specimen. The microstructure surrounding the crack shows evidence of extensive plastic 
deformation; the originally globular primary a particles have become stretched and lens-shaped. 

Careful examination of the un-etched cross sectioned specimens just below the fracture 
surface, revealed evidence of void formation by de-cohesion at the primary a to p interface. As 
shown in Figure 6.25, there is also extensive evidence that some of the primary a particles 
deform plastically and eventually fracture within themselves. Cracks within the primary a were 
typically associated with particles which had become elongated and "necked", rather than those 
spherically shaped. Nonetheless, the great majority of these small voids were found at the 
primary a to p interfaces, this observation applies to all specimens. 

Based on the observations above we can conclude that the damage and eventual 
fracture process is closely linked to the interfacial strength between the primary a and aged p. 
The lenticular a that makes up the aged p does not appear to play a direct role in the void 
formation and fracture processes. This finding explains why the STFC specimens, which are 
devoid of lenticular a within the retained p, and the ST A specimens, which are packed with 
lenticular a after ageing, fail by the same mechanism. A more detailed explanation of the mode of 
failure is contained in the Discussion section of this Chapter. 
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Figure 6.24: Optical image of cross sectioned STFC specimen, showing secondary 
crack below the fracture surface of specimen. Note the elongated primary ex. 

Figure 6.25: Optical image of cross sectioned ST A6 specimen, depicting mechanism of 
void formation at primarycx to aged ~ interface (arrows) and within the primary ex itself 

(circle). Lightly etched in Kroll's. 
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6.3.3 Fracture Mode in Compression 

Compression specimens, heat treated to the ST A-6 condition failed due to cracks oriented at 
approximately 45° to the load axis. The cracks are consistent with fracture along the direction of 
maximum shear stress. Figure 6.26 shows a side view of a cracked specimen and a view of the 
fracture surfaces. The fracture faces were smooth and extremely reflective due to the extensive 
smearing that occurred as the fracture surfaces slid over one another. Many secondary cracks, 
also oriented at approximately 45° to the load axis were observed on a specimen cross section. 
One such crack is depicted in figure 6.27, with an SEM image of a crack tip on the inset at right. 
Although plastic deformation can be observed along the cracks path, the trajectory of the crack 
involves propagation along the primary a to ~ interfaces. This observation is consistent with the 
mode of crack propagation observed in tension . 

Figure 6.26: Optical images of ST A6 specimen fractured in compression; left image 
shows general appearance, right image shows etched cross section. 

Figure 6.27: Right - Optical image of secondary crack; Left - SEM image of crack tip. 
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6.3.4 Fracture Mode in Shear 

The fractured "top hat" specimens contained cracks propagating from the corners, as 
depicted in Figure 6.28. These cracks were examined under the SEM, where elongated primary a 
particles could be observed surrounding the primary cracks. Because of the extensive 
deformation, and the closing action of the planar shear, it was not possible to trace whether the 
cracks followed a path along the primary a to p interfaces. However, many instances of elongated 
and severed primary a particles were observed along the crack path. 

Figure 6.28: Left - Optical image of cracked shear specimen, arrows point to cracks. 

Right - SEM image of crack tip. 


Regrettably, the deformation processes inherent in the compression and shear tests tend 
to bring any crack surfaces close together, consequently, these two tests provided less insight 
into the damage and fracture mechanisms than the tensile test. 

In summary, the primary damage process for the ST group of heat treatments is by 
deformation and eventual rupture at the primary a to p interfaces. In the STFC condition, there is 
evidence that the plastic deformation process is accommodated uniformly by both, the retained p 
and the primary a. The overall plasticity is extensive, which explains the higher ductility measured 
in tension. 

For the ST A conditions, the primary a appears to deform to a higher extent than the aged 
P(acicular a in Pmatrix) and the overall deformation is more localized. 

In any case, the primary damage process for the ST group of heat treatments is by 
deformation and eventual separation at the primary a to p interfaces. This separation creates 
voids which coalesce and result in specimen fracture. A rationalization of the plasticity and 
resistance to fracture for each of the heat treatments characterized is presented in the following 
section. 
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6.4 Discussion 

The strength of titanium alloys can be attributed to four basic hardening mechanisms: 

I) Grain boundary strengthening 

II) Solid solution strengthening 

111) Strengthening due to high dislocation density 

IV) Precipitation strengthening 

For the ~ titanium alloys, the strengthening derived from cold working is not typically 
important, since the heat treatment temperatures involved preclude high dislocation densities. 

However, the other three mechanisms are effective in all commercial ~ titanium alloys. 

A great range of mechanical properties can be obtained by varying the heat treatment; 

nevertheless, the strength is usually limited by the competition between ductility and fracture. 


The theoretical shear strength of most metals has been roughly approximated to be of 
the order of: 

'Tth "'" Gl2'TT. 

However, more realistic estimates of 'Tth are in the range of G/30. 

In a tension test the maximum shear stress is along a plane oriented 45° to the axial direction and 
is half as large as the tensile stress. Consequently, the theoretical estimate of shear failure in 
tension is: 

Uth =2'Tth 

Since G is of the order of E/2 to E/3, this estimate gives a value of "" E/1 O for (J th. Below 
is a table comparing the ratio of the elastic modulus to tensile strength for three common 
aerospace alloys: 

Alloy Elastic Modulus (GPa)* Ultimate Strength (MPa)* Ratio EJ(J 

7175-T74-Alum. 70 524 134 

300M - Steel 200 1862 107 

Ti-10-2-3 - STA 110 1193 92 

*Values from MMPDS - 04 Design Handbook. 

Although these values are roughly one tenth that of the theoretical strength estimate, the 
strength value for titanium alloy Ti-10-2-3 is the closest to the theoretical strength, i.e. "" E/92. 

Because of the high strength levels possible with ~ titanium alloys, understanding the role 
of the microstructure on the competition between plasticity and fracture is of utmost importance. 
The end goal of this chapter is to provide a correlation between the microstructures observed 
after the various heat treatments and the properties measured. This is be achieved by exploring 
the influence of the various microstructural features on the resistance to deformation and fracture. 
To begin, the role of the w phase on deformation mechanisms for the various heat treatments is 
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discussed. The dependence of the fracture stress on the grain size is examined for the ~ 
annealed conditions. In the case of the solution treated conditions, the role of the primary a and 
the character of the grain boundaries are considered in the rationalization of the deformation and 
fracture processes. The results of a property optimization study for the solution treated and aged 
condition is discussed; the effect of the solution and ageing temperatures on properties is 
explained on the basis of the scale of the microstructure. 
Rationalization of the strength is carried out using a semi-quantitative approach, considering the 
incremental contribution of each microstructural features. In order to provide a meaningful 
correlation , the characteristics of the microstructure are used in various models to link the 
microstructural feature and the measured property. Assessment of the properties in tension , 
compression and shear are employed to develop the yield and fracture envelopes for Ti-5553 in 
two dimensional stress. Finally, the theoretical the practical consequences of these results are 
briefly discussed. 
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6.4.1 	 Rationalization of the Mechanical Properties for the ~ Annealed Group Of Heat 
Treatments 

In general , the p annealed group of heat treatments had lower ductility than the solution 
treated conditions. This is attributed to the much larger grain size intrinsic to the pannealing heat 
treatments. Controlling the cooling rate from above the p transus can improve both strength and 
ductil ity by increasing the scale of the a precipitates. 

Both the water-quenched and fan-cooled p annealed conditions have relative ly low 
strength and also low ductility. An explanation for this brittle behaviour is provided in the next 
section. 

6.4.1.1 The role of co phase and the localization of slip process 

Deformation and fracture of the BAFC an BAWQ structures occurred by the formation and 
propagation of transgranular cracks. The fracture mode was by microvoid coalescence and 
growth and not cleavage. It was suggested that a mechanism of intensely localized slip is 
responsible for clearly visible slip bands and shearing within the grains. An image of such 
observation is presented in Figure 6.29. 
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Figure 6.29: Optical image of fractured BAFC tensile specimen's cross section -uniform 
elongation - 6%. Etched in Kroll's reagent. 

The specimen in Figure 6.29 had undergone tensile testing and exhibited a uniform 
plast ic deformation of approximately 6%. In th is image, many parallel and intersecting sl ip lines 
can be seen and two cracks (dark bands) are evident. One of the cracks has arrested at a grain 
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boundary, the other has extended into an adjacent grain. The continuation of slip lines across 
grain boundaries is also evident. Nonetheless, it is obvious from the shift at the grain boundaries 
trace that a significant shear strain is concentrated at these regions, and that the grain 
boundaries are the main impediment to slip line movement. However, the nature of the crack 
formation process and the shallow dimples observed on the fracture mode section is not obvious. 
Furthermore, curious dimple patterns were observed on the facets of the fractured tensile 
specimens. These patterns consisted of parallel ridges of larger dimples in background of 
periodic patterns of finer-scale dimples. 

To better understand the damage mechanism and the peculiar dimple morphology 
observed on the facets in Figure 6.13, a three point bend test was conducted. The specimen was 
a rectangular plate 20mm by 1 Omm by 2mm thick, with highly polished sides. After bending the 
specimen to failure, the polished sides were examined in the SEM near the fracture. Figure 6.30 
is an image of the deformed bend specimen showing several step cracks and an oblique view 
into one of the crack surfaces. It is clear from this image that the shallow dimples observed 
between the crack's surfaces are due to voids that form by a combined shear/tension loading 
mechanism. 

Figure 6.30: SEM image of 

polished of 3 point bend 

specimen side showing steps due 

to localized slip and cracks. Note 

the shallow dimples on crack 

surface. 


To characterize the nature of the slip bands, thin foils of the same fractured specimen 
were prepared and examined under the TEM. At low magnification, Figure 6.31 (a) two sets of 
parallel bands of dislocations can be observed. Two trace lines coloured blue and red are 
superimposed for clarity, these bands show that at least two slip systems are involved. 
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Figure 6.31: TEM images of fractured BAFC tensile specimen - uniform elongation - 6%, 
showing slip bands indicative of intensely localized slip at three magnifications (a), (b), (c). 

These bands represent zones of dark contrast due to collections of dislocations which 
traverse the foil thickness at an oblique angle. Some of these bands contain jogs and dislocation 
dipoles, which are associated with immobile dislocation segments Figure 6.31 (b). At higher 
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magnifications, see Figure 6.31 (c), the dark bands are densely packed with dislocations. The 
dislocation-to-dislocation interactions along these narrow zones lead to dislocation multipl ication 
and the formation of voids. In the absence of secondary particles or other dislocation obstacles, 
continued plastic deformation results in dilation within the slip band giving rise to voids. These 
voids grow, coalesce and become transgranular cracks. The above process explains the ductile 
nature of the fracture process along the slip bands, as evidenced by dimples on the fracture 
facets . Upon close observation of these facets, two distinct patterns became apparent: i) parallel 
ridges of larger dimples and, ii) a periodic arrangement of shallow dimples on the background; 
Figure 6.32 shows a typical region containing these patterns. 

Figure 6.32: Fracture Surface of BAFC Tensile Specimen, Showing Dimple Pattern on 

Fracture Facet; Higher Magnification View at Right. 


A. rationalization for the periodic arrangement of dimples observed on the fracture facets 
can be visualized with the aid of Figure 6.33. 

(a) 

coarse slip lines 

(b)~ 
Figure 6.33 Sketch Illustrating the Origin of Ridges of Dimples Observed on Facets of 
Tensile Specimen Fracture Surface. (a) Volume of Deformed Material Containing a Crack; 

(b) Morphology of Crack Surface. 
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Observation of the deformed specimens under the optical microscope revealed that the 
distance between parallel coarse slips bands is occupied by many finer slip lines. The parallel 
alignment of these coarse and fine slip lines suggest that they belong to a single slip system. 
However, numerous intersecting slip lines, almost certainly belonging to a second slip system, 
were also a common observation. Consider a volume of material containing at least two sets of 
localized slip bands each involving a different slip system as sketched in Figure 6.33 (a) . The 
coarse bands are depicted by thick lines, while the finer slip lines are shown by thinner lines. As 
the trace lines from the two slip systems encounter an intragranular crack, there will be a larger 
shear displacement from the coarser slip bands (larger dimples) than for the finer lines (smaller 
dimples. As shown in Figure 6.33(b), the shear displacements from coarse and fine lines 
belonging to two slip systems can be traced on the surface of the crack. 

This explains the parallel ridges and periodic pattern arrangement of dimples traversing 
the fracture surface facets. However the question as to why the slip process is localized remains 
unanswered. 

Earlier in this chapter, evidence was presented of the formation of nano-scale w phase 
upon cooling from above the ptransus. Even after cooling from high in the a+P phase field, nano
scale w precipitates were found to be present. Considering that the w phase can have four 
variants, precipitation along specific BCC -P planes is preferred. It has been demonstrated that 
precipitates of this small size, have a diffuse coherent interface in an elastically distorted BCC 
lattice [1BJ. Furthermore, planar slip of the BCC lattice has been observed in many systems. 
Planar slip has been linked to the stacking fault energy (SFE); the lower this energy, the higher 
the tendency for planar slip. More fundamental work would be required to measure the SFE in Ti
5553. Nonetheless, as dislocations move through the BCC lattice they can cut through all four 
variants of the w precipitates. Cutting of the small w precipitates along the slip direction would 
tend to weaken this plane and bring about a channeling effect for similar dislocations travelling in 
the vicinity. This channeling effect localizes the slip process to a narrow band of planes. Many 
instances of localized planar slip being attributed to the presence of w phase in the quenched p 
microstructure have been reported in the literature. In particular, Ohyama, et al. studied the effect 
of athermal w phase on the tensile properties of Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3AI [59]. Localized planar slip 
attributed to w phase of very similar characteristics to that observed in Ti-5553 were reported . 
Hence, deformation and fracture process observed for Ti-5553 in the p annealed condition is 
consistent with dislocations cutting through the nano-scale w precipitates. On the other hand, the 
STFC condition microstructure also contains w phase precipitates, however, the ductility values, 
deformation and fracture modes are quite different than that of the BAFC conditions. This 
difference is discussed in the following section, where the effects of the grain size and grain 
boundaries are explored. 

6.4.1.2 The role of grain boundaries and the grain size on the strength, deformation and 
fracture 

A cross section of the fractured BAFC specimen, displaying optically evident slip lines, 
was examined in the SEM. Figure 6.34, is an image of the slip lines at high magnification showing 
many slip lines that have arrested at the grain boundaries. At high magnifications, some of the 
slip lines contained etching pits which were more pronounced near the grain boundaries, 
suggesting that dislocation pile-ups occur at these features. This evidence indicates that the grain 
boundaries are effective barriers to this slip deformation process. 
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Figure 6.34: SEM Image of Fractured BAFC Tensile Specimen - Uniform Elongation 
6%, Showing Slip Bands Near the Grain Boundaries. Etched in Kroll's Reagent 

As presented in Table 6.4, reducing the grain size produces a small increase in yield 
strength, but a more noticeable effect on fracture stress and reduction of area. This observation is 
reasonable if we consider that the yield stress is the stress required to begin moving dislocations 
through the bulk microstructure which includes cutting through the w precipitates. It is for this 
reason that the plot of grain size versus Yield stress results in a line which is almost horizontal 
as depicted in Figure 6.4 (Hall-Petch plot). It follows that no significant increase in yield strength 
would be expected by decreasing the grain size. However, as the length of the total dislocation 
displacement, d, is increased by increasing the grain size, (see Diagram 6.2) the damage 
accumulated by the dislocation travel length is greater. Consequently, more microcracks would 
tend to form in the specimens with larger grain size, which in turn will suffer from premature crack 
formation and fracture. 

Slip distance 
d =3µm 

Slip distance 

d =200µm 


~ annealed microstructure Solution treated microstructure 

Diagram 6.2. Sketch Illustrating the Scale of the Slip in the ~ Annealed and the Solution 

Treated Conditions. 


Although, the BAFC and STFC conditions have similar yield strengths (783 and 858 MPa, 
respectively), their fracture stress and reduction of areas are very different (938 and 1454 MPa; 
15% and 46%, respectively). As depicted on the diagram above, the grain size of the BAFC 
specimens is of the order of 200µm, while the scale of the primary a and sub-grains in the STFC 
condition is of the order of 2-5µm. It is expected that the primary a phase boundaries would 
behave akin to the ~ grain boundaries. This prediction is supported by evidence gathered on 
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deformed STFC specimens deformed in compression by 19%. The specimen was finely polished 
and solution heat treated in Argon and then deformed in compression. Figure 6.35 presents SEM 
images from the secondary (left image) and backscatter detectors (right image). Shear bands are 
observed to extend as straight lines through the retained ~ matrix but loop around the primary a. 
Microcracks are also observed at the primary a to ~ interface. 

Figure 6.35: Secondary (Left) and Backscatter (Right) Image of STFC Specimen 

Deformed 19% in Compression. Arrows Point to Microcracks 


Accordingly, the proximity within these particles represents a slip path roughly two orders 
of magnitude smaller for the STFC condition. Although w particles may be cut by dislocations in 
both conditions, the much shorter dislocation slip distance for the STFC condition greatly reduces 
the amount of damage and the tendency to form cracks. This rationale suggests that the 
embrittling effect of the w phase is curtailed by the close proximity of the dislocation barriers , 
which limit the damage due to localized slip. Consequently, the four fold increase in fracture strain 
of the STFC condition over the BAFC condition is the direct result of shortening the scale of the 
total slip. 
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6.4.2 	 Rationalization of Mechanical Properties for the Solution Treated Group of Heat 
Treatments 

Of the heat treatments studied, the BAST and BAST A conditions exhibited the highest 
strength. Although the actual tensile strength could not be determined due to fracture at the grips, 
hardness measurements place the strength at roughly 1600MPa. 
However, the material did not plastically deform, indicating that material fractured prior to yielding : 

01=0y 

We know from forensic analysis of the fractured tensile specimens that the microstructure 
consists of a dispersion of sub-micron acicular a in ~ grains approximately 200µm in diameter. In 
this condition, there is no ductile phase within the microstructure to accommodate plastic 
deformation and the material fails in a brittle manner. Consequently, the BAST condition is not 
practically appealing. On the other hand, the solution treated and aged condition displayed 
relatively high strength and ductility, with an ultimate tensile strength of - 1300MPa and an 
elongation of - 8%. Starting with the solution treated and following with the aged condition , the 
mechanism of plastic deformation will be discussed next. This discussion takes into account the 
nanohardness and stress strain behaviour of the microstructural constituents to explain the bulk 
properties. 

6.4.2.1 	 Interpretation of the Effect of the Microstructure on Properties 

The microstructure of the solution treated group of heat treatments is made up of two 
phases: a and ~ - Before ageing, the microstructure consists of globular primary a and retained ~ ; 

after ageing, the retained ~ is transformed to fine-scale lenticular a in a matrix of ~- A qualitative 
explanation of the distribution of strain will be provided on the basis of the microstructural 
features' hardness and the stress-strain behaviour. Table 6.17 presents the average nano
hardness of the salient microstructural features in Ti-5553, expressed in GPa. Plots of the True 
Stress-True Strain, and the work hardening rates, do/de, versus o and versus e are provided in 
Figure 6.36 - (a) , (b) and (c), respectively. Figure 6.36(c) shows an expanded view of do/de for 
strains of 0.014 to 0.04, highlighting that the strain hardening rate becomes asymptotic but it is 
not zero. 

Table 6.17: Nano-Hardness of Important Microstructural Features 

Phase Average Nanohardness (GPa) 

Primary a (STFC) 2.1 

Retained J3 (STFC) 3.0 

Aged J3 (STA) 4.3 

Aged ~ (ST AS-3) 5.0 

Annealed ~ (BAFC) 3.6 
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The size of the primary a particles and retained p grains are too small for conventional 
determination of their respective tensile properties; accordingly, nano-hardness measurements 
were obtained for each. Since the size of the lenticular a is too small to be measured with a nano 
indenter, the aged p hardness reported corresponds to the composite value of the fine-scale 
lenticular a and p matrix together. In terms of the stress-strain behaviour, the retained Pphase in 
the STFC condition is always associated with some amount of primary a . This makes 
determination of the strain hardening characteristics for the retained p difficult. Although the 
compositions of the retained p in the BAFC and in the STFC conditions are not the same, the 
strain hardening behaviour of this phase in the two conditions is expected to be similar. For this 
reason, the stress strain and dcr/dc curves the BAFC conditions are also included in Figure 6.36. 

6.4.2.2 Deformation of the STFC Condition 

One of the remarkable attributes of forged Ti-5553 is the uniformity of shape and 
distribution of the primary a particles within the retained pmatrix. From this observation, isotropic 
deformation behaviour is expected. The softest feature in the microstructure is the primary a with 
a hardness of 2.1 GPa, followed by the retained pat 3.0GPa. The difference in hardness between 
the primary a and retained p is roughly 30%, which will impose a constraining effect on 
deformation of the primary a . 

The lower nano-hardness suggests that the primary a has the lowest yield stress. As the 
strain hardening rate of the primary a is not available, it is not possible to remark on its precise 
strain hardening behaviour. Nonetheless, with loading beyond the elastic limit of the primary a an 
initial high rate of strain hardening will ensue while the retained p is still elastic. Although the 
extent of strain for which p is still elastic is relatively small, strain hardening of the primary a will 
reduce the initial strength contrast between the two phases. 
The % elongation and % reduction of area for the STFC condition are 16% and 46%, 
respectively, which represents the highest ductility measured for Ti-5553. The extent of uniform 
deformation for the STFC condition suggests that the a and p phases deform cooperatively. In 
other words, the plastic deformation is accommodated fairly evenly between the two phases. This 
suggests that the strain hardening behaviour for the primary a must be comparable to that plotted 
in Figure 6.36 (b) and (c) for the retained p (BAFC). Still , the difference in yield strength between 
the two phases, which we will refer to as mechanical contrast, is primarily accommodated at the 
alp interfaces. Eventually, the strain at the primary a to p interface exceeds the interfacial 
strength resulting in de-cohesion. Small voids will appear, grow and coalesce, leading to 
specimen fracture. 

It is important to note that the mechanical contrast between the primary a and retained p 
is relatively small , leading to a cooperative deformation between the two phases and a high 
degree of uniform deformation prior to specimen rupture. Upon ageing, the retained P will 
transform to a fine scale mixture of lenticular a in p, with a drastic increase in strength. This leads 
to a much larger mechanical contrast between the two phases which will be discussed next. 
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6.4.2.3 Deformation of the ST A Conditions and the Role of the Primary a 

With ageing at 600°C, the aged p matrix hardness increases to 4.3GPa, which is more 
than double that of the primary a . This suggests that the yield strength of the aged p is also 
significantly higher than that of the primary a. Consequently, a high mechanical contrast between 
the primary a and aged p exists. Following a similar argument to that of the preceding section, 
this high mechanical contrast will have a much higher constraining effect on deformation of the 
primary a. Loading beyond the yield point of the primary a will cause plastic deformation within 
this phase while the aged p is still elastic. Although the range of strain over which this elasto
plastic behaviour prevails is relatively small, the very high initial strain hardening rates lead to 
dislocation pile ups and added strain at the alp interfaces. 

Another important observation from the strain hardening behaviour depicted in Figure 
6.36, is the steep decline in the work hardening rates over the elasto-plastic regime. This rapid 
decline can not be explained by way of usual dislocation density storage arguments typical for 
single phase materials. Consider for example a ductile single phase material such as copper. 
Tensile loading of a copper specimen beyond the elastic limit results in uniform plastic 
deformation. In contrast to Ti-5553, the strain hardening rate for copper declines slowly with 
increasing strain. This effect is due to ability of the material to store dislocations throughout the 
microstructure, a process which is not localized to any particular microstructural feature. In the 
case of the ST A condition , the initial and increasing mechanical contrast between the two phases 
leads to dislocation agglomeration at a narrow band near the alp interfaces. As a result, the strain 
hardening capacity of the material is limited and the strain hardening rate declines steeply. 

The change is strain at the alp interfaces over the elasto-plastic regime is dependent on 
the initial mechanical contrast and the strain hardening behaviour of the constituent phases. To 
help visualize these changes, the strain hardening rate versus true strain plotted in Figure 6.36 
(c) will be used. At a strain of 0.01 the strain hardening rate of the STA-6 condition is 
- 87,000MPa, while that of the STFC is - 59,000MPa. Although the exact strain hardening 
behaviour of the primary a is not known, its strain hardening rate is expected to be lower than 
that exhibited by the STFC and the BAFC (- 28,000 MPa) materials. This deduction is based on 
the arguments presented in 6.4.2.2, the lower hardness of the primary a and the absence of 
strengthening precipitates within the primary a particles. More importantly, with increasing 
deformation the difference in work hardening rates is more pronounced - see Figure 6.36 (b) and 
(c). This means that the aged p within the STA-6 microstructure continues to harden at a higher 
rate than the primary a further increasing the mechanical contrast. The higher constraining factor 
of the aged p over the unaged p conditions is responsible for a greater degree of localization of 
the strain to the interfaces for the former condition. The strain contrast between the two phases 
increases until the shear strain at the a-P interface is exceeded and microcracks are created. 
Hence, the fracture process is controlled by the degree of the strain localization at the alp 
interfaces which fail at a critical shear stress. 

Based on the above argument, increasing the number of alp interfaces should decrease 
the effective interfacial strain and lead to less strain localization and greater uniform deformation. 
In fact, this expectation is confirmed by the results presented in Table 6.16, where increasing the 
primary a volume fractions from 6% to 16%, more than doubles the % reduction of area. Hence, 
the role of the primary a can be envisaged as the phase providing plasticity to the microstructure. 
The above rationalization also explains why the ductility and strength remain constant with ageing 
time, since the volume fraction of primary a and the constraining ability of the matrix are also 
constant. 
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It is clear from the above discussion that the deformation and fracture processes for the 
ST heat treatments are sharply affected by the high mechanical contrast between the relatively 
weak primary a and the stronger ~ phase, and the volume fraction of the primary a . Based on 
these observations, a simpler way to rationalize the mechanical behaviour of the ST A condition , 
is to consider the alloy as being a composite of a strong constituent (aged ~ matrix) and a 
discontinuous weak constituent phase (primary a). An illustration of such material is presented in 
Diagram 6.3 (a). In this manner, the relationship between plasticity and fracture can better be 
better explained by a meso-scopic composite model where strain localization at the a/~ interfaces 
occurs - and by the existence of a critical shear stress for fracture. 

Generally speaking, the stress-strain behavior of continuous fiber reinforced composite 
can be simplistically described as depicted in Diagram 6.3 (b) , where the mechanical response of 
the fiber, the matrix and the composite are shown. For simplicity, the Young's modulus of the 
fiber, the matrix and the composite are assumed to be the same. For this type of composite, the 
strength is dependent on the volume fraction of the fibers, as follows: 

Oc =Ot Vt+ Om (1-Vt) 

Where: ac ; Ot;am =composite, fiber and matrix strengths, and Vt= Volume fraction of fibers 

Considering that the material being studied herein contains a hard matrix and soft 
discontinuous particles, the description of the mechanical behaviour upon loading is much more 
complex. 

Strong Fiber 

/ o o oj0 

Composite
Strong Matrix ~ O 0 C (J" 

Weak Matrix .[) oo 
Weak Particles /"0 2 0 

o oOo 

E 
(a) (b) 

Diagram 6.3. (a)Strain-Strain Behaviour for a Composite with a Strong and Weak 

Constituent; (b) Element of Two Phase Material Uniaxially Stresses in Tension. 


A model to predict the composite strength would require characterization of the strain 
distribution between the phases and the effect of the volume fractions of a and ~ · This work is 
beyond the scope of this thesis, however some work has been carried on other metal matrix 
composite (MMC) systems. 
For example, Wang, et.al. [62] , analyzed the localized distribution for particle reinforced metal
matrix composites and showed that a strong three dimensional stress state develops due to the 
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deformation incompatibility between the matrix and particles. In the case of an Aluminum matrix 
composite, reinforced by SiC particles, the soft aluminum matrix is strengthened by the 
constraining effect of the hard particles. Such behaviour is named Stress Enhancement Effect 
and leads to a very high strain hardening rates during the early stages of plastic deformation. For 
the present case however, the precise strengthening effect will depend on factors such as: a) the 
strength contrast between the matrix and the particles, b) the volume fraction of each constituent 
phase and c) the size, shape and distribution of the phases. [62] 

For the case illustrated in Diagram 6.3 (a), the matrix, being the stronger constituent with 
the larger volume fraction, would have a more pronounced constraining effect on the primary a 
particles. As explained earlier, this mechanical contrast leads to high initial strain hardening rates 
and a steep strain hardening decline for the elasto-plastic regime. The constraining effect of the 
constituents and the high strain hardening rates have been used by Wang and Margolin [63] to 
explain the composite behaviour and the strong Bauschinger effect observed in 70-30 Alpha
Brass single crystals. The parallels in behaviour studied for similar systems, reinforce that for the 
ST A condition, the constraining effect of the hard p matrix results in localization of the strain to 
the regions near the cx!P interfaces and leads to shear decohesion at the interfaces. 

In summary, there are two essential features of the mechanical response of the titanium 
alloy described in th is thesis: the mechanical contrast between the a and p phases and the 
tendency to strain localization. These two characteristics account for the salient features of the 
mechanical response and the connection between plasticity and fracture; the difference in yield 
strength of the a and p phases was inferred from their differences in microhardness and gives 
rise to a mechanical contrast which varies with heat treatment. The mechanical contrast gives 
rise to a long elasto-plastic transition and extremely high apparent initial work hardening rates 
which decay rapidly with plastic strain. The hardening rates arise from the yielding of the 
constrained a phase and the subsequent spread of plasticity to the p phase. The high apparent 
hardening rates are given by the product of the volume fraction of the p phase times its Young 's 
modulus; this rate decays as the volume fraction of elastically loaded p decreases rapidly since 
plasticity spreads into this phase. However, the effects of the mechanical contrast continue during 
the co-deformation of the a and p phases giving rise to large internal stresses at the cx!P 
interfaces; these stresses lead to decohesion of the interface at a critical imposed strain. Joining 
of the voids created by decohesion is controlled by the strain localization. Many of the fracture 
processes observed in the alloys investigated here follow a critical stress criterion. This appears 
to arise from the strong strain localization in both the p alloys with large grain sizes and the a.-P 
alloys. 

A full explanation of the mechanical behaviour of Ti-5553, requires consideration that the strength 
and ductility properties are strongly affected by the scale of the precipitates which result from 
ageing. After all , ageing increases the ultimate tensile strength by 45% and reduces ductility by 
50%. However, rationalization in terms of the usual dislocation to particle interactions does not 
provide a clear description of the constant strength with long ageing times and role of the primary 
a volume fraction on deformation and fracture. As the tensile properties in ST A condition are 
seen to increase within 20 minutes of ageing and remain constant for long ageing times, a meso
scopic approach to describing the structure property relationship is more fitting. 

Using this meso-scopic composite approach the strength and ductility are directly related 
to the relative volume fractions of the two constituent phases. However, some changes in tensile 
strength are observed by ageing at different temperatures, the following section deals with the 
changes in scale that occurs within the microstructure by ageing at a lower temperature and for 
long ageing times. 
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6.4.2.4 The Effect of Ageing Temperature and Ageing Time 

Decreasing the ageing temperature from 600°C to 500°C increases the yield , ultimate 
and true fracture stresses, while decreasing material's ductility, see Table 6.9. Although the 
volume fraction of primary a remains constant, the scale of the lenticular a precipitates 
decreases. This suggests that for a given primary a volume fraction , the more finely spaced 
lenticular a precipitates act as more effective barriers to dislocations. Based on the hardness 
differences between the aged ~ microstructures, the 500°C aged microstructure will deform to a 
lesser extent, hence transferring more strain to the primary a/~ interface leading to fracture. 

With ageing beyond the optimal 6-13hrs, the size of the lenticular a increases by 
agglomeration and coarsening. As presented in Table 6.7, over-ageing reduces the ductility while 
a slight increase in the yield and ultimate strengths is observed. Microstructurally, a continuous 
film of a phase develops around the primary a particles and along the grain boundaries. As the 
diameter and volume fraction of the primary a increases, a commensurate increase in reduction 
of area would be expected; however, the opposite is observed. This behaviour is not completely 
understood, however, it is hypothesized that this change is due to the 0.3µm th ick grain boundary 
a film . It has been observed in many ~ alloys that continuous grain boundary a films are 
detrimental to ductility [18]. In alloy Ti-10-2-3, continuous grain boundary a films are reason for 
rejection based on quality control of forged products. One possible mechanism for the decrease 
in ductility may be related to preferential plastic deformation of the soft a film , which leads to grain 
boundary sliding and the appearance of microcracks, see Figure 6.37. Even for thin films, the 
preferential plastic deformation can be thought of as dislocation pile ups at triple points in 
adjacent grains. The displacement between grains will produce microcracks and result in 
relatively low plastic deformation overall. [ 181 

Based on this hypothesis, the negative impact of the grain boundary a film would 
outweigh the positive impact of the higher primary a volume fraction . Nonetheless, more work 
would be required to positively confirm this mechanism in Ti-5553. 

Figure 6.37 Preferential plastic deformation (see displaced marker) at thin a films on ~ 
grain boundaries; stress direction is horizontal. [1BJ 

The qualitative discussions presented earlier are aimed at providing information of the 
character of the microstructural features and their contribution to the strength, deformation and 
fracture. The following section considered the feature's character to select a representative model 
and assumptions to rationalize the strength in a quantitative or semi-quantitative manner. 
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6.4.3 Rationalization of the Yield Strength Based on the Microstructure 

The models used to rationalize the strength of an alloy involve various terms which 
account for the relative contribution of a microstructural characteristic to the strength. An overall 
model for an alloy possessing several strengthening contributions is presented below: 

Oi ~Ky/-.J/d + K*-.J5i + K-.Jr t\+ Gb/~ + aGb-.J\p + 'TTr ~s/b 
Peierls Solid Solution Orowan Precipitate 
Stress Strengthening Strengthening Strengthening 

Grain-Boundary Second Phase Strain 
Strengthening Strengthening Hardening 

Where: Oy= Yield Stress; G = Shear Modulus 

Oi = Peierls Stress - Lattice resistance to dislocation movement 

Ky, K*' K, a, 'TT = Constants 

d = grain size; p = Dislocation density 

Ci = concentration of a given element i 

r, f =Radius, and volume fraction of second phase 

b, L = Burgers vector, and average length between precipitates 

~s =surface precipitate/matrix interface energy 

These models offer a simplistic description of the dislocation - microstructure interactions, 
nonetheless they are useful in providing an appreciation of the extent of strengthening provided 
by a given feature. Many of the constants required for accurate calculation are not available for 
Ti-5553, hence assumptions will be made based on values from the literature for other alloys. In 
order to simpl ify the rationalization, some models are presented in simple form and the results 
compared against measured values. The intent of this semi-quantitative exercise is to provide 
greater insight into the role of the microstructure and not to predict with precision the measured 
values. 

Note that the terms for Solid Solution, Orowan and Precipitate strengthening all describe 
contributions due to second phase particles; each of these will be used as deemed appropriate 
based on the size and character of the particles involved. 

6.4.3.1 Strengthening Mechanism for the Heat Treatments above the ~ Transus 

To aid in the calculations, the salient microstructural features summarized in Table 6.18. 
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Table 6.18: Summary of Representative ~ Annealed Group of Heat Treatments and 

Corresponding Microstructures 


MicrostructureHeat Treatment Label M icrostructure 
Descri tion 

Grain structure: 100% 

retained ~. equiaxed, 


p annealed at 
 grain size 190µm 

903°C for 75 min, 
 BAFC diameter average 


fan-cooled 

Precipitates: w - >1Onm 


a> 20nm 


Grain structure: 100% 
retained p, equiaxed, 

p annealed at 
grain size 190µm BAWQ903°C for 75 min, diameter average 

water quenched 

Precipitates: w - >1Onm 

Grain structure: equiaxed, 
p annealed at prior-P grain size 190µm 

903°C for 75 min, diameter average 
BAST 

treated at 790 for 2 
fan-cooled, solution 

Acicular a 0.5-2.0µm long 
hrs. 

in a p matrix 

Grain structure: equiaxed, 

903°C for 75 min, 


p annealed at 
prior-p grain size 190µm 

fan-cooled, solution diameter average 
BASTA

treated at 790 for 2 
hrs, aged at 600°C Acicular a 0.5-2.0µm long 


for 3 hrs. 
 in a~ matrix 

Grain structure: equiaxed, 
p annealed at 

jagged prior-~ grain
903°C for 75 min, 

boundaries, 190µm 
furnace cooled at BACCA diameter average 

1.0°C/sec to 600°C 
, aged at 600°C for Lamellar a 2µm thick, 10

8 hrs. 
30µm long in a ~ matrix 
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6.4.3.2 Estimation of the Strength after 13 Annealing 

The 13 annealed microstructure, whether fan-cooled or water quenched, can be described 
simplistically as - 100% retained 13 phase with 13 grain boundaries. At a much smaller scale, the 
water quenched microstructure contains nano-scale w phase, while the fan-cooled microstructure 
contains nano-scale wand a precipitates. 

Hence, the microstructural elements contributing to the yield stress are: 

a) solid solution strengthening from alloying elements including interstitials 
b) precipitate strengthening due to the wan a phases (shearable precipitates) 
c) grain boundary (Hall-Petch) strengthening 

Given that annealing is carried out above the 13 transus temperature resulting in complete 
recrystallization, strengthening due to strain hardening is likely to be negligible and is 
consequently ignored. 

An expression that would account for these terms is of the form: 

Ov = Oi + K*"-1 C1 + Ky /-Id+ 2x Tir ~s(a)/b + 2x Tir ~s(w)/b 

Since 2x'T ~ 0, a factor of 2 X has been applied the Tir ~s/b term to convert the shear 

stress to tensile stress. 

The actual composition of the material heat used for these experiments was presented in 
Chapter 4.0. All of the alloying elements contribute to solid solution strengthening of Ti-5553. 
The number of alloying elements, and in particular the notable effect of interstitials, makes 
calculation of the yield stress quite difficult. Complex factors such as lattice misfit and other 
microstructure interactions are difficult to assess independently and much more so in a collective 
manner. However, an approximation to the relative contribution of alloying elements might be of 

the form: Oy = Oi + K1-JC1 + K2"-1C2 ..... ... , 

Where: O i = Peierls stress, Ki = constants, Ci =concentration of alloying element i 

As the necessary constants for the above expression are not available, an empirical 
estimation may perhaps prove more appropriate. 

Consider the increase in the yield strength by additions of elements as presented in 
Table 6.19. A summation of these contributions results in a gross overestimate of the yield 
strength. Consequently, it appears that the effect of the combined additions is much less than the 
sum of the individual element contributions. Due to the extreme difficulties in accounting for the 
solid solution strengthening, this contribution will be accounted for as part of Peierls stress. 
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Table 6.19: Effect of additions to the yield strength of titanium. [30] 

Addit ion Yield-strength 
to Base. Annealed· Heat Treated· 

Element % MPa ks i MPa ksi 

Base T i 241 35 
Alpha-
stabilizer: 

N 0.1 483 70 
0 0.1 365 53 
c 0.1 324 47 
A l 4 496 72 

Neutral 
stabilizer: 

Zr 4 331 48 
Sn 4 310 45 

Beta-
stabilizer: 

Fe 4 593 86 703 102 
Cr 4 510 74 655 95 
Mn 4 503 73 634 92 
Mo 4 490 71 620 90 
w 4 483 70 572 83 
v 4 400 58 496 72 
Nb 4 310 45 324 47 
H 0.1 241 35 .. 
Si 448 65 

An expression was derived for the grain boundary strengthening in section 6.1.2 ( eq. 6.1 ) 
for the characterized material in the BAFC condition : 

0yGB = 736+17.9/"d 

The calculated Peierls stress was 736 MPa, considering the average grain size of 
0.190mm, we obtain a yield stress of 780 MPa. 

The average yield stress for the BAFC and for the BAWQ material are 783 MPa and 728 MPa, 
respectively - see Table 6.2. 

The calculated values are in good agreement with the measured yield strengths, which is 
expected - as equation 6.1 was derived from the same body of data. Nonetheless, the Peierls 
stress, wh ich accounts for solution strengthening and the strengthening due to co and a phases, is 
much higher than that reported for a similar ~ alloy in the literature. Niinomi and Kobayashi [571 

reported a Peierls stress of 500 MPa for Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3AI in the ~ annealed condition. These 
Ti-5553 and Ti-15333 have very similar [Mo]eq. and [Al]eq, but co phase was not reported for the 
latter. Hence, if we assume this value for solid solution strengthening and the Peierls stress in Ti
5553, the difference would account for the effect of the co and a precipitate strengthening. 

736 - 500 a: 2x Tir ~s(a)/b + 2x Tir ~s(co)/b 

236 MPa =Strength due to solid sol ., a and co precipitates 
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Since the only microstructural difference between the BAWQ and the BAFC 
microstructures is the presence of nano-scale a precipitates, the difference in strength must the 
contribution due to the a precipitates, as shown below: 

783 - 728 = 55 MPa ex 2x TI"r "/s(a)/b - (contribution due to a) 

And subtracting the contribution due to the a phase: 

236 - 55 = 181 MPa ex 2x TI"r "/s(w)/b - (contribution due tow) 

Based on the assumptions above, the strengthening due to the w phase is roughly three
fold that of the a phase. Qualitative TEM evaluations of the microstructure revealed that the 
volume fraction of w appeared to be significantly larger than that of a, which is consistent with the 
above estimates. 

The strength of the BAST and BAST A conditions could not be established due to their 
brittle nature. An explanation of the fracture mode and possible reasons for the brittle behaviour 
was provided in section 6.3.1.2, thus, these conditions will not be discussed further. 

6.4.3.3 Estimation of the Strength after pAnnealing, Controlled Cooling and Ageing 

It was shown in the microstructure evolution chapter that slowing the cooling rate results 
in coarser a precipitates. The microstructure of the BACCA condition consists of fully aged P 
matrix; the aged p is made up of lamellar a + p. These lamellae resemble ribbons of a separated 
by p, in a basket weave arrangement. The ribbons have a thickness 2µm and are 10-30µm long. 
The ribbons are abutted together, making it difficult to determine their average width. 

Hence, the microstructural elements contributing to the yield stress are: 

a) solid solution strengthening from alloying elements including interstitials 
b) strengthening due to the lamellar a+ pstructure 
c) grain boundary (Hall-Petch) strengthening 

Accounting for the strengthening contribution due to the lamellar a+ P structure is not a 
trivial task due to the basket weave arrangement and the complex aspect ratio of the ribbons. In 
view of the above, assessing the effective interlamellar spacing or mean free path for dislocation 
travel is problematic. Langford proposed empirical expressions for pearlitic steels of the form: 

= Oi + K1 s-112 + K2 s-1Ov 
\ I 
Lamellar 

Strengthening 

Where S = inter-lamellar spacing, and K1, K2 =constants 

From Table 6.2, the yield strengths of the BACCA and the BAFC conditions are 1020 
MPa and 783 MPa, respectively. As the grain size has not changed, the difference in the two 
microstructures is in the matrix, which has transformed from retained Pto lamellar a+p. Assuming 
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that the overall so~ solution strengthening is not affected by the solute partitioning to the a and ~ 
a phases, the difference in strengths is due to the lamellar matrix: 

K S-1 12 K s-11020 - 783 = 237 MPa = 1 + 2 

The contribution to the strength due to the lamellar matrix is at least 237 MPa. 
However, the yield strength for the BAFC (783MPa) includes the contributions due to the w phase 
(181 MPa), which will not have formed by the controlled cooling; adding this contribution: 

Strength due to lamellar matrix+ contribution of w phase= 237 + 181 = 418MPa 

Consequently, the contribution to the strength due to the lamellar matrix is closer to 418MPa. 

Unfortunately, the constants for Ti-5553 are not available a confirmation of the above 
model is not possible. Nonetheless, the contribution due to the transformation of the matrix is 
estimated to be between 237 and 418MPa, or roughly 25-40% of the yield strength. 

6.4.4 Strengthening Mechanism for the Heat Treatments below the ~ Transus 

To aid in the discussion and calculations, the salient microstructural features are 
summarized in Table 6.20. 

6.4.4.1 Estimation of the Yield Strength after Solution Heat Treatment 

From inspection of the microstructure, the important microstructural features that 
contribute to the strength of the STFC condition are: 

a) 
b) 
c) 

solid solution strengthening from alloying elements including interstitials 
second phase strengthening (primary a size and volume fraction) 
grain boundary strengthening (high angle and low angle grain boundaries) 

As the material has undergone thermal treatments at relatively high temperatures, a 
relatively low dislocation density is expected, hence, the strengthening due to strain hardening on 
the onset of plastic deformation will be ignored. A general expression for the terms described 
above is of the form: 

Accounting for the solid solution strengthening for this condition is as difficult as for the ~ 
annealed condition; the same can be said for the assessment of the Peierls stress. Although 
solute redistribution would have occurred between the primary a and retained ~ phases, the 
overall solute content is the same. As for the ~ annealed condition, the combined strength 
contribution due to solid solution and Peierls stress will be assumed to be 500MPa [57]. 
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Table 6.20: Summary of Representative Solution Treated Group of Heat Treatments 
and Corresponding Microstructures 

Microstructure MicrostructureHeat Treatment Label Description 

ST at 790°C for 2hrs, 
fan-cooled STFC 

ST at 790°C for 2hrs, 
fan-cooled, aged at STA-1 

600°C for 1 hr 

ST at 790°C for 2hrs, 
fan-cooled , aged at STA-6 

600°C for 6hrs 

ST at 790°C for 2hrs, 
fan-cooled, aged at STA-24 

600°C tor 24hrs 

Globular primary a in a 
matrix of retained ~; grain 
size 0.5-0.Bmm; sub-grain 

size 2-4µm, diam. 
Primary a vol. fraction 

16.5% 

Globular primary a in a 
matrix of aged ~; grain 

size 0.5-0.Bmm; sub-grain 
size 2-4µm. diam. 
Lenticular a, diam. 

0.15µm, length 1-3µm. 
Primary a vol. fraction 

16.5% 

Globular primary a in a 
matrix of aged ~. grain 

size 0.5-0.Bmm; sub-grain 
size 2-4µm. diam. 

Lenticular a, diam. 0.2µm, 
length 1-3µm. Primary a 

vol. fraction 17.5% 

Globular primary a in a 
matrix of aged ~. grain 

size 0.5-0.Bmm; sub-grain 
size 2-4µm diam .. 

Lenticular a, diam. 0.3µm, 
length 1-3µm. Primary a 

vol. fraction 19.6%. Grain 
boundary a films 0.3µm 

thick. 
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Oi + K*"" C1 ~ 500MPa 

The yield strength for the ST A condition is 858MPa, which can be described as the sum 
of the contributions due to the primary a and the grain boundaries. Subtracting the contribution 
due to solid solution and Peierls stress: 

858 - 500 =358MPa =Ky/"" d+ K"" r f 

Characterization of the grain boundaries in chapter 5 revealed two distinct types of 
boundaries, high angle (~ grain size 500-800µm in diam.) and low angle (sub grains 2-4µm 
diam.). The low angle boundaries correspond to misalignments of less than 5°, and although 
more numerous, their contribution to strength is likely to be smaller than the high angle 
boundaries. The contribution due to the low angle boundaries will be accounted for with the 
primary a term. 

Using the locking parameter (Ky ) derived from the ~ annealed condition . 

As expected, the contribution due to the re-crystallized ~ grains is relatively small. 
Subtracting the ~ grain boundary contribution from the overall strength we obtain the 
strengthening due to the primary a and the low angle grain boundaries. 

Although the size and volume fraction of the primary a particles and the low angle grain 
boundaries are known, the proportionality constant is unknown. The contribution due to the low 
angle grain boundaries is accounted for by increasing the primary a radius by 33% and leaving 
the volume fraction unchanged. 

Based on the above assumptions, the value of K has been calculated at 45.5 GPa/mm·112 
. 

Using the above value to estimate the increase in strength due to the change in primary a 
volume fraction which occurs with over-ageing (16.5% to 19.6%), provide increases of -63MPa, 
which to a first order approximation, correlates well with the measured yield strengths. It is 
evident from the semi-quantitative analysis presented above that the most important feature are 
the primary a particles, the relatively large ~ grain size contribute little to the strength. 

6.4.4.2 Estimation of the Yield Strength after Ageing 

After ageing for 20 minutes the yield strength increases from 858MPa to more than 
1200MPa. This increase is directly related to precipitation of fine-scale lenticular a throughout the 
retained ~ microstructure. In simple terms, the yield strength after ageing can be described as the 
sum of the strength after solution heat treatment and the increase in strength due to the lenticular 
a precipitation: 

Ov STA= Ov STFC + {j,Oy ageing 
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Considering the strength after ageing for 6 hours (ST A-6 = 1245MPa): 

8.0y ageing= Oy STA-6 - 0y STFC = 1245- 858 = 387MPa 

The size and character of lenticular a particles is such that dislocations would not be expected to 
cut through them. Hence, an Orowan-type strengthening relationship is anticipated, as follows: 

8.0y ex Gb/L 

Taking the a -type Burgers vector (<11 2 0> direction) for a titanium to be 0.295nm, a shear 
modulus of 44GPa (a) and an average spacing between needles (edge to edge) of 0.075µm, we 
obtain: 

'Ty= 44 x 0.295x10-9 I 0.075x10·5 = 173MPa 

Since 2x'Ty ~ 8.0y ~ 2 x 173 = 346 MPa 

To a first order approximation, the above results correlate very well with the measured 
values. It must be pointed out that small changes in the inter-needle spacing, L, have a drastic 
influence on the yield strength. This explains the increase in tensile strength observed when 
ageing at 500°C, for which the lenticular a needles are spaced closer together. However, it does 
not explain the slight increase in strength observed with overageing depicted in Figure 6.38. 
Ageing for 24 to 48 hours results in agglomeration and coarsening of the lenticular a with a 
corresponding increase in the L value. This increase in strength and decrease in ductility is 
believed to be due to growth of continuous a films at the grain boundaries. As shown in Table 
6.20, a films measuring 0.3µm thick are observed after ageing for 48hrs. These films change the 
character of the low angle grain boundaries by acting as more effective barriers to dislocations, 
thus reducing the path length. 
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Figure 6.38: Yield Strength and % Reduction of Area for the Solution Heat Treated and 

Aged Conditions 
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This study indicates that the optimum balance between strength and ductility is achieved 
by ageing between 6-13 hours, where reductions of area values greater than 20% are achieved 
without loss of strength. More importantly, this lengthy window of invariant ageing response of ti
5553 is quite desirable from an industrial perspective, as it implies uniform properties for 
components with thin and thick sections. 

6.4.5 Comparison of True-Fracture Stresses 

As presented in Table 6.7, the engineering tensile properties for the solution treated and 
the solution treated and aged conditions were found to vary significantly. After ageing, the yield 
and ultimate tensile strengths increase by roughly 400MPa, and the ductility is reduced by two to 
three times. These changes were rationalized earlier on the basis of the transformation of the 
retained ~ matrix into a fine-scale dispersion of lenticular ex. However, the true-fracture stress is 
found to remain relatively constant for all ageing times. 

The true-fracture stress and the reduction of area, for the STFC and all the ST A group of 
heat treatments are presented in bar form in Figure 6.42. Although a large change is observed in 
the % R of A, the true-fracture stress shows little change. Moreover, ageing at 500°C resu lts in an 
average fracture stress of approximately 1560MPa; this value is in line with the average fracture 
stress after ageing at 600°C (-1490MPa). 
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Figure 6.39: True-Fracture Stress and % Reduction of Area for the ST Group of Heat 

Treatments 


Therefore, despite the vast differences in microstructure and tensile properties between 
the STFC and ST A conditions, the fracture process must be the same and it must be related to 
the same microstructural feature common to both conditions. Indeed, in section 6.3.2 the weak 
link in the microstructure was found to be the primary ex to ~ interfaces that introduce voids which 
coalesce and lead to failure. This explanation is further substantiated by the similarity in dimple 
morphology and size between all the fractured tensile specimens, regardless of ageing time. The 
same can be said for the material aged at 500°C. 
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6.4.6 Comparison of fracture stresses in tension and compression 

The fracture stress in tension and in compression for the ST A-6 and the BAFC conditions 
were presented in Table 6.12. For comparison, this Table also includes the tensile and 
compressive properties for Ti-1 OV-2Fe-3AI. . The results for the true-fracture stress and % 
reduction of area are plotted in bar form in Figure 6.40. 
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Figure 6.40: True-Fracture Stress and % Reduction of Area in Tension and Compression 
for: STA-6 (left), STA1023 (centre) and BAFC (right) Conditions 

This chart clearly illustrates that regardless of loading direction, the fracture stresses and 
% Reduction of Areas are essentially the same. This characteristic is quite uncommon for most 
engineering alloys, which typically exhibit a much higher fracture stress in compression than in 
tension. This effect is attributed to the void closing action which are inherent to compression 
loading. Formation of internal voids and microcracks in tension is often associated with weak 
interfaces or fracture of brittle phases such as inclusions. Propagation of cracks arising from such 
defects is much more difficult in compression than in tension. Thus, for relatively brittle materials, 
the fracture stresses in compression are larger than those in tension. 

However, the principal shear stresses are at an oblique angle and reach a maximum at 
45° to the loading direction. It is important to note that reversing the loading direction from tension 
to compression merely causes a reversal in the direction of the shear couple but does not alter 
the mechanics of shear loading. Consequently, if the fracture is originated due to shear rather 
than tension, than the direction of loading is inconsequential to the damage and fracture 
processes. Based on the above, we can conclude that the mechanism of void formation must be 
related to fracture at the primary a to ~ interface in shear. The fact that the various ageing times 
have the same fracture stress in the solution treated heat treatments is connected to the same 
critical shear strength at the primary a to ~ interface. Reversing the loading direction and 
changing the matrix microstructure do not affect this critical shear strength and the fracture stress 
remains constant. 

On the other hand, the mechanism of damage and fracture for the ~ annealed condition 
is related to highly localized sl ip along preferred crystallographic directions within the BCC grains. 
Although this mechanism is intrinsically different from that of the ST heat treatments, a similar 
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argument applies. Damage is accumulated in shear along slip planes within the ~ grains. When 
the damage exceeds a critical value, shear rupture along these slip planes result in cracks which 
coalesce and specimen fracture ensues. This process is dependent on grain size which controls 
the average slip length. As this process also involves shear stresses, compression or tensile 
loading merely reverses the directions of the stresses in the shear couples . Consequently, the 
fracture stress in tension and compression are the same. 
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6.4.7 The Fracture Envelope for Ti-5553 in the BAFC Condition 

A brief review of the concept of yield and fracture envelopes, and the most widely used 
models to predict these surfaces were presented in the Literature Review section of this thesis. 
Furthermore, it was stated that for relatively brittle engineering materials, the fracture stresses in 
compression tend to be larger than those in tension. Specially, for materials such as cast iron, 
ceramics or alloys produced by powder metallurgy, the fracture stress in compression is several 
times larger than that in tension. Solution treated and aged Ti-5553 would be considered a 
relatively brittle engineering alloy, for which a high compressive fracture stress would be 
expected. 

To develop the failure envelope, the magnitude of the yield and fracture stresses 
obtained in tension and compression for the BAFC condition have been plotted in Figure 6.41. 

The values have been plotted as coordinates in a two principal-stress set of axis , 01 and 02. 
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by Semi-Solid Line. 
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Note that the data plotted in Figure 6.41 is reasonable agreement with that predicted by 

the Tresca failure criteria as the tensile and compressive values on the 01 and 0 2 axis lay very 
close to the predicted values. The yield and fracture stresses in tension and compression are 
practically the same, due to their identical fracture mode. As explained earlier, the fracture 
mechanism for the BAFC condition is by transgranular shear resulting from localization of the slip 
process. Since the fracture mode is due to shear stresses, the tensile and compressive fracture 
stresses are the same. Consequently, the yield and fracture envelopes are described by two 
concentric ellipses. 

6.4.8 The Fracture Envelope for Ti-5553 in the ST A-6 Condition 

The magnitude of the yield and fracture stresses obtained in tension and compression, as 
well as the fracture shear stress for the ST A-6 condition have been plotted in Figure 6.42. The 

values have been plotted as coordinates in a two principal-stress set of axis, 01 and 0 2. The 

value of shear stress ,. is plotted along the 45° line, since a1 = 1-o2I= 27'. 


Due to the symmetry of the shear stress along the 45° line, the two shear values on two 

diagonally opposed quadrants have the same magnitude. 


The plot indicates that the fracture stresses in tension and in compression are identical ; 
consequently, the fracture envelope is an extension of the yield envelope. 

As explained earlier in this chapter, the basis for this fracture characteristic is that failure 
occurs by decohesion at the primary a to ~ interface in shear. Since the reversing the loading 
direction does not alter the magnitude of the shear stress, but only reverses the direction of the 
shear couple, this failure mechanism is insensitive to loading direction. 

For reference, the Tresca failure criteria have also been plotted inside the yield envelope. 
As the Tresca criteria for failure falls entirely within the yield envelope, adopting these criteria for 
design would result in a more conservative approach, at the expense of added weight. 

It is clear from Figure 6.42 that the fracture envelope for Ti-5553 in the ST A-6 condition is 
in excellent agreement with the shear strain energy (von Mises) model for failure. Although the 
failure mode of the STA-6 condition is different than that of the BAFC condition, the failure 
envelopes are similar in that the fracture stresses in tension and compression are the same. 
Stress calculations tend to ignore the possibility of compressive failure, seeing that for most 
engineering materials the fracture stress in compression is larger that that in tension . 

The consequence of this finding is quite significant for design of landing gear structures. 
It indicates that the fracture stresses in tension and compression are essentially identical and the 
possibility of compressive failure must be considered during analysis. 
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7.0 MAJOR FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The work presented in this thesis is aimed at providing a more thorough metallurgical 
understanding of a new alloy, Ti-5Al-5V-5-Mo-3Cr, through the investigation of its microstructure 
and properties. 

The order of presentation of results for the characterization of the microstructure and 
properties was in accordance with the two types of industrial heat treatments prescribed for p 
titanium alloys: 

1) Heat treatments above the Ptransus, (p annealed group of heat treatments) 

2) Heat treatments below the p transus, (ex-P solution treated group of heat treatments) 

A series of major findings and conclusions from this work are presented below following 
the same order. 

7.1 Heat Treatments Above the~ Transus 

i) Heat treatment above the p transus temperature causes complete recrystallization of 
the as-forged microstructure. The as-cooled microstructure consists of equiaxed p 
grains with an average grain size of 200µm. Water quenching from above the p 
transus results in precipitation of a dispersion of nano-sized ffi phase; while the fan
cooled microstructure contains nano-sized ffi and ex precipitates. The cooling times 
from the ptransus to 400°C for water quenching and fan-cooling were of the order of 
less than 1 minute and 4 minutes, respectively. This suggests that ex precipitation 
begins within 1 and 4 minutes. 

ii) Ageing of the fan-cooled microstructure at 790°C or 600°C precipitates sub micron 
acicular ex throughout the p grains. The tensile properties of this condition could not 
be determined using standard tensile specimens due to brittle failure at the grips. 
However, hardness measurements suggest that the material has an ultimate tensile 
strength of - 1600MPa. 

iii) When ageing at 600°C, the presence of ffi phase after fan-cooling plays no role on 
the final scale of the precipitated ex. This was established by ageing retained p 
specimens with and without the ffi phase. It is believed that the ffi phase disappears 
during heat-up to the ageing temperature, however more work is needed to prove this 
hypothesis. 

iv) Controlled cooling from above the p transus to the ageing temperature at slower 
rates produces a coarser ex+P microstructure. Acicular ex laths are produced with 
cooling rates of 1°C/min, while lamellar ex develops at cooling rates of 3.4°C/min. 

v) The pannealed and fan-cooled condition is characterized by relatively low strength 
(-850MPa) and low ductility (-6% elong.}.The fracture mode is by intensely localized 
slip and the creation of transgranular cracks. Localization of slip is attributed to 
shearing of the nano-scale ffi precipitates by dislocations. The grain boundaries are 
the major impediment to dislocation motion by controlling the slip distance. A linear 
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relationship between the grain size, d-112 
, and the yield and fracture stresses was 

established, as described by the Hall-Petch relation. With controlled cooling, the 
strength and ductility improve by precipitation of lamellar a within the ~ matrix. 
Improvements in ductility and strength are achieved by reducing the slip length; this 
can be accomplished by reducing the grain size or introduction of other dislocation 
barriers such as a precipitates. 

vi) 	 The fracture stress was found to have the same magnitude in tension and in 
compression. This characteristic is attributed to the common fracture mode, which 
involves localized shear along discrete slip planes. The localized slip produces 
accumulation of dislocations, lattice dilation and the generation of voids within the 
narrow slip bands. With continued shear deformation the voids grow and coalesce 
resulting in transgranular cracks. 

vii) 	 Plotting the yield and fracture stresses on a two-principal stress axis coordinate 
system results in two concentric ellipses in good agreement with the von Mises 
model of failure. 

7 .2 	 Heat Treatments Below the ~ Transus 

i) 	 Solution heat treatment below the ~ transus and fan-cooling results in complete 
dissolution of the as-forged acicular a phase within the aged ~ matrix. Solutionizing 
at 50°C below the ~ transus yields a volume fraction of 16.5% primary a in a matrix of 
retained ~ - Low angle grain boundaries and globular primary a, each measuring 2
4µm average in diameter, are uniformly distributed throughout the retained ~ matrix. 

ii) 	 The retained ~ contains a nano-scale dispersion of w phase. Although the w phase 
has a propensity to localize the slip process, the finely spaced grain boundaries and 
primary a limit the slip length and prevent premature void formation. 

iii) 	 The tensile strength in this condition is relatively low, i.e. (- 900MPa) and the ductility 
relatively high (- 16% elongation.). The high ductility is attributed to cooperative a-~ 
deformation of the primary a to ~ matrix, due to their comparable strain hardening 
behaviour. Deformation of the retained ~ matrix is dominated by localized slip , 
however the scale of slip is greatly reduced by the presence of the primary a and the 
grain boundaries. Fracture occurs by shear decohesion at the primary a to ~ 
interface. 

iv) 	 With ageing in the 500°C to 600°C temperature range, precipitation of a within the 
retained ~ begins within 5 minutes of the start of ageing. Precipitating is 
heterogeneously nucleated at dislocations and grain boundaries. The final scale of 
the precipitated a is not affected by the presence of the w phase, it is believed that 
this phase disappears during heat-up to the ageing temperature. 

v) 	 A drastic increase in hardness and tensile strength occurs within 20 minutes of 
ageing. The yield and ultimate tensile strengths reach values of roughly 1200 and 
1300MPa, respectively, and remain relatively constant for up 48 hours ageing. 

vi) 	 The increase in tensile strength observed after ageing for 20 minutes is caused by 
precipitation of lenticular a, measuring 0.15µm in diameter and 1-3µm in length. With 
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continued ageing, agglomeration and coarsening of the lenticular a is observed. 
However, the overall change in scale of the lenticular a phase does not change 
significantly which accounts for the constancy in the yield and tensile strengths. 

vii) 	 The fracture stresses for the solution treated condition and for material subsequently 
aged at 500°C and 600°C are quite similar in magnitude. This similarity is due to the 
fact that the fractu re mechanism, which controls the fracture stress, is the same for 
all these conditions. The fracture mechanism for all the solution treated conditions is 
begins with shear decohesion of the primary a to ~ interfaces. 

viii) 	 Additionally, the fracture stress in tension and compression are exactly the same. 
This characteristic is also due to the fact that the fracture mechanism in tension and 
compression occurs by shear fracture at the primary a to~ interfaces. The fracture 
mechanism is insensitive to loading direction since reversing the loading direction 
does not alter the magnitude of the shear stress, but only reverses the directions of 
the shear couple. 

ix) 	 In the aged condition, increasing the solution treatment temperature reduces the 
volume fraction of primary a and the ductility. The role of the primary a during plastic 
deformation can be envisaged by considering the differences in yield strengths and 
strain hardening rates between the primary a and the aged ~· As the primary a is 
much softer than the aged ~. it begins to yield ahead of the aged ~; its lower strain 
hardening rate indicates that it continues to accommodate the larger share of plastic 
deformation upon loading. Consequently, the primary a plays a ductilizing role within 
the aged microstructure. 

This investigation has been aligned with the requirements associated with the aerospace 
industry, in particular with the needs of the landing gear design community. The approach for 
material characterization and investigation of the mechanical properties has taken into 
consideration these interests. In light of this, a series of practical remarks and recommendations 
for future work are also presented. 
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7.3 	 Practical Remarks and Recommendations for Future Work 

Introduction of a new alloy to the aerospace design community is a lengthy and arduous 
process. This is justifiable since the criticality of the applications involved demands care and 
rigorous scrutiny. 

With an understanding that this alloy had been fully developed by the material supplier 
and that the chemical composition and thermo-mechanical processing were fixed , full adoption of 
this alloy in new designs required the closing of certain gaps in the state of knowledge. These 
gaps were primarily related to the alloy's response to heat treatment and its deformation and 
fracture properties. The work presented herein has endeavored to bridge these gaps. 

Seeing that the high strength associated with the solution treated and an aged condition 
constitutes a competition between plasticity and fracture, the following are practical guidelines for 
optimizing the balance between ductility and strength: 

i) 	 The solution heat treatment temperature should be selected to achieve a volume 
fraction of primary a between 15-20%. Based on the optimization work presented 
earlier, a suitable starting temperature would be 50°C below the ~ transus. 

ii) 	 Increasing the volume fraction of primary a improves ductility with a small impact on 
tensile strength. 

iii) 	 Ageing in the range of 600-630°C, for periods of 5-10 hours represent a window of 
peak strength and ductility for Ti-5553. 

Comparing the fracture toughness of Ti-5553 to that of other ~ titanium alloys we see that 
its K1e values are lower. Although, K1e this is not a primary consideration in Landing Gear design, 
it represents a higher risk. This risk can be mitigated by reducing the probability of surface and 
internal defects through increased inspection. Designing to a lower fatigue damage allowance, as 
well as shot peening of all fatigue critical features would also lower the risk of component failure. 

In regards to the threshold of crack initiation and propagation under conditions of stress 
corrosion cracking , these values appear lower than those for similar alloys. In particular the K1see 
value is lower than that for Ti-10-2-3 in the ST A condition. This is not surprising since the SCC 
evaluation approach is based on the fracture toughness approach. Nonetheless, failures of 
titanium components due to SCC in normal aircraft operating environments are rare, and the risk 
of th is mode of failure is low. 

On the other hand, the significance of the fracture behaviour of Ti-5553 in tension and 
compression is of great importance to structural design. It means that checks for compressive 
failure, so called "residual strength" calculations, must accompany the analysis for failure in 
tension. The limited comparative work done on Ti-10-2-3 also suggests that a similar fracture 
envelope is applicable, thus, similar comments apply to this alloy. 
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This work has highlighted areas for continued research and identified a number of points which 
need further study and clarification, these are: 

I. 	 Since the majority of the property optimization work was focused on the solution treated 
and aged (high strength) conditions, optimization of the ~ annealed condition would be 
needed to fully understand its potential for other application. As stated in the Introduction, a 
primary criterion for material selection in some landing gear components is resistance to 
fatigue and not strength. Recently, improved toughness and fatigue life has been reported 
for the ~ annealed slow cooled and aged Ti-5553. f31J Work on optimizing the ~ annealed 
slow cooled condition may show attractive properties for future designs. 

II. 	 A more thorough understanding of the microstructural factors affecting the fracture 

toughness of Ti-5553 in the ST A condition is needed in order to improve this property. 


Ill. 	 Although inferences have been made about the strain hardening behaviour of the primary a 
on the basis of its deformation behaviour, the precise strain hardening rate is unknown. 
Because of the relatively small sizes involved, this behaviour could be investigated by 
measuring the nano-hardness changes as a function of strain. 

IV. 	 Evidence has been provided that the presence or absence of co phase in the retained ~ 
does not change the final scale of a precipitates upon ageing. This is believed to be due to 
dissolution of the co phase during heating to the ageing temperature (600°C}. Hence, 
nucleation of a is unaffected by the co phase, as this phase is no longer present. This 
hypothesis is based on the instability of co phase at high temperatures in similar alloys. 
Nonetheless, TEM work would be required to confirm this hypothesis. 

V. 	 Although this work has clarified the microstructure evolution and role of many 
microstructural features on the properties, the impact of the microstructure on fatigue 
properties has been outside of the scope of this thesis. Considering the critical importance 
of fatigue analysis is the design process, a thorough understanding of the fatigue properties 
of Ti-5553 is needed. 

VI. 	 Plotting the yield, fracture and shear stresses on a two-principal stress axis coordinate 

system results in two concentric ellipses in excellent agreement with the shear strain 

energy (van Mises) model for failure and not the Mohr's modified shear stress model - as 

first expected. The practical consequences of this finding are significant to structural 

analysis and are discussed in the next section. 


VII. 	 It should be emphasized that the models developed in this thesis are mesoscopic in nature. 
In the future, a more definitive view could be developed by studying the Bauschinger effect 
during the elasto-plastic transition or studying the internal stresses in the two phases by 
neutron diffraction. Furthermore, at a more microscopic level , a detailed study of the co
plasticity of the hexagonal and BCC phases by detailed TEM studies would be of great 
value. Thus the titanium alloy studied in this thesis remains a rich source for future study. 
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